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PEB;F'ACE 
'rh?. iwrk on which this dissertation i s ba.sed ,ra.':; carried out 
a t the Scott Polar Research Ins titute, with the guidance of Dr .S.E~,a~s 
as Supervisor, between October 1971 and May 1975. 
All experimental work, r eviews, discuss ion , and f i e;i.lres are, 
unless otherwise stated , the original work of the author. The thesis 
does not P-xce0,J_ 80,0(A l words, and has not been submitted for a degree 
a.i; any o the r U11iversity. 
Two periods of field work were carried out, the first duri!1G the 
Austra l summer 0f 1971/72 c..s part of a series of rad.i.o echo surveys 
of the Antarct ic ice cap, tmder the joint auspices of SfRI and the 
U.S. l'fa tion3. l Scic~nce J~oundation. 'l'he second expedi iion took place 
during t he smnmGr of 1973, to Devon Island , where deta iled investigations 
of the rn.0.io echo 1,.,haviour were performed. 
T am ipr\ebted to the Natura ]_ Environment Research CounciJ , 
which provided a ma i ntenance grant coveriEg the first three years of 
this: r.::0earc:h; and to the Director of SPRI, Dr.Q,.deq.Rc•bin, for 
financia1 supr-.:-,rt '-' 'lT'.ng the fourth year, as welJ. as for use of the 
facilities of the Ins ti.tute. 
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Introduction . 
This thesis is an attempt to bridge the gap exis ting between 
the theory and practice of radio •jcho sounding of glaciers~ in 
connection with the interpretation of the observed behaviour of echoes 
from the base of the ice. 
The theory of reflections of electromagnetic ,vaves from r ough 
surfaces bas been dealt with, i r. th.is specifi~ .-conn~n-ion,.by ... ... . 
C.R.Harrison(1972), and f:I.V.Berr:y (1 973 ), and 've shall draw heavily 
on their resu:ts. 
Our intention is, however, in the light of experimental 
ana:!..ysis of echoes, to distil from their general mathematical 
discuss ions a more physical w1derstanding 0f the processes from which 
the echo behaviour results. We hope in this way to d.escri.be the 
echo in situations where the overl apping of diffen·i,t physical. 
regi!nes makes rigoro0.,,3 mathernaticEl ana~ys j.s t~·Lffi.cu::.t, and. to for.n 
a link between aDB.lytical results for limiting cases, and nwne1·ical 
solut:i.ons :or intermE·diate cases. F•"''' ~:ne J.atter, we shall m::i.ke 
extensive use of the results of E.N.Braml ey 2.r;J I~.':',n~;·1g (1967). 
It is possible to deduc e some ch9.!.'acter·i.stics of the lower 
boundary of thA ic e with on:!..y qualitative info"?'.'mation concerning the 
.form and betaviour o'f' the I1::·CC:c ived echoes. Several r.onclus:i..ons have 
been- drawn concerning the stat. ti of the base of the East Antarctic 
j_cc sheet, without benefit of quantitative records ·of the echo. 'l'hese 
are the most important geophysical results ohtair:.ed in the course of 
this work. However:· very much mo:ce information is avaj_lable, with 
appropriate adaptations of the basic echo sounding appara tus. 
The u:1es of this j_nformation a:re to be found in acade:nic 
geophysics, :prospecting, climatology, pa1eo-climatology, and 
predictive speculation. It is extremely expensive to obtain, 
and we hope to provide a manageable analysis, applicable to 
real field situations, and requiring a minimum of technological 
sophistication. 
~.I .' , 
\ 
I 
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( 1. 1 ) 
CHAPTER 1 
techniques for sub_-glacia.l inves~~-~g,at i~ 
Introduction 
_The penetration.of radio waves through a polar ic e 
sheet, and their reflect.:.on from its lower boundary, w&.s first 
postulat ed by W. R. Pi.ggott 1 as the cause of a regular i nter-
ference . ol1served in the co·,:n:e of radar B:'u:i:d."ies .:'°''~' .:th@-
ionosphere 1 being carriecJ. out at the Royal Socie-~y Base, 
Halley Bay. (Evans 1 1966 ) 
It was quickly demonstrated that radio-frequem:;y 
electro-magnet ic waves could nenetrate great thicknesses of 
ic eo Since then, the technique of radio echo sou.tiding has 
been used in many cold regions ., to measure the depth of ice 
sheets, and. to investigate the large-scale fea· ·.J.res of the 
sub-ice surf-"',ce. '!:"'he records of ex:;.,,di ·~ic.1s to :,oth polar 
reg ions, and to many mo,mtain glaciers have reveal ed ice up 
to ;nore ·rhan four thousand. me-trc.::, J..n thic:;:ness ; covering 
mom1tains, trenches, plateaux and p l ains~ Ice s:,elves, where 
the ice floats on water, have been distin6 ,lished, and crevassing, 
i ce rises, a.r,d ice streams are delineated. (Evans 1 Gudmansen, 
Swithi;nban.k, Hatt ersley-: ... smi th and Robin, ( 1969), Evar1s and 
Smith, (1970) , Robin 1 Switl,inbcLnv:: and Smi·,.11, (-1970), Evans 
::-.nd Robin , ('1972), and others). 
Attention was concentrated, in these studies, on the 
accuracy with which the tiT!le delay of the echo couJ.d be used 
to indicate the depth of the ice . 
However, the r eflections are not without an internal 
structure, ancl some af::pects of their belnviour are of interest, 
independently of their application to d.'.cpth measurement. 
1 
The structure depends on the inter-action of the waves with 
the reflecting surfac e . '11he form of the echo is capable of 
throwing light both on the composition of the sub-glacial 
material? and on the small-scale form of the interface. 
The present work deals with this capability, and with 
the adaptation of present methods of extracting such information. 
ri1he basic equipment has been described in detail by Evans and 
Smith (1969), and the interp1°etation of the r8su.J.ts has been 
discussed by Robin , Eva..n.s and Bailey ( 1969) 7 Harrison ( 1971) 
and others. 
The theo-y,etical treatment of reflect i cns from rough 
surfaces has roots both in work relating specifically to radar, 
(Beckmann and ::5pizzichino (-1963) \ and to the study of the 
ionosphere (Booker 1 Ratcliffe and Shinn (1950), Bramley and 
Young (1967) ) . Further work relating to ice depth sounding has 
been cione by Harrison (-1972) and Ben·y (1973). Their a i m has 
been to provide c. general theory, covering all foreseeable 
8Xperimental situations, and as wide as possible a range of 
reflecting s~rfaces. 
We shall use our experience in the field tc narro1-, dci,m 
tha range of theoretical discussion, and to develop fuTther the 
argument in relevant directions. We hope to provide an alg01:ithm 
whereby the observed characteristics of the echoes ma:y- be trans-
latecl into statistical or particular characteristics of the 
reflecting interface. We believe that such inforJ1ation will be 
of value in discuss ions both of the pas t and pi0 esent form of 
the ice sheet 1 and of the geologfoal make-up of the bedrock~ 
( 1. 2) 
(1.2 . 1) 
The r emainder of this chapter will be devoted. to a 
review of the existing techniques by whi ch observ3,tions of sub-
glacial ccnditions may be made. We shall examine their applica-
bility to the inves tigation of t he su:dace forming the lcwer 
boundary of the ice . 
~~ting: technique_§_ 
The direct examin.at ion of the ma,t eria . .l in a,nc1 l1e 1 cw t.l, e 
ice, by means of bore-holes, cannot be seriously c~msidered, 
except in the roJ e of providing 9 ground t::cuth I by which other 
observations may be checkedo The cost, the slowness of the 
procedure, and the spot nature of' results rule out the meU1od 
for cove1·age o:;: significant areas. We mus t therefore turu to 
indirect measurements. 
The interfac e r'lay be described separately in terms of 
the b·.1lk prooerties of the over- and under- lying mater-ials, and 
in terms of the i:eometrical form of the surface. In general, 
the two are dealt with by different kinds of technique. 
The "i.mlk properties with which we may be concerned 
comprisej density , ma.gnetj_c permea,bi lity, elasticity and 
e l ectrica l properties (permittivity and conductivity) of the 
ice and rock. 
Gravt t y measurements 
A gravimeter measl~Yes relative values of the acc ,21-er&tion 
due to gravity, from the extension of a spring supporting a fixed 
mass. The local value of g is determined primari l y by the 
altitude of the point of observation, and secondarily by the 
I 
loca l dens ity distribution of the underlying rocks. The ro:;k 
dens ities may be i n f erred by virtue of assumptions i.nvolvin.g 
horizont a l uni formity , and the existence of a finite num·ber, of 
discrete strata. 
In the case of a thick ice sheet, we know that th e ic e-
rock interface is the closGst material bou__"l.dary to the o'lis2rv8r 1 
and that it involves a comparativel y large density contrast 
I > (the density of i~e being c.tbout 9'10 kg/m.J. whereas that for 
upper-crust a l rocks averages about 2700 kg/m3• Using the 
knoi;-rledge of surface e levation at:d ice thickness rendered by 
r adio echo sounding and other sources, we may e,btain, in areas 
of steady ic e depth, a mean value for the density of the upper 
crust, weighted g,ccor·ding to the r e l ati·1e proxi mity of th e 
different l ayers. 
Single observations of this t ;-;-pe cannot r esolve the 
strata, however f and can..>J.ot indic2.te t;~e presenc,3 of :::ori,para-
tively thin l ayers overlying the bas ement . As an illustration, 
we consider the case of a l ayer, 500 metres thick, of sedimentary 
rock of density 2400 kz/m3, overlying bas e:rT.ent rocks of density 
2900 kg/m3• We ;;,,osume that -i;he s lab i s infinite in extent. 
1
.rhe associated gr;:iv:i. ty anomaly is calculat s,d frorn the 
formula : 
where '( , the uni ver sal cons tant of gravitat ion, is 
equal to 6.7x10- 11m3kg- 1sec-2 
., f is the density contr::i,st behmen the local roe:;;: and 
t he average crustal densHy at the same elevation. In our case, 
,_ 
the local density be:i.ng 2400 kg/m·', a11cl the average being 
F 
2700 
3 I 
kg/m : JI) 
H is the ext ent in depth of the npp e1° l ay er 7 and her e 
equals 500 metres . 
Thus .Lg = 6 x 10-5m/sec 2, 01° 6 mgal . 
The most accura~e gravity stations i n Antarctica are 
char act eris erl by errors of + 3- 5 rngal ( Grushinsky, 1970); on 
the ice shee~ r uncertainties in the surface elevation and ic e 
thickness rr1ay ad.d. error s of about + 10 mga l . These fi gures ar e 
calculated b;r adaptation of Bentley's (1 964 ) estimates, using 
upC:.ated estimates of the above uncertainti es from Drew-ry·1 s (197 3 ) 
work on radio echo rPsult s. 
Such a l ayer as that mentioned above woul d be at the 
limit of resolution of the gTavimetric methGd.o However , a 
syst ematic survey, consisting of close-spac ed points, might 
shed light on the broad make- up of the sub-ice crust (Gr ushi.ns k:y 
and Lazare,r, 1970). 
(1 . 2.2 o) Seismi c di sper s ion 2tudi es 
The velocity of propagat ion of sei smic waves i n a l ayer 
of finit e depth i s a function , not only of the elastic propert ies 
and dens ity of t Le l ayer, but also of its thickness, and of the 
frequency of the wave . Though the l atter effects are negligibl e 
for waves of l ength much small er t han the l ayer thickness ., for 
the long period waves set up by e2.rthquakes, the dispers i on 
becomes significant. 
This is the basis of so-call ed 'di spers i on-wave s t udies', 
where the group ve l ocities of seismic waves are measured for 
frequem:ies between .05 and ,,016 Hz (that is, for per:i.ods between 
r 
(1 .2.3) 
20 and 60 seconds)o The seismic wave velocity is about 6 Krn/sec 7 
giving wavelengths between 120 anc, 360 krne The range of crustal. 
t h:i cknesses normally encountered runs from 10 km (typica l of th e 
sub-oceanic crust) to 50 km beneath the l arge continen+al Rhielr'is, 
The dispers ion of such waves, then, may be used to calculate the 
thicknes s of a crust whose composition i s 2.ssumed. (Adams,. 1970) . 
Seismic dispersion studies originally showed that the 
East Ar1tare;tic shield i s typically 00.rit i_nenta 1_, with a c:rus ta,l 
thickness between 35 km (Evison and ot:1-lersr 1960 )1 and 42 km 
(Adams, 1970). West Antarctica 1,3 fo-..md to be som ewha t thinner 
at 25-30 km. This was the first positive evidence which 
confirmed the hypothesis that the .Antarct it: was made up of two 
distinct crustal blocks with different tectonic histories. 
Attempts have been made to extend +he metho5 to resolve 
strata within the crust. Model s including up to 6 discrete 
l ayers. have been develop ed (:O ewart and Tcks1fa, 1965), irnrol ving 
l ayers between 3 and 12 km thick~ Adams, in reviewing these 
attempts (Adams, 1970), concludes that it i s over--ambitious, with-
out independent confirmation, to rely on the unique vc=:,lidity of 
any one solution , We s ha l l 3.ccept that thi s technique is 
es~entially one of low resolution, and not well adapted -for local 
study of particular l evels of ~;he crust e 
Ac~ s.eis~l ogy 
I n active seismic studies, an artificial exp l osion 
replaces the earthquake as the soure;e of the seismic waves. The 
frequencies genera t ed a.re much higher th an those observed in 
--
dispersion studies (between 10 and 500 Hz), and. the crustal 
strata are no longer regarded as dispersj_ve layers of finite 
thickness, but as homogepf-.:ous, non- dispersive media. Nave 
travel paths are calculated in the same way as i.n geometricE.1 
optics . Since the f requenci es i nvolved ar e much hi gL:::,r than in 
dispersion studies , the resolution attainable by active seis-
mology i s proportionately greater. 
Deep sei smjc refraction shootin;i;,, reJ.i1:,~~ on th8 pa.ss3,g8 
of waves horizontal ly through the crust, bet ween two points on 
the surf ace, spaced apa rt by up to several hund.red kilometres. 
Waves travelling in separate strata, with different v e l oc i ties, 
arrive at the receiving stati0n at differeE~; instaxrl~~; . lll/nen 
different groups have been id.ent ifi ed, a 1;1odel of the crust al 
structure i s built up by fitting computed travel paths t o the 
observed. travel times o By this means , r e fraction s hootir,g is 
claimed (Kosmi nskaya and Riznichenko, 196/L ) t o be cap2,ble of 
resolving strata as thin as 3 km, using fr eqaenc i es of about 
10 Hz. 
Though the detailed structure deduced may be qu.est ioned 
(Paki ser and_ Steinhart 7 1964 ) 1 the travel path of waves immediately 
below a..n. ice sheet may bP, computed with some accuracy, lmowing 
the depth of the ice. Thus the seismic wave velocity may be 
calculated reliabl y, which may indicate broadly the :cod;: type 
invol ved. Changes in the type of rock shoul d be apparent, and 
a widespread survey by this technique conld . l:Je expect ed to reveal 
the broad distribution. The method, however, does not ;yield 
information on the nature of the sub-ice boundary itself. 
Seismic reflection shooting, in contrast to refr3,ction 
shooting, relies cm the interaction of the transmitted wa.Vs'3S 
with the interfaces between media with different acoust:l.c 
impedances. We might ex1ject this interaction to give rise to 
a similar infrastructure to the echoes as has been meYJ.tioned 
with respect to electromagnetic so1-mding. However, the technique 
is limited in this respect by several difficulties: 
a ) Signal-to-·noise levels a.re generally low. 
Especially at higi1 altitudes on the East L:.1tarctic plateau. 1 
incoherent surface :v1.oise, excited by t~1e shot, may persist for 
a second or more. The identification of echoes is itself a 
difficult problem (Bentley, 1964)f and, und.8r thflse conditions, 
a precise description of the received pulse is not possibleo 
b) Because of the inherent I one-shot' natur ,:! of the 
method, overlapping echoes, from different parts of che 
reflecting surface are hard to distinguish. Numerical methods 
are not easily applicable: in general, the mea.suremern;s are nc•t 
amenable to statistical treatment. 
c) The form of the reflected wave-fronts, and their 
angu_lar spectrum, depe_vi,J.s on the geometry of the :ceflecting 
int erface, in the_:, same way as do electromagnetic reflections . 
However, in order to obtain useful information ctb.mt the .inter-
face, it must be possible to examine in detail the received pulse, 
lmowing also the shape of the transmitted pulse as it travels 
into the icee This shape is very uncertain, in the case of 
seismic sounding. It is not subject to direct control, but 
depends on the nature of the explosion 1 and on the coupling of 
the acoustic ene:cg;r into the ice: a very- inefficient process . 
Bentley (1 971) est imat es an uncertainty of + 60% i n the 
ac ou s tic ener gy generat ed by the shot, and that tlle d.urat .i on of 
the radiated pulse is about 20 msec . The use of high- pass 
filters in the receiver, in order to reduce the noise level ~ 
further complicates the interpretation of the r ece i vea_ pu l s e 
shape, and we conc lua_e that, with so lit t l e initia l information 1 
detailed analysis i s not wort h while. 
W0 shalJ see in Chapter 4 that kno wl edg P. of the pu l s e 
length is essent i a l to any interpretation of the received power r 
and that interference effects necessitate the use of a mean 
level , rather than s ingle spot valueso ( t·ie are here drawing 
a direct analogy b etween seismic and electromagnetic pulse 
techniques) ~ We conc lud3 a lso, then, -1:hat l :..ttle reliable 
i nformation concerning the refl ecting power of the sub- ice 
interface i s availab l e from thi s tecnnique~ 
Some inferences have been dl'.'awn about conditions near 
the base of the ic e, from sei smic reflection studies. Bentley 
(1 9'71 ) ha s describe(1 a low- amplitude reflection which has often 
been seen to precede tha t from bedrock pro;1er , in seismic 
investigations of the Antarctic ice sheet . He hypothesis es that 
thi s could represent a partia lly- r eflecting intt?.rface between 
th e upper ice, and a l ayer, either of ice at t h e pressure melting 
point , or of ice cont arninat ed by moraine at some distance above 
the bed. Bentley deduc es, from the 'reverber at i ve , inco!";.erent' 
character of the echo, that the l atter cause was the more l ike l y. 
The f ormer would be expected to f orm a s i ngl e, cont inuous surface, 
givi ng r i se to a ' s i ngular, impulsive' refl ect i on. Th i s is a 
stu dy ver;ymuch in t h e spirit of much of t he pr esent work, and one 
\ 
\ 
which it will be of inter est to exarnine. 
We shall comment on Bentleyts reasons for the above 
cor:.clusion in the order in whj_ch he states them: 
a) 'rhe obs ervation of 'more than one amplitude 
maximum' in the echo traces is not evidence for a.n echo scattered 
r l from a r ough surface. It is more compatibl e with an undulating 
reflecting 8urface, to which more than cme- -nor·ma:.:i: may -be-drawn -
through the po i nt of obseJ~vation~ 
b) Variations n1 the power of the echo over and above 
thos e al:;_owed for by Bentley may be caused by +:he curvature of 
refl ecting facets of an undulc:.ting surface. These will include 
augrnentatiorcs of the apparent reflection coeff_i_cie:rLto 
c ) Horizontal changes in th~ refl 2ct i on coefficient 
are to be expected on th,;, basis of this model c..,i' the surface. 
d) Large d:ip angles of t}l,3 surface, ;;-rile not 
supporting the hypothesis of a velocity change due to ti.'1e 
temperat"cLre gradient in tl:e ice, neither lend weight to that of 
layers of morainal IJ1':Lterial. They suggest that -~~1e cause of the 
reflect ions mciy be some third, as yet 1mconsidered phenomenon. 
It is, however, possible that a surface unrlulating by a few 
meters might be caused by local variations in the basal heating 
due to friction and strain in the ice. The position of the 
r·eflecting layer, on the temperature model, woulcl be extremely 
sensitive to the exact temperature profile at each point, since 
the velocity change occurs over a very small range of temperature 
(-0.1 to -o.2°c). With a temperature gradient of 0,.1°C per 
10 metres, it is only necessary for the t ernperature at the mean 
depth of the reflecting layer to vary by 0.1°c to produce a 
shift in the vertical posit ion of the layer of 10 ilte-tres. 
Though it seems 1mJikely tha,t a, dip of 19° 1 as quoted by 
Bentley, could be prod.need lJy this means at,ove an apparently 
flat bedrock surface, we empha size that the temp erature effect 
is not tied to flow l ines in the ice , as is moraine, but may 
shift vertically, and smoothly from place to place, · a s a r esult 
of the l ocal temperature profile. We also point out that where 
the base of the ice i s at th e pressure-melr.ing point the lo,:;al 
tempera t u re structure may be a ffected by the distribut ion of act ual 
melting zones as a result of the small-scale topography of the 
bedrock surface. 
e) The reflection coefficient of a boundary caused 
by a t emperature change will be dependent on the temperature 
gradient, and will be variabJe from r egion to region6 
We believe that the quantitative value of meas1.:.rements 
of the echoes is small, particularly since the s i gna.l-to- j1oise 
ratio is low (Bentley does not take this into account in his 
estimates of echo power, or comments on the coher ence of the 
echoes). The above corn.1i1ents, rather than proving ~he opposi-f;e 
to Bentl ey ' s conclusion, demonst rate that no definit8 conclusion 
can be drawn . Paragrapn (a) alo::1.e suggests to the author that 
a smooth, undulating surface wou ld be clos er to the truth than a 
rough , scattering surface. 
Magnetic surveying 
I n gen eral , magnetic surveyi ng suffers, f or our purposes, 
fr om the same difficulties as does gravit y su rveyi ng. The 
imp ortance of accurate knowl edge of a ltitude, of assumpt ions 
about the crustal structure, and t he generally l ow resolut ion 
of t he technique r Pncler it i.napplicabl e to the detai l ed. 
investigations which WA wish to consider~ However 7 where abrupt 
changes in the crust involve magnetic materials, the method 
may yield i mportant specific information which is especially 
useful in combination with the results of gravity, seismic 7 
or electromagnetic surveys. 
For exwnples Ko gan and Morozov (1969) have described a 
magnetic survey performed along a traverse from Molodezhrc.a;ya 
Station to the Pole of Relative Inacces sibility. Ar:1-0ng their 
general conclusions 7 they ::.·efer to chan6 eP in the characte:c of 
the magnetic field variations, indicaL.ng changes in the nature 
of the crystalline basement. Th=?se are correlated with faulting 
revealed as a result of s i multaneous seismic r efraction shooting 
and the correspondence allows greater confi.dence to be placed 
12 
in each set of results o Similar comparisons were used by Solovryev 
a.~d Kogan in their interpretations of obse~vations ~~ a 425 km 
traverse near Novola.zarevskaya (1970). 
Both of these stu.dies illustrate the advantag:os of >vch 
surveys, each component of which suffers from 
difficulties of interpretation when seen in isolation. 
Electromagnet ic ~~undin~ 
The technique of radio echo sounding relies on tr..<; 
difference between the electric.:11 properties of ice and those of 
rock. The relative per·mittivity of ice is approximatel y .3, 
whereas that of rock varies between 2 and ·1 O. Fig. 1. 1 shows 
the va lue of€ for various different types of rock, as given 
I" 
by CamplJell and Ulrichs (:969), and by Keller (1966) . The 
expected reflecting power is a function of the permittivities 
and conductivities involvedi and is plotted. in Fig. 1.2, as a 
I .ITnc ou.s rocks 
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Fig.1.-i Values of relative perr,1itLLvit;y for v a rio'-13 rock 
types. 1rhe continuous re.nges are dcri ved from Ca,tip.bsll and 
Ulrichs (1 969), and the point vE .. lues from KelJ.er ( 1966) .. 
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'I o-3mho/m. A small range of volcani c rocks sho1.o1 permitt :i.v i -
t i es lower than that of i ce; excluding these, we expect the 
range of reflecting power to run from -·iQ to - 25 d:S. 
Because of the nature of t he rough surface under 
obs ervation, the streng~h of the echo f r om a s i ngl e pul se 
may not be :i:epresentative of the refl ect ing power charac-
terizing ~.he mater-ia.ls which form the bour.,'Ja,ry. The two 
contribut ing causes are J t.Jhe,tC th.e. abei--v,er rs ,~ ,s lo..,~ (- f = H"' sui-to.ce:: 
a ) I nt erference between r efJ. ections from different 
facets of the rough surface . If the echo results fr om t he 
addition of ::i, sufficient number of elementary r 8fJ. ec tions 1 we 
may expect a Rayleigh distribution of echo a.;npl :i.tudes. 
Measuring the echo power in decibels , related to :,my f:i.xed 
level of power, we expect ::i, distribution g iven by~ 
J (Pb)= kexp { k[ R, -P, ]) .ex p(-exp(k [P.-i?l~ 
where R, is the mean received power 1 meas'J.rEd in d.B and K i s 
./; 11, 
':i,: ... 
.it... '~:){ 
Log e ( 1 O) . It will be noted from Fig. 1. 31 where the distribution 
is illustrated, -that the maximum corresponcls with the mean power. 
Thi s effect will occur for the case of il lumination 1)y continuous 
waves. 
b) The dispersal in time of pulsed reflections from 
different facets. We shall see in Chapt er 4 that this effect 
may be allowed for by using a. sufficiently long pulse length 7 
since the effect is, of course, not seen in the case of 
continuous-wave illumin2,t ion .. 
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_f'>,_ syst emat j_c uncert a inty is ir:i.tToduced in the measi:,n,ment 
of the reflecting power by errors in estimates of the absorption 
of radio power in the ic e. However, by u s ing the a ptitude of the 
t echnique for frequent, close-spaced observations , we may follow 
the variation of the avera,ge echo power and interpret observed 
changes according to their size, abruptness, and relation to 
other o·bserved sub--glac i a l features. For a given change in 
the rock pern!ittivity, the change in the refl ecting power is 
given by: 
2~ 
Er ·- E. i. ·( ~€~~) 
~-rhere R is the refl ecting power , 
E: i s the r e l at ive permitt i vity o.f rock, r-
E:\ i s the rel ative permi tt i vi ty of icw, a.nS we 
neglect the effect of fin i te conc:3-uctivity in either material. 
T2.king f,. = 6, as fo r some forms of granite 1 a..'ld ( ( = 3.2, 
we have: 
~ 
R 
We may expect , in principle, to be abl e to detect a 
change of about 2 dB in the reflection coefficient, wh i c~ 
corresponds with a change of 201~ in the r el ative permi tt i vi ty 
of the rock. In a thick ice sheet , we may expect such a change 
in the rock type to occur over a shorter distance than any 
significant change in the temperature structure, and therefore 
specific absorption, of the ice. 
We mentioned in Section (,.2 . 3) that interpretatior:>. of 
the received pulse was impeded -by a lack o:f knowledge of the 
shape of the transmitted pulser in seismic sounding ~ I n the 
case of' electromagnet i.c soun ding, the process of coupling Clf 
the transmitted signal into the body of the ic e is understood in 
greater detail. 1rhough the trans ition from snow to firn, and 
finally to solid ice may vary fr om place -~o plac e 7 the matching 
of the radio B..-.nteY'~"la may be checked an .i adjusted in situ_. In 
the case of airborne radio echo soundingf the ice s1rrface is 
not within the 'near field' of the antenna, and does not affect 
the pulse shape in this way. I n a.11 cases, cor._tiri1;_ous 
monitoring of the radar signal s a llows th e transmitted pulse 
to be optimised, both in ampl itude and shapec 
Radio echo s01mding has not been used for probing rock 
itself. Campbell and Ulrichs (1969 ) focmd that the abscrption 
length ( the length of path over which th~ power of a plane wave 
i s attenuated by a factor of e ) for various rocks lies bet ween 
1 and ·10 wavelengths. T11e absorption lengtl, is r,_ot correla-ted 
with the relative permittivity. Using an a-..re:cage (Navelength 
of 2 metres in the rock 1 for a frequency of 60 MHz 1 we deduce an 
attenuation of 10 dB aft.er a penetration of be--~ween 4 and 40 
metres. Given favourabJe conditions of ice depth 7 temperature, 
etc., we might expect a detectable reflection from, say, the 
lower boundary of a 50 met re layer of moraine . However 5 i n 
pract i ce , echoes f r om 1wnetrabl e depths i ns _i de the bed would be 
obscur ed by the continui ng echo from t he upper int erface •. 
We the:r· efor e exp ect the value of the technique to -be 
re8tr i ct ed to studi es of the interf a ce it self, r at her than of 
t he bulk of the underlying material . 
( 1 ~ 3) SmnmaS[ 
With the exceptions of el ec+;romagn etic sounding and seismic 
reflect ion, t he methods we have discussed relate to the bulk 
of the materials underlying the ice, rather t han to the ic e-
rock interface i tself~ We ·have seen that sei smic reflection 
shooting, though conceptually ::: i.;nilar to radio enho sounding, 
and historically its precurso~ in the field, i s not well 
adapted :c )r our purpos e of invest i gating the i.nc erface. 
Our aim is to adapt the radio echo technique as a 
cc.rr.plement to other methods of geophy::::ical explorat ion, in 
its capacity to observe and cietect change:::; in the lower boundary 
of the ic e mass. 
1r:he c learest exc.rnple of i ts usefulness can be fom1d in 
Chapter 3, where we cnnc:. ider changes in the echo character which 
are clea:cly visible in the original photographic records. 
In most cases we cannot exo,3ct ch::.nges to be so obvious 
and must make quantitative and circu.rn.r:1 t.antiP.~l .:: tudies in order 
to r esol ve dj_f::e:c"err~ types of reflecting surfac e. 
( 2. 1 ) 
CHAPTER 2 .!\_NrI'ARCTIC F'IELTIWORK AllJl) EQUIPMENT 
Fieldwork 
An account of the work undertaken during the 1971/72 
season of SPRI-lTSF cooperative Antarctic radio echo sounding has 
been given by Evans, Drewry and Robin (1972). The equipmen-~ has 
been described by Evans and Smit h (1969) and Smith (1971), and 
some refinements were mentioned in the fie ldwork account . 
Th8 party consisted of l•rc S. Eva.1'1ey D,., J . Drewry, 
C. H. Harrison, Me Gorman, and the author 7 al l of the Scott 
Polar Research Institute, and :Or. H. :Oecleir of the Univer sit~" 
of Ghent. Tl::ie major object of the season 9 s work was to obtain 
ice depth profiles over fli ght li11.es covering a large section of 
the East Antardic ice cap (Fig. 2.1 )~ The flights covered a 
total of 60,000 kmf and depths were recorded over about 70% cf' 
this path length . A map has been published by the Scott Polar 
Rese2,:;:,cr,. Institut e ( 1974), as a result of this survey, showing 
ice surface and. hedrock contou:rs, and is reproduced. in out line 
j_n :B1ig. 2. 2. Perhaps the most striking feature of the map is a 
deep sub- glaGial trench running f:c>om beneath the centre of out-
flow of :be near 75°s 120°E , in a North-We,"terly direction 
towards the coast . further mention of this feature will be made 
in Chapter 3. The subglacial topography of the Trans-.Antar·ctic 
mountains was studied in det ai l b;y D. J. :Orewry (1973), in his 
reconstruction of the geological history of Antarctica, and. the 
ice surface contours were interpolated, using an el aborate 
statistical process 1 by ])o Jenssen (University of Melbourne) and 
A. Clayton ( SPRI). 
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Jig.2.1 A m&p of fllght lines covered during the t971/72 season 
of hntarc tic radio echo som1ding. 
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Fig.2.2 Outline of the SPRI map of Ice surfuce contours (Jotted 
LLne s) anc] bedr·ock Con tours (continuous J.ine s). 
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This work was carried out in collaboration with the 
Int ernat j_onal Antarctic Glaciological Project of Australia, 
France, USA and USSR, ana. is the third season of the SPRI-NSF 
cooperative programme. 
The team were based at McMurdo Station, and 0ompleted 
over 150 hours of survey flights in US Na,,y C- 130 (Hercul es ) 
148320c Though mechanical faults had reduced the avai l able time 
from the original estimate of 300 hour~, the extension of f lights 
to 10 hours' duration a llowed the comnletion o.~ the great majority 
of the proposed networke 
The 16 f l ights completed were located to cover as ::ven1;y 
b 0. as p oss i ble the region of the East Antarctic Pl ateau etween 9c, E 
and 180°. The grid cons isted of l ines spaced at 100 km intervals. 
A square grid gives f air ly· good efficiency for conver:3ion into 
contours, while maintaining a degTee of redm1dancy whic:!:: is 
necessary for checking the reliaci l i ty of depth measurement and 
navigation data. 
In previous seasons the aircraft hail. flo,;;.1 at a specified 
terrain clearance, relying on pressu·~e altimeter readings for the 
measurement of surface elevat ions . Since accurate elevations were 
required by the IAGP, constant pressure altitHd.e was maintained 
on these flights, using the radio echo apparatus to measure and 
record the depth of the surface below the constant pressure 
surface. As a result, the terrain clearance tended to exceed 
that adhered to previously, and on occasion, the bed.rock echo 
was lost. 
(2. 2) Eguipmer-!.!_ 
The main innovations in this seasonvs work were: 
a) Operation at a carrier frequency of 60 MHz, 
instead of 35 MHz . This allowed the use of an antenna array 
with more' directional ::::haract erist ics, giving great er gain, and. 
therefore higher sensitivity in the vertical direction. 
b) The new antenna, designed and buil-\; by the 
Laborato1y cf Electromagnetic Theory, TecJ,nical University of 
Dem11ark . whose impedance matching was carefully adjust ed 7 and 
w1,ose electromagt1etic performance in the field was excellent. 
The ant em1.a was mounted beneath the wing of the aircraft, and. was 
subjected to severe stresses, owing to its position in the slip-
stream, immediately behind the p:copellers. Some re-design was 
necessary, invo l ving thi3 rep l acement of struts in the supporting 
frame, and these mechanic2.l problems were finally overcome, 
largely through the endurance of FS 1favy engineers, working under 
very adverse conditions. 
c) The LSe of a l ogarithmic receiver characteristic . 
~ 
This meant an increase in the dynamic range of the receiver from 
about 12 dB to about 60 dB. The advantages of this were two: 
first ly , whereas in previous seasons it had b2en necessary to 
continuously monitor the received signal, and adjust t Le receiver 
sensitivity by means of input attenuators, in this case the 
dynamic range was sufficient to cater for all levels of received 
power encountered , an d the a ttenuators were dispensed with . 
Secondly, the r esponse of t he r eceiver could be t a ilored to 
provide a suit able output to drive the oscilloscope-camera 
recordi ng system. 1rhou gh the desired resul t was never fu l ly 
achi eved., it was possibl e to go some way towards providing 
a characteristic which would al low the clear photographic 
r ecording of al l echoest from the strong ice- surface ref l ecticm1 
through internal echoes from the ice, down to the weakest 
detectable bottom echoes. 
E..~amp l es of the records are shown in Fig. 2. 3. For the 
great majority of the sounding carried out in this season, the 
-
.. ~ - ..... . 
radar parru:ieters were as fo:Llows: 
'T'he transnii tt ed pulse was r ectangular 1 with a 
duration of 1 r sec., and rise- and fall- times of approximately 
50 and 100 Y\seco resp ect ively. 
The rec eiver h?JJ.dwidth was 1 MHz, giving a nois e 
factor of a,Dproxi mately 3 dB, and a t otal system performance 
approaching 170 dB . 
The pulse r epet itio:.1 rat e was 8~33 k.B:z, represent ing, 
at normal flying speed, a~)out 80 pulses 1-1er mei;re. 
The polar diagram of the antenna array gave a 
gain of +5d.B in the vertical direction. This fell to O dB at 
approximately 25° i;o starboard and 15° tu port, with respect to 
the vertical, but wc::,s approximately isotr·opic in the fore-aft 
plane (Harr ison, 1972). Robin (in press) has calculated that 
the effect of refraction, as the waves enter the ice, i s such as 
to caL1se a gradual increase in the gain up to the critical angle 
of about 38°, at which angl e the transmitted energy flux, and 
the sensitivity are rapidly cut off. The sa...rne array was used for 
transmitting and receiving, using an automatic switch to isolate 
the two functions . 
A s chematic diagram of the equipment can be seen i n Fig. 
I 
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Fig.2.3a. A t ypical bedrock echo of low intensity. 
Fig.2.3b. Illustrating a bedrock echo of 'medium strength'. 
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Fig.2.3c. Illustrating a bedrock echo of high strength. 
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Fig . 2 . 3d . The bedrock echo obscured by scatter from a heavily-
crevassed surface. 
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(2. j) 
(2 .3. 1) 
'.rhe recording system 
It was r eal ised early in the field season that, though 
no built-in provision was made for the recording of echo strengl-h:::: 1 
or of the shape of the received pulse, much inforrnat ion mig·ht be 
retreived from the photographic records , whose i nten;;:;ity was 
dependent. on the strength of the signals involved. This is 
potentially a fruitful added dimension to the r ecorcU.ng syBt em t 
arid we shall examine it in detail from this point of VJ_ew. 
Unfortunately 1 those f ew direct recordingo of the signal envelope 
which were made do i1ot constitute an adequate calibration of the 
system, and since t h i s was, at the time, ver-;/ much a second.a ry 
aspect of the survey , many probl ems were l eft to be solved by 
retrospective a..nalysis . 
In order to estimate the value of the recorded echo-
strength information , we i•.west igat e th e char act er i st icE of the 
components of the r eceiving and recordj_ng equipment 1 whose non-
lineari ties were in part designed , inpart ant icipated a.Yld accepted , 
and in part random unc srt aint i es . 
The Antenna 
The m1ter:i1a and transmit-receive switch were responsible 
for J.i ttle non-linearity :in the system charact eri:::t i c. ~L'hough 
the l at t er is , as a whole, a highly non-·linear device, consist i ng 
of a network of diodes and lumped 1/4-wave transmj_ssion lines, 
its action is to divide signals , acc ording to their strength, 
between two linear paths. At the levels of signal encountered, 
the interaction of the non- linear region of its response with the 
received signals was negligible. 
The initial stages of the receiver consisted of linear 
pre- and fj_lter-amplifiers. These both operated on the r.f. 
signal, and determined the noise level and bandwidth of the 
') ('! 
{-;; (; 
receivera Their contrib:utior::. to the non-linearity of the system 
is also negligibleo 
Th e lo~_ri thmic ampl ifi er and _ video amplj t' ie_£ 
The first non-linear stage of the receiver consisted of 
an amplifier witi a logar~tmnic characte~~stic, designed by 
Dr. S. Evans. The circuit used s i x integrated amplifiers whose 
r. f. signal paths were cascaded, a..nd whose rectified curre,,,t 
outputs wer e added. The principle of oper-ation is that, as ea,ch 
successive stage saturates with increasing input signal strength, 
the gain at the SU1Ill11ed, rectified current output falh, b;ir a 
factor equal to the gain of that stage. The re;:;ult is a piece1.r,risF-
linear simul at ion of a true logaritmnic c1irve, an.d the circuit 
also performs the function of rectifyi:1g 2.:nd smuoibine: t!:ie signal. 
The gain of each stage is approximately 10 dB, giving a maximum 
circuit gain of about 60 dB, and a dynamic r ange at the input 
(given the noise input of the pre-amplifier) of the same magnitudee 
The current oatput was fed to a stabilising and l evel-
shifting amplifier, which gave the final form of t 7:1e out}Jut as 
a positive-going voltage signa::_, with. a stabilised base level. 
Thi s circuit was perhaps more complex than was necessary, and it 
was 1ater observed that the 'stabilised 1 base level in fact 
exhibited an exponential 'droop' in voltage, when the circuit 
was subjected to a high duty cycle~ This was not noticeable to 
the naked eye, on examination of the output monitor, but, as 
1r.re shall see lat er, the great sensi-Livi·i;;ir of the recording process 
at low signal levels exaggerated the effect. The complex 
stabilising network was subsequentl~r repl ac ed by a simpl e d. c. 
arnplifiero 
(~ ".'/ 
f.J i) 
This stage was 2.lso i.;_sed to introduce a further compression 
of the dynamic range of received s i gnals. A s impl e diode 
function gei,erat or decreased tr,e sensitivity above the point of 
operation set up by the noic:.e output of the logarithmic 
amplific:-. The final output gave a mean "i.evel of approximat el;:r 
1 volt corresponding to the rec eiver noise, increas ing to a 
m'l.Y:imwu of about 6 volts when saturat :::d by a large input s i gnal. 
The full characteristic is shown in Fig.2,5• 
It ~-s appropriate to mention here a problem which is 
not apparent under the conditions of airborne radio echo 
sounding, b->J.t which :::--equ.ires some consideTation for over-snow 
work. This refers to the limitations of the performance of the 
transmi t-:('ecei ve switch, and of the receiver under overload. 
When the transmitter pulse a rrives at the swi-1:ch, it is directed 
to the antenric:L array 7 and iscl.ated from the receiver input, by 
the action ~f the switch. However, the isolation is not complete, 
and a break-through signal, about 40 dB below the transmitted 
· pu~se, penetrates to the :receiver. 'I'his is still a. ·very high 
level of input (about 125 dB above the noise level), and the 
receiver exhi-bited a 'dead time' of between 2 and 3 f sec. 
The inability to receive echoes 1,:ithin this interval was not 
important during this season's work, since the aircraft fl ew at 
a minimum terrain cl earance of 1000 metres o However, for work on 
the surfa,ce it would preclude the detection of echoes from depths 
of less than 170-250 metres. 
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The optical and phot ograpll ic systems 
The output signal from the receiver (positive-going d .c., 
or 'video' signal) is fed to the intens ity - modulating grid of a 
cathod e ray tube . This is held at a steady base l evel by a 
Zener diode, and the receiver signal is superimposed. 
We expect the intensity of the c.r.t. spot to vary with 
the grid v(1ltage · according to Child 1 s 1a~:~ 
I CA. (V )3/2 
g 
This is borne out approximately in ot3ervat ions at the h i gher 
l evels of brightness. We can see from FigJ.6 that this l aw is not 
followed accurately at lower levels, where the intensity would 
b e expected to cut off at V = -10 volts C,:,rith respect to the g 
cathode) . The anomaly is due to the finite spacing of the wires 
forming the grid , and th8 analytic form 0f the dependence of I 
on V is not known in the operating region of - 17 to - 10 volts . g 
We may expest I to approach zero asymptotically with decreasing 
V , approximating an exponen-tial curve ai1d coun-Geracting to some g 
extent the characteri8tic of the logamp. 
The c.r.t . sweep, in the x-axis, is initiated simul-
t aneously with, or at some well-defined delay after, the triggering 
of the trai1smitter. The resulting trace displays the variation 
of received signal strength as a function of del ay time. 
The greatest problem in relating the observed intensity 
at an,y point of the screen to the received power at any one 
instant arises from the phenomenon of halation. The 'spot' is 
not in fact a singular point on the face of the c.r.t., but the 
finite visible maximum of a distribution of intensity. At any 
11 
I 
I 
instant the intens ity r adiat ed ·by an;y small area of the screen 
is nnn- zero and depends on the position and intensity of the 
maximwn. Summing over a period 1 during which the maximum changes 
both in position and intensity, the integrated light emanating 
from the element is a convoluted function of the history of the 
•spot', dominat ed r of course , b;y an,_y time where the spot 
coincided. with the element. 'I'his effect is transmitted, not 
only a lcng the linear trace, but, in the cc::_se of a raster scan, 
from one horizontal trace to every other. In the present system, 
a raster i s not used, but the photgraphic recording technicp.,8 
simulates the effect 5 
The image of the linear trace is focused so as to fall 
across the width of 35-mm. recording film. As the film is moved, 
in a direct.ion perpendicular to the trace axis, the spot performs 
effectively a cont inuous raster scan dovm its l ength. The 
resi.:;.Hing profile of r eceived echoes is an approximation to 
the profile of t.he ice itself r but convoluted as a result of 
the broad radar b eamwidth . The deconvolution has been dealt 
with by Ha1·rison ( 1971). Though the eye is not seriously 
troubled by the general blurring of the image due to haL1tion, 
in viewing the developed film , when objective measurements are 
made of the optical density 1 the effect is very trou1)lesomP. 
Fi gQ2 .7 shows a length of test film, where the delayed transmitt sr 
pul se is attenuated by between 100 and 170 dE and used as a 
direct input to the receiver . Fig.2. 8 is a seq_-u.ence of traces 
produced on examinat i on of four sections of this film u sing a 
scanning microdensitometer. The increase in width of the 
exposed area ca.n be clearly seen, 3,s the signal strength rises, 
I' 
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Fig. 2.7 . Contact print of t8at film showing th e response 
of the recording system to kno wn pulse input:::,. The signal 
streng th is related to the transmitter pul se power" (- dE) 
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as can the Tdroop' of the background which we menticnecl eaI·licr. 
The char act erist i cs of the film and of the d.eveloper 
are also of critica l i mportance in determining the optica l 
densi t;;r of the fina l record~ Fig.2 .9 shows the variation of the 
clensity with exposure, for a range of development times in the 
rat ios 1 : 1.25: 2 wher e the density is defined as; 
where 1
0 
".. s the light ir.t ensity incident on the f:ilm 7 and It 
the int. ens i ty transmitted. The abscissa in Fig. 2.9 is the 
cummon logarithm of the exposure 1 measured in the standard unit 
of 'metre-candl e-seconds 1 • (1 mes= L6 J/rl). 
From measurements of the light transmitted through the 
recorded film, we have derived a pa1°ameter B, given by: 
In Fig.2.:0 we have plott eu. B as o. function of the 
logarithm of the exposure, from the curves of r_;_g.1.9. These 
are proprietary examples for Kodak RAR 2~92 recording film, which 
was u sed throughout this season's work . 
From the tra c es of Fig.28, we derive the characteristic 
shown in Fig. 2.11 7 :..'el atine; the film blac:;,,:ening, B, to the inpri..t 
signal streng~h. The uncert aint ies in this characteristic 
resulting from possible vari ations in development are ind icat ed 
by the dotted lines, It is unlikely that the lower li11 e r epresents 
a possilJle situation, since the backgrou.nd l evel of de:ns :i. l-Y 
observed in the traces of Fig.2.8 indicates tha t the deve lopment 
in thi s instance was at the lower encl of the range in Fig.2.9 c-
In order to all ow for the effects of film development, 
+.he intensity of light tra.ns;-n:i.ttcd thTough the film at tlie 
3 
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J:i'ig.2 .9 Variation of film de11s it;_1 with exposure and 
development tirne for· Kod&k RAR 2/_+92 record..i.ng :film. The 
deve lopment ti~es ar e in t h e ratio 1:1. 2 5:2 
.s B 
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?ig.2. 10 v~ri~tion of the par~neter B with expocure, 
for the sa;1e fi.l m :J. 11G develop;1ent ti,ne r..; as i n :i?ir;.2. 9. 
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(2.4) 
pos it iou of t h e bedrock echo may b e c ompared wi t h the l oc a l 
background level. The parameter Bb, representing the black ening 
due to the bedrock echo alone, is related to the total 
blackening and to that due · to the film base and background signal , 
B1 , by the formula: 
1-Bb 
I n Fig. 2.12, Bb i s plotted as a fTu,ction of signal 
strength, for the t!Iree c a ses sho,m in Fig.2.11 . 01'"!ce again, 
we consider that the lower curve does not repres ent a real case, 
and we sJ:-1.all approximate the final charaderistic of Bb vs. 
echo strength by a straight line between the points (-'170, 0) 
and (-140, 1 ) . The 1mcertainties due to the vagaries of development 1 
and convolution due to halation of the c.r.t. spot, are such 
that we shall not .attempt to draw detailed quantitative 
conclusions from echo strengths measured in this way, bu.t may 
rely on qualitative co11,parisons., 
pensi tometry 
The foregCJing argument leads us to the conclusion that , 
for l a ck of preparation and understanding in the f i. eld, "the 
information carried in the degree of blackening of the record 
film cannot b e interpreted quantitatively. This does not imply, 
however, tha t the film dens ity is useless a s an indicator of 
s i gnal s t rength. We may make qualitative c ompari s ons b et ween 
different echoes on the same film , and may a t tGrnpt to a llow f or 
di f f er ences in development b et ween fi lms by c ompari s on of the 
d ens i ties produ ced by s i mi l ar s i gnal s. 
Fig. 2.14 shows a microdens it ometer scan of the 
recording film close to the location where the photogcaph in 
F.i.g.2.13 was taken of th e 'A--sc ope ' monitor display. 'I'he initial 
high, sharp peak corresponds to the sweep initiation, the 
depressed black d ot i:u the photograph. As we ha-,.re i nt i mated., 
the background •droopY, though clearly v i sible i n the scan , is 
peaks A1 B1 C in the scaY:t c orrespond to sma.i. l peaks in the end of 
the visibl e echo in the photograph, conffrmi ng that much of 
the dynaJllic rang e of the film density is occupied by the first 
20-30 dB of the receiver's range c 
Though tl1ese two figures illustrate the sim:i.larity between 
the microdens itometer output and the tiriginal signa l as shown by 
the monitor screen, the ins trument is not applj_cable to a l ai·ge-
scale survey of film dens :;.ties, mai.aly because uf the quant ity 
of redundant data produced, the physic a l inconveni ence of 
existing equipment, ancl the s l0wness of the procedt:re. 
Several dif:'erent automatic scan...n..i.ng syst ems were 
considered fer t he pro:i_)osed survey, apart from the above instrument 
the most promi s ing being flying-r1pot scan-'iers, and stationary 
arrays of semiconducto1~ photodiod.es. Though each of these 
systems had much to recomm 8nd it, it was decided thaL the cost 
and time involved in developing such a system was n ot justified, 
in view of the l ack of precision of the results we might expect~ 
Acc ept i ng the limitations i mposed by non-standard 
development, drooping background intensities, and halated spot 
images, it was decided that a simple manually-operated. system 
wou:Lcl provide the necessary flcxibili ty for a qualitative 
F ig4 2. 13 l\.n A- scope pho tog~·aph she wing a fairly· strong 
echo from bedr ock. The sweep duration is 60 seconds , and 
the echo fro m a depth of 3 km. 
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inves tigation of the echo strengths. A simple photochode was 
used to scan the intensity of a back---projected .i.ma ge of the film. 
Littl e redundancy of information resulted since it was possibl e 
accur ately to select the · point of measurement, thus avoiding t h e 
need for intermediate analysis . 
The photodj_ode was connected, via an amplifier and digit a l 
voltmet er, to a teletype, on which the readings of intensity were 
recorded. 
The cos t of the apparatus was minimalj and though the 
process of taking r eadings was comparatively sluw1 very littl e 
time was wELsted on setting up the system~ rrhe circuit us ed i s 
shown in Figo2.15 and the combined photodiode an d amplifi er is 
shown in Fig.?.16 , d.efo.c.hed frorn the projection screen~ 'I'he 
photodi ode was motmted about ~5 mm from the screen, and was 
masked to r estric c it s fi eld of view to an area approxi matel y 
2 x .5 mm 1 orientat ed along the film, out of a total projection 
area of about 300 x 200 mm . The resolut ion in ice depth was 
similar to chat or· the· fi l m itself, and the larger aperture i n 
the horizor,tal dimension a llowing some averaging ov2r the echo 
" 
fadinge 
The result s of the survey will be presented i n the followi.111,; 
chapter. As we have indicated, it i s restricted to a qual i ·i; a tive 
descri ption of the variations of echo character and s trength. 
These pr obl ems, associated with the retrieval of informat ion 
on the echo strength , would n ot have arisen had regula,r and 
frequ ent r ecordings been made of the s i gnal e,'lve lope e Th ough 
a small numb er of such r ec ord i ngs were mane, this was insuff i cient 
for them t o be of use for t he large- scale survey. Subsequent 
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F i g.2 . i 5 Ci rcu:it diagrsm of the photo-·detec tor use d 
t o examine the opt'.i.ca l densi ttes of rG.cUc echc, r:::cord_ 
films. 
?ig.2.16. 'I'he combined detector and amDJ.if:ier. The 
1 vd.ndow' of the detector is formed by the smic:Lrcular 
masks on the front perspex p8nel. 
work has been aimed_ at obtaining such quantitative information 7 
in sufficient quantity for genuine statistical analysiso 
CHAPrER 3 Sect i on 1 
records 
Int er pretat ion of int en s it;z-modu l at ed 
In Chapter 2 , the_ form of the intensity- modulat ed (often 
referred to as 'z- moctf ) records was des crilJed, and di :..,sus sed i n 
terms of the equipment used to produce and analyse them. Little 
referenc e was made to any results obtainec., or any evaluation of 
the recording technique as such, beyond circumstantial 
difficulties. Tlrnse are 1,he subject 01· -: he present chapter, where 
we will examine th?. results of attempts to recover information 
concerning the strength and var.:.ation of the echoes, in addition 
to the depth information for which the techniq-~rn is so well 
suited. 
We have, in fact, in the records, a variable (the 
optical density of the film), which is a functi.:m of the receivea 
s i gnal strength. We must discover how much information can be 
retrieved, bearing in mind from ChaptcT 2 that the function in 
quest ion is neither single-valued., .nor of well--defined shape. 
We must also discover ,-lhat thi s can tell us about the state of 
things at the base of the ice. 
Using t}1 e photodiod.2 scanne:c lilentioned in Ch2.pter 2r t :-1e 
light intensity of the p:".'oj ect ed image of the fil_m coulu b e 
measured at any point . For tr.is investigation , the intensity 
corresponding to the bottom echo was compared with that appearing 
immediately above it .. Using the latter measurement as a st anda rd , 
it was i ntended to a ll ow as s i mply as poss ible f oJ.' var i ations 
b et we en t h e brightness l evel s of t he aiff,:::r ent c~r.t. 's used, 
which wou l d ha v e a s pur ious effect on t he measured i nten sit y of 
t h e bottom echc. tfuere there i s added exposure of th·e f ilm at 
I 1 
'l n i) r:..: 
this point due to high-angle s urface scatter, or to i nternal 
reflections from the ice r (for example in crevassed regions , or 
in r egions of thin,cold ice), errors will be i ntroduced.(3eeh3Z 3d) 
However 7 the occurence of such scatter echoes, and. of i nternal 
r eflections down to the b edrock, is very infrequent i n the 
high regions of the Antarctic Plateau with which we shall be 
dealingo 
The output current of the phot,,1diod_e was proportional to 
the int ens ity of thG i mage of the recorded film at the point 
of observation , and was convert2cl to a figure for s i gnal s t rength 
as indicated in Chapter 2 . A rea listic c a librat i on was taken 
to b e a straight line , using fixed point s at: 
(background intens ity; - 170 dB s ignal) 
( zero transmitted intensity; -140 dB signal) . 
Echoes were then divided int o four groups, labell ed 
qualit at i vely and defined roughl y by the following 
inequalities: (see Fi3s '2..3o).,,c) 
class 1 (no echo ) Pr/Pt < - ·170 dB 
class 2 (weak echo ) 
-170 dB< Pr/Pt / ( ..._ 
c l ass 3 / d. ,me J.um echo) - 160 dB < Pr/Pt<( 
class 4 ( stroEg echo) 
- 150 dB < Pr/Pt < 
-160 dB 
- 150 dB 
-140 d..B 
1 I 
I 
Remembering the unc ertainties i nl1erent in u s ing any such lj 1 
cal ibration, the qualitative designations of these classes are 
I 
than their putat i ve quantitative limits. 
(3~ 1) 
(3 o1e1 ) 
~ional varia.tion of echo stre~hs in East Antarctica 
Records from seven f l ights were s c anned. in t his way 1 
readings being taken at intervals of one minute (equi-va1ent to 
about 7 km) along t h e flight pat h. '11h ese covered the majority 
of the survey area. The figures derived were di.videc:i. into the 
above classes andv wi th some averaging over dist ances of a few 
t ens of kilometers , are mapp ed in Fig.3;) . A r egicna1 map 
( tllis is ES0. an accurate contour map ) shown in I'i g.3.2 c an be 
compared with maps of surface elevation, bedrock elevati on, ic e 
thickness or surface t emperature (Fi gs~3.3, 4,5,6 ) . 
The most obvious trend is a dGcreas e of echo strength 
as one approached the coast., In the centre of the Pl at e;::u 7 the 
surfa ce e lev&Jcion is at its highest 1 and the ice is at its i 
thickest and coldest~ Though we mi ght e:icpect the great thick-
nes s to cause a reduction in the rec eived power , this effect is 
over-ridden by that of the low temp eratur e. 
Effect of 'I' em.12erature and J)epth of Ice 
Th s absorption of radio waves in 1.ce increases rapidly 
wit!1 inoreas i Eg temperature . Laboratory measurements on 'pure 1 
ic e (Westpha1 , 1963) give the rel ation Gho1rm in l<'ig.3.7 for a 
frequency of 150 MHz. 'rhis r elation has been found t o g i ve 
generally satisfactory results when compared with SPRI field 
dat a, and will be used as the starniarc:t for t he remainder of this 
worko We have estimated values for the absorption over ret,1_rn 
paths through columns of ice of different depths a.nd at d_ifferent 
temperatures, to illustrate the relative effects: 
( 3. 1 ) Regi onal var i a.t iori- of ech o st rengj;hs in East An.t arct ica 
Record.s from seven flights were scam1ed in this wa,y 1 
readings being taken at intervals of one minute (equi-.ralent to 
about 7 km ) along the flight path. 'rhese covered the majority 
of the survey area. The figures deri VE:d were d:i.vided. into the 
above classes andv with some averaging over distances of a few 
tens of kilorneters, are mapp ed in Fig.3:l. A r egional map 
(tllis is E.£.:-. an accuTate contour map ) shown in rig.3.2 can be 
compared with maps of surface elevation, bedrock elevation, ice 
thickness or surface temperature (Figs~3.3,4,5,6 ) . 
The most obvious trend is a decrease of' echo strength 
as one approached the coast c In the centre of the Plat e;:;,u 7 the 
surface elev&Jcion is at its highest 7 and the ice is at iJcs I 
thickest and coldest.. Though we might expect the great tbick-
ness to cause a reduction in the received power, this effect is 
over-r;_dden by that of the low temperature. 
~c~ of Temper:ature and Depth of Ice 
The absorption of radio waves in ice increases rapidly 
with increas ir!.g temperatureo Laboratory measurements on 'pure' 
ice (Westphal, 1963) give the relation sho1rm in F'ig.3.7 for a 
frequency of 150 MHz. This relation has been found to give 
generally s a tisfactory results when compared with SPRI field 
data, and will be used as the stand.arc'. for the remainder of this 
work. We have estimated va lues for the absorption over r et u rn 
paths through columns of ice of differ ent dept hs and a.c d ifferent 
I 
t emperatures, t o i l l ustra;i~e the r e l at i ve eff ect s: 
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Fig.3.6. Ice surface tempera tures in East Antarctica (after Budd, Jensse11 
and Radok (1971) . 
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I ce Thickness 
4000 m 
3000 m 
4000 m 
3000 m 
Mean absor:pt i on temperat ure _2-wa;v ~::?orp~tioE_ 
-30°C 80 dB 
0 
- 30 C 60 dB 
-20°C 128 d_B 
It is quit e; pos s ibl e·, then, for t he temper at m.0 e 5ffect 
to dominate that of sheer depth , and we can see that the 
resultant contrast can b e quite large: t h e absorption e::-:p ec t ed 
in 3000 metres of '-20°' ice should exceed by 16 11B that in 
4000 metres of '-30° ' ice . The temperatures used are wei ght ed 
means over the :;.:::e colwnn, taking into account the relation 
between temperature and absorption. They represent reasonable 
values for the E~.st Antarctic Pla teau (Campbell, Unpublished) . 
A detailed comparison of the echo strength map with t he 
relevant strength- determining p a r am et ors ( including aircraft 
terr?. in c l ea.ranc e ) was not carried. out . The echo s trengt h s are 
not accurate to °i)ett er than ± 5 dB, and the t empe:cature profiles 
in the ic e are not suffici ently well kno'\-m to all ow detail ed 
evaluation of the observed strengths . Looking ahead to Section 2 
of this Chapter , t here are indications that t h e basal ter::.perature 
gradjents in thi s area are h igh er than has been dedu c ed by Budd, 
Jenss en and Radok (1971), and that calculated profil es may 
therefore n ot be r eliable . 
Hi gh echo strengths near t .Dome C' 
Looking back to Fig.3.2, a furth01° feature of inter est is 
the extension of strong echo.ss from the centre of outflow of ice 
(~ome 0 1 ) into the area designated 'Xt jn the figure. Surface 
35 
temperature c ontours have a similar form to those of the surface 
elevation in this area: that is, there is no extension of low 
temperatures corresponding to that of the strong echoes. Nor is 
a decrease evident in the ice thickness ( in fact , some of the 
deepest ice encount ered occurs in this ·region : the tri=md is 
t owards the deep subglacial trough mentioned in the fieldwork 
ace ount in Cha pt er 2 ) • 
We JJ1Ust look for the cause of the strong echoes either 
in a drastically al tered temperature profile (which is not 
reflected in the surface te~perature), or in a higher reflection 
coefficient at the base of the ice, or both. 
A typica.l e."Y'.perimental situation in this part of the ice 
sheet would b9 one where the aircraft was flying at an altitude 
o:f 5,000 metres c1.bove sea level, the bedrock was apprcximately 
at sea. leve.i. , and t he ice 4,000 metres thick. In this ::iituation 
the attenuat ion due to geometrical spreading of the wavefronts 
is given by t he formula: 
where '\ is 
g is 
h is 
d is 
n is 
A g 
the 
the 
the 
the 
the 
),2 2 
.g 
2 / 2 64 iT • (h+d n) 
radio wavelength (in air), 
antenna gain (+5 dB), 
= 
aircraft's terrain clearance, 
ice thickness, 
refractive index of ice ( /\.-
5 metres 
1. 8) 0 
Putting in the given va lues fo r the var ious paramet ers, 
we have : 
A = -74 dB. g 
I 
I 
I 
I 
· 1 
I 
11 
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For a simi l a r situat ion, where h==2t000 met:ces, and 
d=3 1 000 metres, the attenuation is little different at - 75 d.B . 
If the system performance ( the r atio of the transmitt ed 
power, Pt, to the small est detectable received signal power) i s 
170 dB, this a llows a tot a l attenuat ion due to absorption and 
reflection losses of 95 d.B before the mean signa l level i s lost. 
( 'I'here may s till O'J p eaks which rise above this l evel and a r e 
detectable, due to focusing or random phase ad.ditions of 
reflect i ons from the rough bedrock surface ) . 
Temperature prof iles and absorption losses have b een 
calculated by Campbell for stations along the J:i'r ench IAGP 
traverse from J;,;,moni d'Urville towards the centre of the ice 
sheet. For a characteristic situation we look at a station high 
ori the Plateau, :,i th ice thickness of 3260 metres r a_n assmned 
geoth,~rmal /lux i§:J ving ri se to a temperature gradient :i.n ice of 
0. 024 a_eg/m, surface temperatur e of - 54 .. 5°c, and surf&-c e 
c:,,ccumulation of 6 mm water equival ent per year. The basal 
temperature is ua·L8ulated to be -2.5°c, and the total dielectric 
absorption for a one-way passage is 38 dB. Th e absorption over 
two-way pas:1age through the ice is therefore a facc ,Jr of 76 dB , 
leaving a r es idua l sensitivity of about 19 cl.~. ( Ti-1e reflection 
l oss· on eac:1 passage through the ice surface i s a bout J . 3 dB , and 
has been i gnored ) . 
The bottom surface of t his colum.n is a t the pressure 
melt i ng point, wi th a calcula ted melt of about 75 microns of ice 
p er year. With a non-uniform bedrock surface, we can expect 
differential basal stresses to give rise to some areas of me] ting 
and some where r e-freez ing takes place . 
I I 
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In areas where no melting occurs we can expect a 
reflection coefficient of betwe en - 10 and -20 dB, giving +9 
to - 1 dB for the r es idua l streng:th as seen ( or not seen ) in 
the receiver, and the same should be true of re-frozen areas . 
I . 
Where melting occurs, tl-12 refl ection coeffici ent wi ll li e between 
this va lue and that ( close to -,,0 dB ) corresponchng to a 
boundary with deep water. The exact value wil l depend o:n the 
thickness of the film of melt-water, and also on its sa,linity. 
Where irregularEies in tb.e bedrock surf:1<::e a llow the ::"ormation 
of pools of more tl1an a few centimetr::,s' depth with appreciable 
salinity the reflection coefficient will approach unity, 
yielding residual echo st r:engths up to 19 dB a-oove tne noise 
\ 
l evel. In such an area we expect to see large contrasts between 
I 
reflect ions from melting and frozen regions. 
For a position at 350 km along t he trav<3rsP 1 '.Jith an ice 
thickness of 3980 metres, geothermal gra dient of 0.032 deg/C metre: 
surface temperature of -42°c, surface accumul ation of 200 mm/yea r 
and horizontal surface velocity of 9 . 7 m€tres per year , the 
absorption reaches 45 dB for a one-way p assage. Here, the two-
way absorption is sucl1 (90 dB) that we c ould not expect to see 
reflections at aJ_l, oxcept _from a highly-reflecting surface such 
as that of liquid water. Reflections from rock ',v,mld be lost in 
noise, unless strongly focuse~ by the bedrock surface undulations. 
It can be seen from the strength, temperature and depth 
maps of Figs.J.2,5 ,6 that, apart from the high contrasts sometimes 
seen in adjacent echoes, many refl ections can be seen in areas 
where we might expect the absorption to be too great in conjunction 
with the low refl ection coeff i cient from an ice-rock boundary. 
These observations,accompanied by the anomalous reflections 
I 
, I 
( 3. 2) 
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described in Section (J .2 ), lead to the conclusion that consid2rabl s 
areas of the base of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet are in fact at 
the pressure melting point . 
This is the result of the examination of recora_ed echo 
characteristics, whose balance between qualitative and 
quantitative form and status has been described. We feel that the 
results' and conclusions draviri are repres@tati Vb .:oYthe ·data - -
available. However, we have not yet made great use of the detailed 
qualitative information available in the records, by means of 
which individual anomalous echoes may be iden-+:ified, described 
and rel ated. Section (3 ,, 2) deals with an investigation into 
several instances of anomalous refl ections, n,cikin6 u se of this 
aspect of the recording technique . 
Subglacial lakes in :Cast Antarcticc1 
Since the determination of tl1e continental nature of 
the Earih 's crust in the Antarctic, it has been generally 
considered that thP ice- sheet as a whole ;_s gro~'..llded, rather 
than floating, in contrast to the sea- ice cover of the Arctic 
oceanic basin. 
The existence of liquid water b,meath the ice of East 
Ant -arct ica was first postulated by Robin, Swithin bank and Smith 
(1968). During the 1967-68 season of SPRI-NSF radio echo sounding, 
an isolated echo was observed in deep ice near Sovetskaya Station. 
The depth was such that , with a reflect ion coefficient at the 
1Jase of the ice corresponding to a normal ic e-rock boundary, no 
echo could be expected: the idea of a pocket of water was invoked 
to explain the observation, as being the most likely source of 
I 
I 
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an abn ormally strong refl ectionQ 
In spite of this, basal meltin g has not been thought to 
occu r widely in East Ant a.rct ica ( in contrast to West Ant arc t ic :1 , 
where it has b een accept ed. for many years that b 2,sal melting took 
pl ace, particularly since Gow (1968) encountered w2,tPr at the 
bottom of the deep drill hol e at Byrd Station). rl111is conclusion 
was supported by computed model studies of' the i8e sheet, ;:ierfor med 
by Budd, Jenss en and Radok (1971) . UsjYlg interpolated values of 
ice depth, surface elevation, accumulation, temperature and s lope, 
and an asswned value for the geothermctl flux, they calculated 
temperature-depth profi l es and velocity distributions for t.r.e entire 
ice sheet, basing their calc,1lations on the assurnption of a steady 
state regime. 'rheir estimate for the basal temperature in the 
central region of the ice sheet, East of Vostok Staticn r2.nge 
0 0 from - 15 C to ·-30 C. Though a further calculation was per formed 
usi~g a geotherma l flux increased by 50% from the previous 
value, which did suggest the possibility of extensive basal 
melting, the low temperature model has been g e:n.er a lly acc ept ed 
as r epresenting t h e closest approa ch to the real c onditions . 
Thi s a cceptance has been implied in a proposal, put forward 
by Zeller, Saunders and Ang ino ( 1973) to use t h e Antarctic ic e 
sheet as a secure, i nter n~tional depos it ory for r a dioactive wa stes 
from nucl ear power ins t a ll ations . Th eir argument is b a s ed on 
the temp erat ure est i mat es of Bu dd 1 J enssen and Ra dok 1 and they 
estimate that a canister of wast e arr i v i ng a t t h e b edrock mi ght 
·be expected to remain embedded for at l ea s t 105 years. Since 
the a lt er native methods of disposing of nucl ear wastes i nvol ve 
high, in some caseD prohibit ive costs, th i s appeared to be an 
\ 
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extremel y attractive proposal. However, its viability r ests 
entirely on the validity of the assumed value for the geothermal 
flux . It is also necessary to the proposal that the ice sheet 
should in fact be in a steady state, and in formulating the 
argument, the authors have relied on calculations which rely 
on thi s situation as a premise. 
ThE:: questions of t;emperature and::s.:tabil::i b.y. oL:the ic e ·-·· 
sheet have been t aken up by Weertman ( 19'! 3), but without direct 
evidence c,f· basal temperatures, the argument remained academic . 
We shall go on to present evidence which we believe 
bears directly on this problem, and which shoul d draw our 
attention to the stability of the ic e sheet P.Ven in the absence 
of the disturbing infl uence of such heat-producing wastes. 
During the 1971/72 survey, several in8tances of unusual 
echoes were obse:rved. which are be::::t acc-:-unt ed for in t erms 
of pockets of melt-water, providing clear evidence that the 
t empera.ture regime at the base of the ic0 is not as has been 
generally accepted (Oswald and Robin , 1973). 
Apart from the survey of recordeQ echo intensity discussed 
in Sect ion 'i of this chapter, the film records have also been 
scanned by eye for variations in other echo parameters such as 
the .amplitude of f::;,ding, the fading leng~h, and the length (in 
delay time) of the echo 'tai l '. The records generally are of 
high visual quality, and these characteristics may be distinguished., 
and contrast ed from area to area. 
We must first gi ve an indication of the magnitudes of 
thes e aspects of the echoes found over the majority of the survey 
area, before going on to point out anomalous observations and 
how they differ from t he main body of data. 
II 
'I 
£',adinB· .1:::!Plit_:;1_de (observed.) 
I 
rfoe ampli tud8 of f adi ng observed in thes e records can 
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generally be plac ed in one of t wo categ ories: h i gh- and low-
contrast fading. (Thes~ t erms are us ed. in preference to 'strong/ 
weak' or 'deep/shall or.;' fading, as t hese are ambiguous ) . Low-
contrast f ading is expected to occu r o _~ly f or refl ecting surfaces 
radio wavel ength. As the roughn es s sc,3,Ii._rc~ approaches and then 
exceeds 
'\ 
/\ I. (Ha rrison, 1972), the C·Qntrast of fading will 14--rr 
increase to the point where total destructive int erference may 
occur ( there are present dif:'.:erences o:1f a.t least 180° in the phases 
of different reflections), and the echc.0 momencarily disappears 
at int erv3,ls. Above this l evel of re~·.:ief, the echo power 
distribution tends to the invariant shape described in Section 
(1 . 2. 5) , charact erised by a width r. f a"b o11t 15 c1.::3. ThoEgh we can-
not derive a reliable observed distrlbution from the 'z-mod' 
THIS 
records, we may judge ~1hether ·:he f ading amplitude is ofAorder, 
or much less . 
The £'ading observed over the gi>ec1~ majority of the 1971/ 
72 survey belongs to the hi gh..:.contrast c=1 as s, indicating that the 
vertical scale of roughness is comparal)le with th e radio wave-
length in ice ( 
by : 
,A .,::;: 3 metres). 
l 
We d efine a qua,nt ity ~ , given 
0 
wh ere (Ye, i s the r.m.s. vertical devi a-t ion of the rough surfac e 
from its mean plane . ~ describes t he phase difference introduced 0 
by (X0 in a refl ected wave, for normal incidence and reflection. 
(3 . 2 . 2) 
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Fadi ng Lengt hs 
It is more difficult to characterise the horizontal 
scale of variat ions of the echo strength (the 'fading lengtht ) . 
For our present purpos es, we define a minimum fading l ength for 
the 'first return ' * , in terms of the geometry of the echo-sounding 
configuration , involving the length of the rect2.ngular pulse 1 p: 
Fig. 8 shows the geometry of the situation, from which the above 
formula was derjved , using the approx imations 
This fieure i s calculated on the basis that, if all the reflected 
power were to oc0ur at this limiting angle 1 u s ing a one-
dimem::;ional model: the power maxima of the fading pattern would 
be sep&rated by a distance { ~?{:, 
' fading length ' for this situation as 
, and we define the 
Of' 
(separation~maxima)/2 . 
('11his slmplP case ·,wuld give rise to sinusoidal fac.:i.ng: in more 
compl ex cases we s ha ll us e a different appr oa ch to the Vfading 
length'. Ic is perhaps doubtful whether, except in such a simpl e 
case as this , a single figure describing the -fadi11g is oi much 
va lue .) 
If reflections are distributed evenly over the ang1.,;.lar 
interval from elo to o, from _a 2- ciimensional surface , we expect 
the average fading length to increase by a factor of approx imat ely 
2 ,J2• (Th i s f igure may b e arr i ved at by an ins p ection of the 
geomet ry ) . 
* By t~e ' first return' i s meant the echo for the delay when 
the ti0 ailin,'; edge of the pulse h::,s just returned from vertically 
below the observer. 
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Fig.J.8. Simple one-dimensional geom,2-try iP..dicating the 
illuminated area for -'che 'fi:rst return'. 
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Fig.3.9. An example of a bedrock echo displaying typical fading. 
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The pulse length used throughout the 1971/72 seas on 
was 170 metres. Inserting this figure in ( 3. 5), we derive a 
value of approximately 5 metres :for TPm. after conversion 
ll1 
to the 2-dimensional, even-distri1mtion model. 
With the present recording syst·em, t he c or ~t. spot size 1 
and positional irregularities in the film movement are of the 
same order of magn.i.tude as the recorded. mininmm se1)aration of 
power maximci. This makes it hard to evaluate short fadi ng 
l engths: however, we commonly observo separations between power 
maxima 0f b etwe en 10 and 50 metres, and it therslore appears 
that the f arti ng is generally longer than the minimum. (Fig.3.9 ) . 
lf the ioca l slopes obtaining in the bedrock surface 
generally exceed the va lue of Eto , we should expect the fading 
length to remain substant i a lly constant at the mini mum value. 
Since this i s not observed to be the case, with the fac,ing lengt;h 
frequently exceeding the minimum value, we deduce that the local 
slopes do not generally exceed t1e, . 
Giv::::n t hat 9e
0 
in this case is approximate,_~y 10° we may 
derive a l oi-rer l imit for the characteristic horizont:,,l size, T, 
"\ 
of the irreblllarities. Knowing that 0(0 is greater than Af4.-n-
we deduce that T is at least of the order of )~ With this 
result we may assume that reflections from the bedrock may largely 
be described in the terms of geometrical optics, and that 
diffraction effects need not be taken into account for the surfaces 
generally encountered in the .Antarctic survey. 
Echo extension due to wide-angle reflections 
The echo tai l i s a furth er source of informcttion on the 
distribution of slopes in the surface. A portion of the spher:Lca1 
I 
I 
111" 
t ransmitted wa.vefro:1t1 travell ing at an angle e to the vertica l , 
can be specularly r eflected back to the ant enna only if s lopes 
of angle G to the horizontal exist in the rough surfa ce . (The 
picture is more cor;:;_pl ex i;f diffraction effect o , a s opposed to 
geometrical-optical effects, play an i mportant roleo However, 
we have shown that this is unlikely.) From the maximum del ay 
at which significant power JS seen to b€ :;:l.;~t,j_f-lli-:.il .. to --the -reeeivery· 
and fTom the fall-off of powel' with incre;:·,sing de:!.ay 1 we may 
examine th0 angular dist,.,ibution of fac ets of the refl ect ing 
surface. 
In the present case, the echo tail is generally not 'very 
l ong' compared wi t h the transmitted pD.lse, ex+;endjng the echo to 
twi ce or three times this length at most, at wh i ch point the echo 
power is r educed by 10-.20 cLB bel ow i ts ma:x:imun:. 
When the ~., ou11 d.ing i s carri 8ll ou.t /ro.111 ti, e air, the added 
delay time of high-angle reflections i s exaggerated by the E:ffect 
of refr2.ctinn at the ic e-:1.i r ir,terface . Wi thout refraction, the 
additional range associated with reflect j __ cms ir ,')·n f acets at a 
tangential gradi ent ;3 is g iven by: 
1 b-= (Mc(~;9)-1)!, 
If refraction is t a.ken into account, the added 'in ice' range is: 
I I 
where fo i s given by sin /3 = n. sin /3 and n is the 
refractive index of ice . Combining 3.5 and 3. 6 , we have, for 
sin2 (~f )<< 1,n = 1.8 
:;r ~ 
For a typical case where the echo exten sion is equal to the 
transmitted pulse length~ the added range is equ:i.valent to 
about 85 metr es of ice depth (remembering the two- way passage 
through the ice). 
Entering our usual figures for terrain clearance, ice 
thiclmess etc., we have 
3').00/3 
2. 
I 
Fro~11 this argument vrn deduce that the g-ra1hents of f acets 
i n most of the bedrock surfaces encountered d.uring the survey 
range U _J) to about 1/6. This i s compatible with the result 
d erived frvi"ll cons idering the f ading l engths~ where we deduced that 
" the s lopes were generally less than I O • 'l'his result a] s o 
support~_; our :.1rgument that diffract ion effects are not i rnportant 
in determining the angul ar spectrum of r efl ections from the -b edrock 
surface. 
We have deduced, from qualitative observations of the 
echoes, that~ i s greater than unity. Without detailed 0 
i nformation about the varianc e and autocorrelation function of the 
received power, we cannot define this quant ity more accurately~ 
I 
We have more accurate i nformation only on the s l opes of the surf ace . 
For the majority of the area covered oy this survey, we 
consider that the bedrock surface can be charact erisea_ as follows: 
( 1) The r.m. So slope is less than 10° 
(2) The r.mvs . vertical deviation in the roughness is 
great er than about .3 metres. 
(3) The horizont a l size of irregularities is gr eat er 
than about 2 met res. 
11 
Observat i on and int erpret3:t ion of some unusua l echo 
characteris tics 
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However, these characte:r.istics were not invariablee I n 
several locations (at least seventeen have been noted ) the echo 
i s seen to ta,ke on a markedl y different form. The mean strength, 
as indicated by the e:x.-posure of the record film, increases 
abruptly, and the character of the fadinc cha.YJ.ges: cont1:a:3ts a:ce 
no longer easily observable in the echo trace, and an;y exi s ting 
changes occur over distarices of 200 metr ~3 or more. Examples of 
these unusual echo0s are shovm in Fi5 o3.10. Their positions are 
mapped in Fig.3.11 . 
The low-cont rast fading and long fading lengths are 
charct erist ic of smooth reflecting plP_nes, whose extent varies, 
from site to site, between· 1 and 15 km. The vertical scale of 
undulations can be said t~ be less than.5 metres, ~nd the 
horizontal scale 200 metres or more. The change from a rough to 
a smooth reflector may be expected to incr-ease the maximum e,~ho 
power to some extent (not more than 2-3 dB for- rough surfaces 
of the type described, and the present sounding configuration) 7 
but cannot account for the changes of 10-20 dB obs erved. We 
believe that this must be accounted for in terms of a change of 
the. power reflection coe1ficient of th e surface~ 
Since the reflection GOeffici ent of an ice-rock boundary 
lies in the region 10-20 dB, this impl ies that the smooth surfac e 
is almost a total refl ector . This can only be achi eved if the 
underly i ng material has a high permittivity , and i n the context 
of t he base of an i ce sheet, water seems t he obvious choi c e. Its 
r el at ive JY?rrni -t t ivit y i s approximat el y 80: the skin depth will 
Oi)!l!C:I l! :, 0 
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Fig.3.10. Two examples of 1 lake 1 echoes. 
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Fig,3.11. Positions of observed 'lake' echoes. The transverse lines 
indicate the directi~Jn of the fl i ght line along whi ch the echo was 
observed, 
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vary strongly with its degree of purity, but for water which 
has been in contact with rocks for a long period we may expect 
it to be small (of the order of a few cm ) . 
The larger- scale topographical nature of the profile 
at these points lends weight to their inte;rpretat ion &s water 
pockets. The rock i s seen to s l ope upi·,rards away from the smooth 
surface, giving a di stinct visual i mpression of a liqu.ict-filled 
basin. 
The smooth surfac8s are close to '1orizont a1 1 w:_th g.radients 
mostly less than 1.150, though one ex2JTiple exhibits a gradient 
of about 1: 50 (Fig.3.12 ) . Though it might seem that non-zero 
gradients are incompat ibl e with a fluid-ice interface, th i s i s 
not the case, s ince the pressure gr adient due to the finite 
surface s l ope of the i ce must be compensated in the fluid (under 
low-flow conditions) by a gradi ent in the fluid. su:rface. 
For a fluid of density ft, , underlying ice of density /i 
along any horizontal axis, a gradient of /A in the :Lee surfr.ce 
must be balanced by a gradient of J3e in the fluid surface, such 
that 
For arr ice-water interfac 3, /?e;J{ ~ 1a1, and 
fie ~-10f-,s 
Thus any existing surface slope will be reflected in the lower 
surface, exaggerated by a factor of 10 and in the opposite sense. 
In order to obtain a gradient of 1:50, with surface slopes being 
generally l ess than 1 :500, a flui d with density close to that of 
ice must be present. 
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Fig.3.12. A 'lake' echo with an interface gradient of approximately 
1 : 50. 
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Fig .3.12. A 'lake' echo with an interface gradient of approximately 
1 : 50. 
1
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The gradients in most cases are too small to be accurately 
measured from the r adi o-echo film. However, in the two steepest 
locations, we find gradients of 1:(50,:t1 0) and 1:(70,:t10) resp ectively~ 
We cannot measure the surface gradient directly from the film, 
but we obtain values of e,pproximately 1 ~1000 for each site, from 
t:be most recent contour map (SPRI publication, 1974), on which we 
values for the fluid density of 
fe = (cr cro ± 4-0) ks ;~z 
") 
respectively, using an ice density of 920 kg/m~. 
Both of tr.ese f:. gu:res are c lose to the density of water, 
and strongly support the diagnosis of l akes lying beneath the ice. 
The two sites used are d ,:;signated A and B in Fi;;.3.111 where the other 
sites are denoted i:.'Y diamond marks. 
The corollary of this point i s that, in order to contain 
a pocket of water, the l)edrock must include an oppos ing slope of 
gradient ten times that of the ice surface, :.1n :'1 c:ontoured in such 
a way that the water cannot escape. This is not, of course, a 
prohibitive condition, but does emphasise that the formation of 
laree lakes is a contingent rather than a necessa:cy feature of 
the existence of su"b-glacia:.. melt-water. ~fo can therefore expect 
rn-·.1ch larger areas where pressure melting takes place without the 
water st and:.ng to form such l akes. 
Weertman (1972) concludes that in the interior regions of 
ice sheets, basal water is most likely to exist and flow in the 
form of a 'modified sheet'. That is, irregularities in the bedrock 
give rise to non-·uniforrn hydrostatic pressures, and the sheet i s 
punctured at points of high pressure. Points of contact b etween 
ice and rock wi ll also arise due to the ice movement, s inc e a film 
uf wat er cannot sur::T,ain any shear st ress. 
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Fig.3.13. Indicating areas ~1ere echoes with the characteristics of 
1 pools 1 of water are freq_uently · observed. 
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Fig.3.14. Two examples of echoes with the characteristics of 
intermittent 'pools' of water. 
In such areas we sannot expect to find the chEtracteristic 
long fading leng'ths associated with extended lakes. rrhe det"ailed 
form of the water sheet will be determined by that of -the bedrock 
irregula1·ities. Thou gh; if the size of the irregularities i.s as 
we have suggested, we ma,y expect many pools to be formed with 
widths greater than the normal f ading l ength, the pattern shoul d · 
be expected to have a limit ing f orm similar to that produc ecl by 
dry bedrock. The differences to be expected ar e that the mean 
st r ength of t he r eflections will be i ncreased, and. the occurence 
of ' pool.,;' of, say 100 metres' wi dth will appear as anomalousJy 
l ong high-co11trast fading. 
Areas with just such echo characteristics have been 
observed, and t,heir distribution. i s indicatsd in Fig.3. 1 :., . Examples 
i:,, 
of th ese echoes can be seen in Fig.3.14 . We compare these pos i t ions 
with tne map .::J of surface and bedrock topogTaphy. It cm1 be seen 
that the biggest 'melt i ng zone' follows the deep trench running 
North-West from th e centre of outflow of ice and sub-glacial 
riighland Nor~h-East of Vostok Station, which was mentioned in 
Chapter 2 an•l, with reference to the anomalously high echo strength, 
in Sect i on (3.1.2 ). The extent of this trench is not yet known, 
i 
though some sounding in this direction has b een carried OD.t in the 
1974/75 season, whose results await al'1al ysis 1 and further flights 
are planned. At the North-Western extremity of the 71/72 survey 
the ice thickness had rea,ched well over 4, OOO metres 1 and the 
trough a depth of 1200 metres below sea-level, deepening towards 
the c oast. 
The r esults of s eismic soundings b et ween thi s are3, e::1cl t h e 
c oast give an incompl ete and s omewha t confusing pict ure of th e large-
scale t opogr aphy~ The relj_ e f c ontains l arge contra[,t s, j_ncludi nc 
I 
I 
(3 .2.5 ) 
the Golitsyn lVIolmtains 1 which ris e to over 500 metres above sea 
l evelt and the Schmidt Vall ey which reaches more than 1000metres 
below. It is an open. question wbether the deep inland valleys 
cornmu__r1icate with the sea, but. it is an important one: the effect 
on the ic e sheet of the BLlb-glacial meltwat er, and any analysis 
of melt rates or drainage patterns must depei'ld on whether the water 
i s sealed off by the ice or whether it fol 1.ows a hi thertc unsus-
pect '?d drainage path to the sea. 
The immedi ate implication of the 2".:istcnce of melt--water 
i s that temperature gradi ents must be ;-,igher in thes e areas than 
has been generally supposed. This may be a.ue to a greater e-eo-
thermal flux than would be expect ed, or to an increas ed rate of 
basal h eat ing du e to sliding and shear strain. 
Conclusions 
In summary, the e:dst ence of the lakes and their 
identification as pockets of water has cst2.blished that part s 1 at 
least, of the base of the ic e sheet are at t he pressure-melting 
point. There is no reason to supvose that the phenomenon of 
basal melting is confined to such areas as have suitable topography 
for the formation of c,xtensive lakes. We expect it to occur over 
much wider areas, and the cbserved echo characteristics s-..,.ggest 
that water does indeed exist o,-cr t he areas indicated. 
The f act that reflections at large augles to the vertical 
are not frequent ly seen in assoc i at ion with these echoes suggests 
that any channels are incis ed downwards into the rock, with 
rel a tively flat upper surfaces . 'rhis would agree with N;ye's (1969) 
model of channelled water flow, and would indicate that in 
I 
I 
! I 
I I 
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Weertmants model, t he wat er s heet i s i nterst i t:al between a 
fairly fl at ice under-surfa ce, over- riding the rough bedrock. In 
this case, the description of the water l ay er a s of 'channell ea_v 
or 'sheet ' f orm will d ep end on whether the b edr ock irregul ariti es 
consist of random undulations, and if so, on their degree of 
orientationa l anisotropy . Since melt rat es are very low, and 
eros ion ·by ,;ater f low corres9ondingly slii f11;:~ · v?e· suspect· that - -· 
Weertman's description i :::; probably more ,mt for this situation. 
If we accept that basal melting does occur· over wides pread 
areas of the East Antarctic ice 2heet; this fGst should be taken 
into account in calculations '.)f the dynam.i.cs and stability of the 
ice sheet. The posit ion is further complicat "'d b3r the possibility 
of drainage connections between the melt zo::es and the sea, allovJing 
an unseen ablation path. Hughes (1973) has po:nted out two sources 
of instability in an ice sheet, ar i!"'.ing respectively from the 
surge phenomenon, as observed in some mountain glac i ers, and from 
an extert1ally-triggered pcrturb<i,tion to the mass-balance of th e ice 
sheet. The occurenne of widespread basal 11eltir.:; is relevant to 
both thes e me-:::hanisms , since the resistanne to surging arises from 
the basal friction which is, of course, ~~astically modified by 
the presence of a water sheet, and the mas s-balance depends on 
the available modes of ablation. We may a lso expect the fir s t 
effect to b e self-reinforcing, since c1,n increase in lubrication 
will increas e slidi ng velociti es, and s h ear stresses at point s of 
ice-rock contact , caus ing greater basal heating, and a consequent 
i ncrease in the melt rate ( that is, until the lubrication and 
r at es of s l iding are suchtha t the mot ion i s no l onger limit ed 
by basal f rict i on but by latera l shear in the i ce surrounding the 
melt zone ) . See 3lso Weer t man (1966) . 
I 
I 
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We return new to the question of the durnping of r adio-
I"-', ... () / l (,J 
active wastes i 11 the ice-sheet. We have seen substantial eviclenc::, 
of the existence of melt·,·:ater beneath t he ice she ei: 7 and have 
mentioned how this may affect its dynamic s . The viability of the 
suggest ion must b e tr.1estioned b oth as a result of thd possibility 
of drainage between the central regions of the ice sheet and the 
sea, and also because of the uncertain ef:ect on t he extent of 
melting c aused by the introduction of E~ further h 8at S0'.1rc e in 
the ice. (The authors have suggested t hat the additional heat 
could amount to 1% of· the fricticmal heating over the areas where 
the wastes were i ntroduced ) . 
We b eli eve that, tho0.gh thi s sugge::t i on. has by now 
effectivel y been dropped, it s original appa rent force arose from 
the inappropriate application of the resu lts of a model study. 
Budd, Jenssen and Radok state in their r eport that the o~ject of 
. the study was to test the validity of the asm . unptions on which i Jv 
was based. This should not have been con fused with a suggestion 
that the results represented a 'best estimatel' of the real 
situation . 
11 
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CHAPTER 4: A simplified theory for the shape and strength of 
the echo pulse 
A completely general theory of rough-surface reflections, 
covering al l typ es of su:cface, and all condit ion s of sounding, i s 
nec essarily very compl ex. Harrison (1 972 ) and Berry (1973) , among 
others, . have attempted to give such a the:::ir.y·, b:i.:.rt.·, inevitably. .. 
the r esults are di v icled i.nt o separate regimes, where different 
proc esses c• .,..,e dominant a:r:.d wh ich are separated b,v s h adowy 
transit i onal regions. It is difficult in such t heore-~ ical 
attempts to select the most important c as es for special treatment. 
Since we now have s ome indications of the form of surface 
with which we are generally d ealing, we s hall take a more pragmatic 
approach in the interes t s of making int elligi1: ,_e d eductions fr om 
real observations, 
Limitati •)ns on the t ype of surf§;ce under investigation 
Two general characteristics of th~ ec~08~ observed in the 
Ant arct ic and, as will be seen in the nex-: chapter, in Devon I sland, 
are that thEa tail of the echo is a sharpl;:,r-decreas ing function of 
delay time, and that the maxirnwn level of the echo exhibit s h i gh-
cont-rast fading . T~~e implicati0ns of the short e8ho tail are that 
-che gradients of facets in the rough surfaces are limited to 
values which do not give rise to refl ect ions at extended delays, 
and that diffraction effects due to abrupt changes in the phase or 
amplitude of the reflected wave do not make a significant 
contribution to the echo . That of th e high-contrast fading is 
that the reflecting surface is 'deepl y-modulated', that is , 
that the phase of reflections of plane waves f rom the surface will 
:I 
', 
II: 
vary along a surface parallel with the incident wave--front.s, by 
at least a phase angle of one radian. (Harriso11, Berry ) . 
In order to develop a use ful tre atment of the echo form, we 
shall make the initial assumption that the lied.rock ha.s a smoothly 
·undulating surface, with out spikes or ri.pJJles of sirni.2. ar dimensions 
to the radio wavelength. We thereby exclude : c3jffra.cticn effects' ~ 
anci base our "alculfitions on t reatment of the reflections by the 
1n1=;thods of geometrical optics . 
'rhis tnode l greatly simpli f ies calcul atio,-. s i nvolv1 ng linear 
statistics of the reflected intensi ty ( i n particu:!_ar its mean l evel 
and angular distribution). It is not adequate fo :r a full descr::.ption 
in terms of non-]jnear statistics such as the variance or auto-,, 
correlation function~ when results are de1)ende:Gt on the behaviour 
of the echo over ci . .'. stances of the order of the Tadio wavelength, 
and diffracti rm eff:::-ct s must ·be taken int o account. 
It is not necessary y et to assume any particul ar form for 
the su.cfac e beyond the above asslLTJ'lption. However, for t he sake of 
concrete resul t3 , we shall consider the 'Gauss ian random surface 1 
employed by p:revious authors, where the roughness may be described 
by a random f1mction ~(x>~), which gives the displas -;;ment at any 
point (x, j) , vert:i. cally from a me an hori zontai. plane. is 
normally dist:".'ibuted about zero, with star.:.dard de-·.riati or.. CX0 ~ and 
the horizontal autocorrelation function is given by 
where 0- and 't are displacements a long the X and j axes. 
The distribution of slopes of such a surface in one 
dimension has been derived by Beckmann and Spizzichino ( 1963) as 
I 
I 
11 
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For surfaces whose s lop es do not generally exceed 0.5, 
and fo0 i s the r.m.s. value of the tangential s lope, the 
distribution is approximately normal , and may be written: 
In two dimensions, we havef assumii:-g an isotropir. nur f ace , 
the normali sed autocorrelation function : 
'l 'l. 1 
where r = (J' -t~C E) 
The tangential gradient i .:, ecru.al to the 'normal d erivative' 
at any point, so that; 
Taking cross-sections of the su_rfa0e a long :::.xes X and Y, 
we obtain one-dimensional Gaussian surfaces, giving again , for the 
partial gradients in these directions: 
and: 
The probability of the occurence of a normal surface 
gradient of f is gi;en by: 
?~) = lr~·)f~j).ls = r;·cp.fj>{fJ)d.ff 
S<ti,>A') -0 
where and are 1·elat ed b;y- 5 and ~ 
is given by: 
For an isotropic surface, we have 
and 
8 
with 8 
is equal to the r.m . s. slope. 
For 2, two-dimensional surface 1 thrn, a C:=mss ian distribution 
of vertical displacements results in a Rayleigh distribution of 
slopes. We are here in cLi.sagre8me11t with Berry, who obtains a 
Gaussian distribution of slopes in two dir.;.31~si':ir.::·, since he derives 
the probability of linear gradients in the surfacef without 
reference to the direction of the normal 2t the point of 
measurement . This is not realistic in the context of the 
reflection geometry, since any facet of tl~e surface gives r i se 
+,o a single reflection, whose direction depends on that of the 
normal , rath er than on the gradient of any line which may be 
drawn in the surface. It is possible that, under the erosion due 
to ice movement 1 the probability of low surface gradi ents niay be 
enhanced over that given by a Gauss i a..n. random surface, a."'ld we 
shall continue to bear in mind the case of a surface whose 
distribution of slopest rather than of displace1 ents, is Gaussiano 
(4. 2) 
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Schlos s (1 966 ), describes the roughness of lunar and 
terrestrial terrain, and deduces a Gaussian distribution, 
measur ing slopes along Cartesian axes . For our purpose it is 
certainly of more use to c.onsider the distribution of normal 
slopes which woul d in this case conform to a Rayleigh _f)robability 
dens ityo 
In ti1e follswing work we shall as sume that the rouglmess 
J.o es not give rise to shadowing of one fac et by another, or 
to mul tipl e refl ect i onso 
Echo sounder _characteristics and sounding situation 
We shall cons i der a sounder op srating with a carri er 
frequenc3r near 60 lYJHz, such that the wavelength in ice is 3 metres. 
This i s similar t:i the wavelengths employed by both Harris on and 
Berry. The llla jor o.ifference will be that we shall deal with a 
rectan~~lar pul se envelope, as opposed to the Gauss ian pulse 
sbape us ed by these authors. This is closer to the r eal situation 
for all but the sh'.lrtest pulses obt&inable with a given apparatus, 
and allows a considerable simplification of the analys i s for the 
'geometrical -~opt i cal ' case ( to be known as the 'Newconi an' case, 
since the radiation is treated essentially as a, stream of perfectly 
el ~stic particles). 
The essential difference between the two pulse shapc3 is 
that the rectangul ar puls e possesses a plateau whose duration is 
long compared with that of the leadi ng and trailing edges . We 
consider t he exi s tenc e of t he pulse edges as a perturbation of 
a continuous wave, r ather than as an intrins ic part of the pulse. 
In the r eal s ituation , the pulse is , of cours e, not exactly 
rectangul ar, but has finite rise- and f all-times, and we shall 
(4 .3 ) 
indicate the importance of such departures in the text. We 
shall assume that the bandwidth of r adar receiver and recording 
Ccr.t . are such that the form of the received pulse is not 
distorted in the recording process. 
!'" 0 Ju 
We shall asswne throughout that transmission and reception 
are performed by the same ante1ma, so that a ll received reflections 
occur a long the local normal to the Tefleci;ing surr'ace. This 
greatly simplifi es the geometry of the situation, and also avoids 
any var i ation of the reflection coefficient as a result of changes 
in the angle of incidence. 
We consider a souncling geometry as shcwn in 1''ig. 4. i. The 
height h i s assumed to be much greater thc:,~1. the vert ical displace-
ments of the roughness, and we shall net i.n general in:;lude the 
effects of refrac-i; ion at a boundary between the souncle:'.' and the 
bedrock. In most cases th.i s may be ace ount ed for by a simpl e 
apparent-depth correction, and is not important for the theory of 
reflections. 
Refl ect ion of continuous spherical waves from a 'Ne\'i.;L?Jl i ~~urf ace 
It is shown in A.ppendix 1 that the mean angular distri-
bution of continu:::ius waves received at the point of transmission, 
after reflection from a Ne1.rtonian surface, is give:::-,. by 
<
P(e)) Sg ~ ~.A }'~). Se 
4- TT ~ 4- s-ec 9 
where Pt is the power transmitted, G is the gain of the antenna~ 
A is its effect i ve receiving area, and R is the reflection 
coefficient at the surface. If p(e) is small for angles greater 
than 30°, the term in S\?C 8 may be ignored, and the power 
received between G and 
I 
Q is given by 
:J.. 
h 
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Fig,4,1. · The sounding geometry for the ove.rsnow soundi ng situation, 
illustrat :i.nt=s t:12. a.·1cles Gt:.o ,3.nd C9e and 190 for a subseq_uent time 
delay. 
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(4 .4 ) 
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For continuous waves, the total power received i s given 
by this int egral between limit s O and TI/1, and is 
n ~~~:-
... 1 2. b41T :'\. 
This is equal to the pswer to be expected after reflection 
from a poli~hed plane sur::ace of the same mater i al, and will be 
denoted by P • 
0 
Reflection of a rectan~_lar pul se of spher ica ~ wav,,s from a 
'lfovrtonia..n' surface 
Continuous waves are not useful for a ci -3pth--soun.ding 
radar, and the uslFcl form of modula-l::ion cc:1sists of an. approximately 
rectangular pul se envelope. other authors have used a Gauss iaJ1 
envelope; which offers :3ome anal;y,--tical elegance, but i s l ess 
realistic and less well suited to these ca:cu_lu.L.ons. 
The effect of puls e-modul ation of +,he cont i nuous wave 
is essentially to modify the limits over vhich the integral @ 
is to -be performed. In the case of continuous waves the ent i re 
surface is illuminat 2d s iffil1ltane0usly : for· a pulse the illuminat ed 
2.rea has the form of a disc or annulus, depending on the time delay 
after transmission of the pulse. The geometry of the pulse and 
surface is shown in Fig. 4.l. for the situations when only the 
l eading edge of the pulse has returned from the surface, and when 
the trailing edge also contributes to the observed echo. The 
angles 9e. ana. Di,which describe the positions on the surface of 
the pulse edges
1
are given by 
ee = ~ '(c~,) for t > '.2h 8 .2.n C 
and ej _,( c.t -p\ t- > 2k-t-i> 8 - s;.a: ?.. ~ / for C 
where t .is t:1e delay. time, Ini~asured after :::the t-.r:a1smis.sio:r.L of .the 
l eading edge of the pul se and P is the totq,l pulse l ength. The 
t wo time ccnditions wi ll ·be denoted by (I) and (II) , since we 
shal l continually refer to the two situati ons~ 
We can now calculate the mean powP.r received at any 
instant from a su_cface with a given di::,tribut~rm c: s lopes: 
£le (P(U) - Jro. ))(G)JGI for (I) 
·o 
9e 
and (r(t)) - [R . ):) (e)olo for (II) 
..le ~ 
The power i_vi situation (I) can be seen to be an 
@ 
8 
increas i ng f1J11ction oft, regardless of tl-,9 form of the distribution 
of s lopes in the surface. The initial variation in (II) depends on 
the relative probability of s lopes occurring at the angl es 
corresponding to the leading and trailing edges. In the case of 
a Gaussian di s tribution the probability is a r.1:1ximum for zero 
slope, so that the mean power for (II) is always a decreasing 
function of delay time. For a Rayleigh distribution, the probability 
i s zero for zero slope, so that the mean power must continue to 
rise until incremental area included by the leading edge is 
balanced by the decremental area excluded by the trailing edge •. 
In the case of a Gaussian distribution of s l opes, the maximum echo 
jl 
I 
-, 
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Fig,4.2. Approximate relation bet~een the delay of the maximum 
level of the mean received pulse and the one-dimensi~nal r.rn.s. 
slope, 
po1r1er will occur for a constant t j_me delay g.i ven by 
et -= 1 h ·t·/D /'Via.:.<. 
In cas es ivhere the slopes have a Rayl eigh dis t r ibution , 
and a J.arge r . m. s . e lope, the m~i:dmum ,vill · be retarded beyond this 
point, its pos ition be i ng defined by the condition : 
6 -i ) I: . ..... 
We are onJ.y interested in so lncion.s where t is greater !11.3, .:{ 
than :z..k+p 
c. 
, and we find that this only occur s fo:r A ~ \ 
if p is much less than the altitude of t he observer. 'rhe delay 
time of t he echo maxir.,um is shown as a function of the r .m. s. slope 
in Fig.4.2. This re:mlt i s only approximate, sinc e for high values 
(i. e. -~ ;;. .lues great er than unity),our aualysis of the 
engula:- spe:ct::'Wll br:..3,Jr...s dmm. 
For 0 ~ surfaces 1·!.i. th slopes l ess than 30 , '118 ma? r epl ace Cl 
in aquation G , so that for ~ase (I) , 
Jfoe := )~</3) D~ 
c) . 
and for case ( II) 
&_tl 
(p(t;) ~ Ji Cf) lf g 
where 
2.. 1c-fa(_ C - - J = ---4--k ,_ 
'<-
.,_ 
a nd 
~.=£) ?1 :::. 4-- k '-
Figs.4. 3 . and 4.4 show the mean received. pulse shapes to 
be expected from surfaces wi i;h, respectively, Rayl eigh and 
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Gaussian di stribut ions of s lopes 7 and various values of the rGm.s. 
slop e, for an ic e depth of 500 metres, and pulse l eng-th of 43 
met res, ( 250 17.anoseconds ). For the Ray leigh distribut ion, the 
maxi mum of t he mean p ower is reduc ed b e l ow P
0 
by 0.6 dB for an 
-1 2.>'11 - 1 r.m.s. slope of tan (0 . 2) 7 and by 2.3 dB for(f =tan (0 .3 ). 
For the Gau ssian dis t ribution the deficit i s J ess for a given 
,. 
I ,' i".. 
value of \f'/ . The mean sh1:,pes 7 expres-se& in ~-cf2, -can-be--seen in 
Figs . 4.5 and 4.6 . 
For -'che reverse s :i. tuation, where the pnlse shape is 
g i ven anJ. the distribut ion of s lopes is to be r:alculated, we 
transform ?..O and :Z. 1 to give, for (I), 
and for (II) 
Po 
For low- s lone surfaces, it i s eas:i. er to rr.ake measurements 
fromthe tra iling edge of the pulse than fr·om the l eading edge, wher e 
the s maller inc r ements of power correspo11ding to reflections at 
larger angl es are sup erimpos ed on the refl ections from lower 
angl es. · In the trailing e C.g e 7 the los s o:f:" power due to the 
exc l u s ion of echoes from success i v e ly high er angles c an be seen 
i n i solation from the ma in pa rt of th e echo . This is particularl y 
evi dent when the echo is d.isplayed on a logarithmic sca le , as is 
n ec essar y t o a l low a suffi cient dynami c r ange. 
,-----------,-----------, 2 
0.03 0.1 
{ 
et 
2h 
I 
1 
Fig, 4, 7, Ra t .e s of change of the parameters f { and / J , 
plotted as functions of the relutiva delay, for a transmitted 
pulse duration of 250 nsec. 
(4.5 ) 
For Rayleigh-distrilJuted s l opes we have, in case (II), 
from @ 
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fe~(-f~:) 1t -fJ~(fh;:)J: = { ;J<rcf»)@ 
and for a Gaussian distribution, 
~-JrJ-fe~
0
~).dfe _ t4(-f/1 2) = fo-.Jvi J_ (/p(t))\Q \ , J L 12r~o , B, dJ \ / V 
The ':alues of ( Jfoe;JJ ) and (JfJ/JJ) are plotted as 
functions of time of Fig. 4. 7. They are 1 of course, dependent 
only on +.he pulse length and height above the mectn horizontal 
p l ane. 
r.I'h e calculat:;_on is very much simplified for a long pulse, 
where we may c:urnuJne that f ~t) i s much less than t{fJ) t and 
the first terms in @ and @ may be neglected. 
Reflection of a puls_e with arbi tr~~nvelope shape. from a 
1 iJewtonian I s-.irface 
The ::;ituat~on in section (4.4) is complicated in p::'.'a.ctice 
b;y the finite, duration of the leading and trailing edges of the 
transmitted :0ulse. For an arbitrary pulse shape gi ~-en by 
p( t') = R, . 'JC t') 8 
(where t' is the time lag after the leading edge of the puls e ), 
the received power at any instant is now given by 
c,b 
(P(t)> ~ ?o J w(t') fYs)Jf 
0 
where c_J: I "" C t - 2. l (1 + f i2.) r-012. SMRJ..L. f 
8 
8 In approximating to the real situation, -we shall neglect 
the finite rise time, since the leading edge of the received 
pulse is not to be used for measurement. We shal l consider a 
pulse consisting of a rectangul a,r section, followed by an 
exponentially-decaying trailing E:dge, such that 
\)(t') = 
a..nd for t> P(c 
We then have 
8 
For a Rayleigh distribution of slopes, with f
0 <D.4- , the int egral 
becomes 
8 
giving for the mean po1, .~r at d elay t where cJ).lk-t "'P ( case (II)), 
(PM)= B{ ~r1- <:f_;v'"'] -=fct' -:;}"'t.c] 
-u4 [ ~\-~t +p} . (1 - {'.~\[-13{(1 - \~)1-!)l t k l_ fj,0 C-c:-j ~ I ( I _1~ ) 
C'c'-i 
8 ,, ! 
I i 
I 
For a Gaussian distribution of slopes the expression is ,I, 
8 
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The pulse used in work to be described in Chapter 5 may 
b e described by @ and @ with 'P =42m.and "tj =IOOns . The mean 
received pulse shape to b e e:,,..'J)ected from surfaces with Rayleigh 
distributions a..."VJ.d r . m.s . s lopes of Oo1 1 0.3 , and 1.0 ar,:i 
sho1om in Figo 4. 80 
In contrast with sect ion (4.4 ), tL :; probability 
distribution of slnpes can no longer be expressed simply in terms 
of the rate of fall of echo power with time in the tail of the 1 / 
echo. The fall-off i s now composed of two factors, one corresponding, II 
as before, to the changing area of illumina tion which gives rise 
to the echo, the other to th;:; decreasing e;ontribution of areas 
illuminated by the t ail of the transmitted pulse. 
Thus from @ , and @ 
The complexity of this equation, and its degree of 
dependence on an accurat e knowledge of the tra~•.smi tt ed pulse 
8 
shape and accurate measurement of the power gradient, suggest that 
the best method 0£' estimat ing the probability distribution will 
be to compare the observed mean pulse shape with curves derived 
from equations Q.v or @ . 
Departures of the transmitted pulse from an ideal s hape 
(whether Gaussian or rectangular) constitute the g-.ceatest dis-
advantage of this method of estimating the distribution of slopes. 
(4.6 ) 
Other problems involve the necessity for a strong echo, so that 
the echo tail is of measurable strength, and for accurate 
measurement of the power and resolution of gradients within a 
6S 
very small range of time delays near the maximu.'11 level of the 
return. I n order to me,rnure the pul se shape accuratel y a wide 
frequency bandwidth must be employed both in the radar rec eiver 
and th~ ~ecording apparatus, but these precautions- wi1I.l:ie -useless 
unless thP transmitted ernrelope is very accurately known. 
Summary _ ___,,,_
We shall see in Chapter 5 that the mean s hapes of received 
echoes confcrm well to the shape out lined in Equat:i.on@. This 
result supports our initial suggest i on that 1he refl ections may 
be dealt with by the methods of geometrical optics. Within the 
limitations stated in the last secti0n, tha natu.1.·e of the 
reflecting boundary may be deduced from the shape of ~eceived 
pulses. This a llows us to check the validity of the approximation 
that the maximmn me,L1l power is equal to P • We n1ay also verjfy 0 
that 7 since the posit j_on of the maximum is almost constant, this 
is equal to the mean of the maximum received power levels . 
I 
I I 
(5 . 1 ) 
CHAPTER 5: Equipment modificat i ons ? and fieldwork in Devon 
Islai1d 
In Chapters 2 and 3, we described fieldwork undertaken 
in East Antarctica, and subsequent attempts to examine the 
b ehaviour of the echoes as recorded in t he form of an inter1s ity-
mo dulated profile . It proved impossible to make quantitative 
deductions from these r ecords due to the uncert a inties involved 
in the recording and r et rieval processes. 
.. 
For more detailed studi es to ·be f eas ibl e~ quantit at ive 
record.:;_ngs must be made of the strength and shape of the echo 
pulse, at the time of sounding. Suitable modifications were mad.e 
to the sound:..ng equipment, and an expedition was organi::;ed to 
Devon I s land , part of whose purpose was to develop a techni~ie 
for detailed inv estigations of the b edrock surfac e . 
]Lqui.pment developments 
The basic equipment remained much as that used in the 
A..n.tarctic sounding, using a SPRI lVIk IV radio echo sol111der; 
operating at 60 IV!Hz . This was mount ed in a s ledge-born 'caboose', 
dra,,m by one or two motor-s l edges, with the antenna mounted on 
its 01,m skis and towed behind, (Fig.S:J ) . The prevailing 
temperatur e of between -10° and -20°c was not suitable for 
operation of the sounder, a catal;y-tic heater was used continuous l y 
to warm both equipment and operator . Power was derived from 
two heavy-duty 12-volt accmnulators , and the stability of the 
vehic l e was rnaintaine::d by the combined weight of operator and 
batteries. 
t 
Fig.5.1. The echo-sounding ira in' in the course of the 
traverse to the West of the base camp. 
I . 
Ii 
I 
Char;;;. ctcri sties of t he radio 2clrn e1uipment u s r,d by the SPRI 
, ·· . I 
~xpedition to Devon I sland. 
OPERA'LDTG ?rGQUE:NCIES (MHz) 60 448 
R:SCErJc5t EANDiiIDTH (MHz) 23 23 
\ 
PEAK OUT?TJT POA!!JR ( '/i'A'fTS) 300 15 
ANT2N:,JA GAIN (dB) +4.5 +10 
TR'.UITS:MI T'l'ED PULSE LEirGTH ( metres) /(6 46 
(5 . 1. 1) 
The equipment drew a current of between 5 and 10 amps 1 
dep endi ng on the number of recorders b e ing used. Since in the 
main only one 'z-mod' recording osc illoscop e and camera were 
used , the battery capacity of 120 Ampere-hours ga'Je a maximum 
continuous operating time of bet ween 16 and 20 ho1,1rss 
The antenna consisted of a single folde d dipole, with 
a half-wa've para,"°'..tic reflector mounted 1/4 of a wavelength 
above it . This was fed through a tunable ba1un, and provided 
a calculated forward gain of +4.5 dB, in fre e:, spac e. This was, 
of course, directed downwards into the ice , anu refraction at 
the surface provides a further 5 dB of gain~ (Th:i.s is due either 
directly to rci'rac ~ ion if the antenna is effectively ' in air ' , 
or to increa.sed apparent area due to reduction of the wavelength 
if the anter.na is Vin the ice'. For our plU'I.JOses the two are 
equi r alent, (Ewer . Smith, 1971) ). 
A summary of the system parameters can be seem in Tabl e 
(5 . 1 ). 
A-scope recording system 
Th3 major refinement to the system consisi;,3d of the 
provision for quantitative recording of the echo pulse 0nvelope. 
As part of the standard echo sounder, an oscilloscope is 
provided which displays the r adar receiver output in 'A-scope ' 
forma t , so that the operator can monitor the received signa l s . 
It was decided that, from a range of possible recording systems 
incl uding videotape and paper tape l oggers, that the simplest 1 
cheapest and 1 for the purposes of this pilot study, most effective 
technique would be to photograph the 'A-scope' trace using a 
Super-8 cine camera. As :installed, this could be controlled 
I ~ 
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either by the proprietary, continuously variable speed control , 
or by distance- related signals generat ed by a bicycle wheel 
towed behind the caboose . In the latter case, a digital 
dividing unit allowed cine frames to be exposed at intervals 
of 1,2 ,5, 10 or 50 metres. The recording apparatus is shown 
in FigS2, and an example of an 'A-frame 7 in Figo5.3. 
Th P, u sual ·bright;.-Leus-modulat eel i-'ec-0:rdfr:g ··technique- was 
also used, with the addition of a small J.ight - emitting diode 
close to -:-he c.r.te screen which caused a mark to appear on the 
recor~ing film indicating the positions alon~ the survey profile 
at which A-scope photographs were taken. (These l atter will be 
referred t.o as 'A-fr ames'). This allows mil:-c1te correl ation of t 
the A-frames with the (time-controll 8d) z~rnod films. 
The same trans:nitter and receiver were used throughout 
these expe:::iment3. The exact deg:c,3e of ;:;, t &,biJ -:_ty of the output 
power i s not knoi-m. However, the a..>J.tenna was careful l y designed, 
and tm:ed to the tran:;mitter ~-n situ: we shall assume that the 
matching was constant, and that the tra.."lsmitte,,, gave a constant 
output to within _:t1cIB (this is equivalenc, to assumi ng stability 
of the supply voltage to the transmitt er· of ,±1o%, which is a 
reasonable figure). 
Cali brat ions wer6 made before ec::.ch day's work, by connect in6 
the transmitter to the receiver via a step attenuator, and measur-
ing the response to known signal levels. Some discrepancies can 
be seen between calibrations (Fig.5.4), consisting of a vertical 
shift between the different curves. The differences a,ri se from 
a temperature effect in the receiver: t he output level of the 
video amplifier i s determined by a chain of diodes, whose forward. 
bias voltage decreases as their temperature ris es during oper0,t i or, , 
I, 
Fig.5.2. The A-frame recording apparatus. 
Fig.5.3. A typical A-frame. 
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Fig.5.4. Cal ibTation of t he receiver system, expressed 
in terms of millimetres of displ acement on the reader screen . 
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· Fig.5.5. The wide-band preamplifier. 
(5,, 1.2) 
I'·' J ! . 
;J .... 
In the cou1'se of soundingf the c.11.1.tput l evel corr•:,sponding to 
the bac~:::ground noise was f ound to f a ll gradually~ and we shall 
u se the lowest of the illustrated curves 1, with 2, coTrection for 
the observed. value of noi.se voltage~ A fu.rtber correction must 
b e applied to allow for 'sky noise'. It was observeJ. that, 
after a noise l evel centred at 10rmn had ·been present dur i ng 
c a libratio11, th e r,onnection of t he antenna resulted in an 
i ncrease of about 2mm. We therefore take a noise l evel of 
·J2rnm as t he standard dur i ng operations , and correct tc -thi s value . 
Wide-band 12.reamplifi er 
The re:;_uirement to observe a.8 accurately as poss ible the 
envel ope of i;he received pulse at all delays ma.de it necessar;y 
to build a new ::.··i lt er arLd pre-amplifier for the receiver. '11l'le 
dir(~(:t breddhrcDgh signal from transmitter to recei v0r via t he I I 
T/R s•;-,i tch had a s trength of about 40 dB below that of the 
transmitted puls e, represent ing a massive overload to the r eceive1' 
input . The exis·r,ing circ-..:it required a:bout 2 microseconds to 
r ecover from thi s overloc1.d , which a serious handica p since no 
echoes couJ.d be observed f rom depths of l ess than about 200 
metres 0 
A :1ew preamplifier was built, ,·:hich comoined che fw:1ctic1~1s 
of filtering, with a bandwidth of 20 MHz, and amplificatic11 of 
35 dB with a very fas t recovery time o The c ircuit was b ased on 
a design by ])r. S . Evans , using integrated r.f. amplifiers, 
coupled by high-frequency ferrite--cored transformers. The 
prema,plificr i s shown in l"ig.5,5, and its pass-band is illu.st:ca.ted 
in Fig.5,6. 
(5 . 1.3) ,140-M.Hz radar 
A low-:-powered, phase-sensitive radar, operating at 
44 MHz, was built by M. Gorman for the dua l purposes of compar is on 
with the results of the 60-MHz sounder, and for wave vel ccity 
measurement . 
Fieldwork in Devon Island 
The experiments in Devon I sland took pl ace b(jtween 
May 13th and June 26th 1973. The party consisted of , from 
SPRI, Dr . G. de Q. Robin, A. Clayt on, M. Gorman and the author, 
and Dr . C. S. M. Doake of the Brit i sh .Ant arct ic Survey. Logistic 
support was provided by the" Canadian Department of Energy, Mines 
and Resources, through Dr . S. B. Pater8on of the Pol ar Contin-
ental Shelf Project . 
The expedition hdd four main ob jectives: 
(a) To sound the i ce in the central region of the 
ice sheet, and deduce a contour map; 
(b) To study in detai l t he form ar,Q behaviour' of 
the bedrock echoes; to l ocate , if poss ibl e, a geo l ogical 
boundary which is thought to cross the island beneath t he ice; 
and_ to develop a procedure for such i :nvestig3,tions; 
(c) To meaoure the velocity of the r adio waves i n 
ice , t hrough t he use of deep boreholes and an interferometric 
technique; 
(d) To measure the surface velocity of the ice with 
respect to bedrock, by observation of t he fading pattern of the 
echo over a smal l area, and noting its change in position with 
respect to the surface over a period of a few weeks. 
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Experiments of secondary importance involved reflections 
from within the ice, caused rn2-irily by density layering, and also 
a short investigation of the effect on the echo of rotation of 
the ax1tenna, to throw light on anisotropy of the ice crystal 
structure. 
The main aims were achieved with considerable success. 
We are c0ncerned here with part (b ) of the programme, 
which occuried four days' work exclusively , and was carried on 
concurrently with the great majority of the gem,ral depth 
sounding. We r:hall describe the anal ysis of r esul ts as it 
relates to the objective of discovery of changes i~ the material 
of the -bedrock , after a brief account of the experiments themselves. 
The ~epth soundi ng was carried out over the patlis shown 
in Fig.5.7. Ove:c most of the distance, A-frames were recorded at 
inter-va l s of 50 ~2tres, resulting, from the 400 km of oou.nding 
track, in some 8,000 frames. At the lettered positions, where 
t.he path is more heavily marked, frames were recorded at 1-metre 
intervals, to gi-v:o both a quasi-continuous record c,f the echo 
strength, c1nd to provide a suffici ent population of observations 
to give ac0urate values for the mean power, varian..:;e and auto-
correlation function of the power, over a distance of a few 
hundred metres. Some of these paths were duplicated t:sing the 
440--IV!Hz radar, in order to compare results at the two frequenci es. 
Over a measured path of 300 metres, recordings were made at 
closely duplicated positions, at intervals of 1 metre, at different 
frequencies, pulse l engths and input attenuator settings. The 
arrangem<.ffct for det errnining the posit ions at which the A-frames 
were recorded is shown in Figs.5,8 and5.9. Despite its ramshackle 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
:B' i g.5.B. The 1 ·,•1heel-&nd-cord' system by me'ln.s of v.·hich the 
posi ti..on or reco:c:l.ing ,1 ~ A-frames could be accur ately fixed. 
Odometer wheel 
Tensioned cord 
~T7-r,-;-7~ 1nn1111 1; 17;111-1-iihr--U 
Fig.5.9 . A diagramoa tic representation of the system in Fig.5.8. 
. I 
appearance, the system worked remarkably well, giving, for t"r, •" 
first set of observations (at 60 MHz) an accuracy over the 300 
-3 ruetr es of appro:x:imat ely _:!:-3• 10 metres along t:i1e track . For 
the second set (at 440 MHz) the accuracy had deteriorated to 
-1 about ±10 · metre; this was probably the result of &.dverse 
conditions such as heavy drifting of snow which cat1sed the 
sounder t0 follow a somewhat erratic path. The accuracy 
- 1 across-traGk was generally about j:10 metre for the 60-MHz 
set, but probably ± 1 metre for the 440-N'Hi. c,et. 
The three sets of close-spaced obs0rva·cions labelled 
T1, T2 , and T3 in Fig.5.7 were carried. out in the course of an 
extende,i traverse -:cowards the Western edge of the ice-cap . 
It was thought that the geological divide wh i ch we have mentioned 
was most likel;y to run to the West of the base c amp, and that 
its ~osi tj 'Jn mig:bt be detected by comparing observations al ong 
such a traverse. 
Tr..e number of A-frames taken at any site varied between 
300 and 1C~O. o~er a rough reflecting surface, the echo strength 
may be exp~cted to vary with a standard deviation of about 10 dB. 
In order to obtain a value for the mean received ~Jwer with an 
expected error of less than +·1 dB, it was necessary to obtain a 
measuremer.t population of at least 100. (For a randczi sample 
from a normally-distributed population, the standard devia-:ion of 
the mean is related to the stanclard deviation of the sample 
members by 
0-
[N 
where Ch, i s the standar d deviation of the mean, u i s the 
s ample standard deviation, and f~ is the size of the sa,"llp l e. 
(5 .3 ) 
(5 . 3. 1) 
(5.3 . 2) 
Though we are not strictly dealing with a normally-distributed 
population, the relation can be expected to hold approximately 
for our case.) 
Since it is possible that the irregul arities of the 
rough surface are corr;:;lated over distances comp a,rable with 
· 100 metres, it is advantageous to exteno. the samples over as long 
a path as possible. In practice the le:1.gth was limited "Jy the 
requirement that the ice depth should rema in constant. Locations 
were chosen where the general survey had :reveal ed a flat area of 
bedrock, with a constant ice thickness, (neglecting the small-
scale roughness). 
Analys is of results 
Ice :Depths 
A detailed contour map of the topography of the ice 
cap has not been compiled from the SPRI sounding rEsults. ;rowever 1 
the sub-ice terrain ;;1ay be loos ely described ir. terms of a 
region of high relief towards the Eastern end of the i sland, 
reaching elevations 0f 1200 metres above sea level, which gi ves 
way to more gentle relief at lower altitudes towards the West. 
The change in topographj may be rel ated to the change in type 
of bedrock, which i s known to occur on a generally North-
South line across the island. 
Echo behaviour 
We showed, in Chap~ er 1, that if we ar e abl e t o det ect 
changes in the r efl ection c oef fic i ent of the i ce-rock i nterface 
of+2 dB , fr om measurement s of the mea..'1. power, t h i s would enable 
us to separate rockSwhose permittivities differed by about 
2o%. We shall work towards this as our primary mec1ns of 
detecting variations in the rock. 
We saw in Chapter Lj that, in agreement with Harrison 
(1972) and Berry (1 973), the mean value of the maximwn l evel 
of power in the received pulse is to some extent dependent on 
rectangular output pul::;e ( tha,t is an r ,. f. pulse with a steady 
maximum level I of a duration long compared with that of the rising 
and fall ing edges ), this effect is not i mpo1·tant unless 
the r.m.s. slope of the fauets of the surface, is close to, or 
exceeds, the angle 8eo , defined by 
ee.o :: 
We must discover, initic:;,lly, whether or not t:·,.is limitation 
is operative for the surfaces in ])evon Island. The distinction 
is closely related to that referred to in Chapter 3, wh,-,re we 
discussed the sp,.cing of maxima of t he fading pattern, a...vid we 
shalJ. examine the shape of the echo envolope in order to estimate II 
11 1 
the value of the r.m.s. slope. II 
(5 .3.2. 1) Envelope shap~ 
The power received in the echo fallsoff as the falling 
edge of the output pulse reaches the surface, and reflections from 
an increasing range of angles are cut off 1 (Fig&5,10 ). We saw 
again in Chapter 4 that the average angular distribution of 
received power differs from the distribution of slopes in the 
reflecting surface mainly a,s a result of the scattering of waves 
from the surface clue to diffraction e:ffects.. Broadly spea....l<:ing, 
-- -------
ICE SURFACE . 
Fig.5.10. The annular area,illuminated by the pulse after 
the falling_ edge has reached' the rough surface, which 
contr·ibutes to simultaneous returns. 
1, 
I J, 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
the effect of diffraction would be to introduce a..l'J. almost 
isotropic component in the refl ected wave , which wouJ.d be observed 
as a sha llowly- sloping, extended tail to the echoes. Such a 
tail is not apparent in the recorded traces 1 and we shall assuJI1e 
that diffract ion pla;ys a minor role in defining the angular 
distribution of received power. 
- -~- ...... . 
Scme exarnpJ.es of e,;ho traces ca.fJ -be se;:,11 'in -l<'ig;;5; t1 , -·· 
taken from different parts of the ice s'.-13et e The shape of the 
transmitt er pulse, when applied to a standard 50-ohm load, can be 
seen for comparison. In interpreti:rig these :records, it i s 
important to remember that a. loga,rithmir. char2.cteristic was 
used, and that the powe1' of a signal at the lowe:c edge of the 
scale may be less than that of one E;.t the 1J.pper edge by a factor 
6 
of 10 • The echoes are re-plotted in l<'ig.5.E on a linear scale. 
The gradient of the echo tail at ?;ny delay is :Jroportional to 
the frequency of occurrence of facets at the angle QJ 
corresponding to the trdiling edge of the output pulse at t:hat 
delay ( see Chapt e~ 4). By measuring th2 gradi :.mt of the linear 
traces we may estimate the distribution Gf slopes in the surface 
at any point, and obtain an average val~e for an area. The 
usefulness of this technique is limit ed for small slopes, since 
the differential Qelay for angles of less than 10° is l ess than 
2% of the total delay for t lc e first return. For ice of 500 
metres depth, this r epresents only 100 nano seconds, and is not 
sufficient to allow an accurat e measurement of the power gradient. 
Since the trailing edge of the pulse i s also of this order of 
du.rat ion, the significance of the gradient~ if accurately 
measured, would not be clear. We can therefore only use the 
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method with any confidence for inver:,tigation of the 
limiting form of the dist ribution above s lopes of about 
1 :6, rather than for a complete description. The diff iculty 
i s illustrated when we analyse the s hapes of the echo traces of 
Fig.5.11 . Though tr..e n omi nal pulse length (-3 dB) is 
250 nanoseconds 1 its durai;ion, i nc ] uding rising and falling 
edges, is closer to 400 nanoseconds tor the purpos2s of our 
logarithmic receiver . The exact pocition of the stad of the 
f a lling edge of the r-ecei ved pulse ; s not easy to locate, and 
the shape of the derived probabi l_i ty distribution for s mal l 
angles is critically depenC.ent on it . However r the result :.i .n.g 
0 () dis tribution is much less sens i t ive for angl es above 10 -15. 
The two sets of traces, which were obtained at the Eastern 
and Western ends, respectively, of the extended Wester·n t:r-aver·se 
have mean shapes as s hown in Fig.5.13 . By -"!,ss1i T!1ing a Rayl3i r,:1 
distribution of s lopes, which is justified by the observed FO (<l.1<\ 
of the echo 1:.NV11LOPG' 1 we u se the r,,nimum rate of chc-111ge C'f 
the power to deduce values of 0 . 15 ± . 5 and .23 + .3 for the 
r.m .s. s lopes describing the surfaces in the two regions . 
These are l ess th:=m the angle Gee,, which, for ic e of depth 
500 met r es and. a. nominc.l pulse length of 42 metres 1 has a 
noriiinal (and minimUIT.) value of 17°, equivals:c:t to 2: s lcpe of 
Oo31 . In both cases the 3stimated f requency of occurence of 
gradients great er than O. 3 i s small . There i s no evidence 
of a diffracted component in the received puls e, and we shall 
assume that the roughness of the bedrock is correlated, in 
general, over distances greater than the ra.d.io wavelength 
(2 . 8 metres). 
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Taking the,'3 e derived. char act er ist ics of the surface 
into account, we shal l assume that the mean level of the 
maximum received echo power is closely equal to PtJ, which is 
the value expected from a smooth plane reflector at the same 
range, and was defined in Chapter 4. Thi s grea,tJ y simplifies 
the analysis of the results, s ince we may calculate relative 
values for the reflection coefficient at tl1e bedrock without 
reference to the local roughness characteristics. 
The compari son of the r .m~ Se slope with Geo i s similar 
<,J-;-' with I\. ,;:o 0r p to Harrison's (1 972) comparison of T ?.<po Remembering that 2.., =- t'\ , that Harrison uses the pulse hal f-
J. 4-Lt~ l ength rather t t.an the ful l nominal Jen6-th, and that (J>o-= -
I ).._ 
,--condition i s more stringent, by a factor of J 2, than our- form 
113~>~ p \ Ji 
His t"'eatment deals with Gaussian-shaped t:,· ansrn j_tt ed 
pulses, and he considers the signal corresponding to the 'return 1 
of the centre of the transmitted pulse, rather than the maxi-
mum recPived. lavels. Within his restriction, tiiese will be 
approximately equal, and he also deduces that ( P) =: p • 
0 
In Berry 9 s (1973) terminology, this is :10t a flong-
tailed ' echo, where the time delay at whi::h one-half of the 
echo en<::!rgy has been received is much l onger than +,he pulse 
length (cf . Berry's expression (7 .7) ). We are dealing with 
his 'ge_ometrical-optical' case, where the echo is almost 
entirely incoherent .. T'hough he deduces a considerably reduced 
maximum mean power, this is because of his use of a short, 
Gaussian pulse, rather than our comparatively long, 9 quasi-
rectangular' envelope . It is import ant to recognise the 
distinction between the terms 'long-tailed' and 'incoherent'. 
I I 
' i 
I' 
(5.3.2.2) 
I' ) () 
C J 
Confus ion has arisen in the past because, though for an echo 
to possess a. 'long tail' implies a degree of incoherence , the 
reverse is not necessarily the case: an echo 1 as in our caae 1 
may b e entirely incoherent 1 and display all the high-contrast 
fading associated with high relief in the reflecting surface, 
without being extended out of proportion to the tra..YJ.smitted 
pulse. }\.s a corrment on Berry's treatment of the 'Fraunhofer 
case ', w~ would point out that his conclusion that the echo 
power is given by the coherent component a:•.one is b2.3ed1 besides 
the condition that h shali be very large, on the assumption 
that, as in the 'long-wave limit', the verUcal extent of 
the irregul 2.T'i ties i s very small compared with the wavel ength. 
The essential tFraunhofer' condition, where h i s much greater 
· than the dime}1sions of diffracting irregularities , may also be 
f-c.lfillcl where. po>/ and the echo is entirely incoherent. We 
shall see that in this case the import ance, for ou1· purposes, 
or' the F1.'aunhofer condition, is that tbe source-receiver is well 
outside ~he ~&1ge of focusing of curved reflecto~s in the surfac s 1 
and nece::rnarily illuminates many reflecting face-'cs simultaneously. 
Extent of variation of power 
The variance of the received power 1 exprE::ss2d as a. 
fraction of the mean power, a_epends primarily on the ve:-tical 
dimensions of the irregularities in the reflecting surface. 
Though the dependence is discussed in detail in Chapter 6, we 
shall use soine of the results here , along with those of other 
authors, for the purposes of the Devon Island analysis . 
If the horizontal dimensions of the irregularities are 
such that ma."11.y independent reflections are received 
sirnu.l taneously, th8 'normali s ed variance vv ~ as d_efii1ed above, p 
approaches unity rapidly as the value of the r.m.s. vertical 
excursion of the surface, il1creases towards and passes the 
radio wavelength. 
However, where the irregularities are of large 
horizontal extent, the value of v f may exceed unity for such p 
- f' I values o: O<D • In this case the effect of focusing increases 
the variation of the power beyond what might be el.'J)ected from 
the addition of reflec t ions of purely random phase. We c an 
seP that, ii' the ilhununat ed area is of the same order of 
magnitnde as that of 'individual irreg1.1la1°ities', the auto-:-
co:rr e l atio11 of the surface will have scme ordering effect 
on the r;:;flect i ons. Looked at another way 7 the curved reflector:: 
give rise tu rcaustics' along which a powerful reflection is 
"bserv"'d, anc_ troughs where the reflection is weak, If a 
l arge number of caustic patterns are randomly superimposed, 
the variations are averaged, and the varianc e decreases to 
that c0rrespc:1ding merely to random phase addi ;- ions. For a:ny 
given surface and sounding conditions, the caustics are 
limi te~ near the surfa,ce and the sounder will 0nly observe a 
significant effect if the sounding path :f:asses through centres 
of -curvature of the reflecting fac ets $ In this c.ca.se, the 
variance is only limit ed by the size of the individual 
reflectors, and by the wave-length which limit s the 'sharpness' 
of the caustic , (see Chapter 6 ) . 
Values of v' have been calculated for the sets of close-P 
spaced measurements, and are shown in Table (5. 2 ). All 
except the value for rtm 'TY exceed unity. (It may be noted 
that thesc-c- figures differ from those given in Oswald (1975) 
'11 
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TABLE 5.2. 
Values of the no~ma lised variance V' found for the sets of 
·----p---;._:_....:... - ·-- --·---- --
clo se~s pa ced A-fr ames • 
A 3 C D E F G Tl T2 T3 
1.4 1. 8 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.0 o.8 
11 
0 1 0-··, 
for the same data. The difference arises from the u se of a 
revi sed calibration curve : the main effect is a general 
reduction in calculated values of the power v2vr:i.ar1ce and also 7 
as we shall see later, of the mean power ~ Horizontal auto-
correlation functions for the echoes remain almost unch.3..llged.) 
It is clear that we are deal ing with surfaces whose vert j.cal 
deviations are at least of the same order of magnitude as the 
r adio w2velength . When vr is close t o 7 but l ess than unity, p 
we may deduce two possible values for~, corresponding respec-o 
tively to surfaces whose centres of curvature lie betweer_ the 
sounder and the surface, and those wit h 1/ery long raclii of 
curvature. These are given by the formul ae (Harri soi;, 1972) : 
,· 
for small radii of curvature, v' 1 -20
2 
and. = - e . 
' 
p 
for large radii of cu:rva.ture, v' = 2f2 c (2 Ah / Tr 'i'2 )2 p 0 
= 2.(8 C{ 0 h/ T2 )2. 
Though we cannot evaluate the second case without k.YJ.owled.ge of 
T, the first case which, considering the surface slopes which 
we have calculated, is the more likely situ ation, gives the 
value for v'=.8 of f = 0.9. This corresponds to a va,lue of ti.o p 0 
of about 20 cm . 
We deduce that for these areas the paramster f is 
C 
clos e to or greater than unity, and that in some areas a 
degree of focusing takes place, giving rise to a power variance 
greater than unitye 
Horizontal variation 
Our ma:i.n analysis of the spat i a l fr equency of fading 
of the echo will be made in Chapter 7. 
(5.4.1) 
0 t} 
O(.; 
We obs erve that the autocorrelation funct ions (Fig .5,14-) 
fall to the value 1/e after a separation of great er than 4 me tres .. 
Harrison deduces a rela,tion between the power fadins l ength,L""p 1 
corresponding to t he alJove separation, and the r .m. s. surface 
s lope such that 
lp~2- . 
t+ rrf~ 
lve obtain the result that for these a r eas / 0 < 0 , 0 C 
'l'i10ugh thi s result is not i n agreement with that 
calculated from t h e average received pulse shape, i t represents 
a mor e f avourable s ituation for the purposes of the study of 
the mean :received power , and we shall Jeave the comparison of the 
t wo techniques of analysis to the relevant chapters .. 
Mean signal strength level s 
RPsult s for close-spaced observation~. 
Fig.5.15 shows the mean s trength of reflections for each 
of the 1 CJ sets of close-spaced observations. Correction has 
been made for the geometrical (inverse-square) attenuation; the 
gain of the antenna and the added gain due to ret'ra.ct ion, of 
+ 5 dB (Ewen Smith, 1971) e The figures represent r esidual 
attenuation due to absorption in the ice, and loss es on reflection 
at the ice- rock interface. The correction appl i ed for geo-
metrical losses has the form : 
Seven of the ten p o i nts lie c l ose to a straight l ine, 
wi t h a correl at i on coeffi c i ent of .99. 'I'he regr ess ion line 
has a gradient of 2.25 dB/1 00 metres, wit h an int er cept at zero 
I 
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ICE THICKNESS (m) 
Fig.5.15. Mean power l evels for the sets of close- spaced 
A-frames, expressed interms of the total attenuation due to 
dielectric absorption and reflection losses, as a function 
of the ice thickness. 
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d epth of -·1 0 .,5 c_,13~ ri'he st andard error of estimate for the 
regress ion i s ± 0. 5 dB. Remerr,bering that a systematic error of 
+ 1 dJ3 is inherent in the cal ibrati on of the stTength mea sur e-
ment 7 we a l low for an uncertainty of ± I.;- dB in any estimate 
and in the zero-depth iffsercept . If we first assume that th e 
absorption of radio power in the ice i s constant throughout 
the iCP. thickness 7 the :.nt ercept correspond:;:: ->tci -an est imat·e 
of the reflection c0efficient at the ~Jase of the iceo The 
value .:,f- 10 dB, a..s extrapolated from the l inear :regression, i s 
just within the probable range of valu.es g i ven in Chapter 1 Q 
The above assump+; ion is equivalent to that of constant 
temperature i.n the ice mass, and :i.s an ocviOl' 'J over-simpl5..ficatior. 
Becaus e of the geothermal heat fJ 1.ix 7 a.Y'.cl the heating effect of 
strain i n the l ower levels of the ice 7 th..:, temper ature of such 
an abso:cpti011 sh0ws a. corresponding 1.ncrea(~·.:Jo 
The shape of the t emperature profile at the centre of 
an lee cap is given theorer.ically by Robin (1955) in the form: 
where ~, is the ice surface ~emperature 7 G\ .. is the 
temperature at a h'2i ght h abOVe the bas e Of the ice! (Je)I i s 
'JI... kse 
the temper ature g:radient at the base of th e i ce , H is the ic e 
depth, k the thermal diffus ivity of ice and a the rate of 
accumulation. We assume values of 3 . 10-7m2 sec- 1 fork , and 
3°c/100 metres :for (J.19, .. \ • By letting h equal zero , we 
J..t )bse 
d er ive the t otal t emperature d i f ferenc e between base and surfac e 
of t he i ce. 
The mass b a l ax1ce of t h e Devon I s l and i ce cap i s 
extremel y variable, both from ar ea to area and f r om yGar to 
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Fig.5.16. Profil es of temperature vs. depth cal culated from 
R 1 . I ( '9 r::5' i O Oli1 S .1.. ) ·/ model for 8CO-- and 300--mc~tre-thick ice. rrhe 
dots represent o:·: oerj_~o.:.mtal val ue s found by Paterson in Devon 
year. (Koerner 1 1970 ). It appears that in fact the average 
mass balance for the whole ice sheet is negative, with the 
great majority of the ablation occurring a t al t itD.des below 
1200 metreso At a ltitudes above 1400 metres the balance may 
2 vary from year to year between zero a_nd +500 kg/rr, /year 1 
and an average value of +200 kg/m2/year is reasonable for the 
areas w::. th which we are concerned~ Fig~ 5.16 shows calculated 
tempera~ure profi l es for depths of 300 a.rid 800 metres and 
f t ' f -23°C-a sur ·ace emperai;ure o . The profile for 300 metres 
fol::. ows very closely the observed profile ol;tained by Paterson 
for a 380-metre borehole to bedrock near the ice-cap summit 
(Fig.5.16 ), and we may therefore place some confidence in the 
pro:rile f0r deeper ice, though the flov.r rates of the ice wi ll 
be greater the further we depart from the ~borehole, and the 
given f0rmula will be less applicable. The tl'ansi·tion from 
a depth of 300 metres to 800 rnet:2es, with the same surface 
temperature effectively involves the introduction of 100 metres 
of ice d,t the nigher, bedrock ternper·ature, 
the sur::'ace temperature., From Westphal 's 
and 400 met1' es at 
(.- ~ ..,) r1~ . .) . 
graph, we expect 
the absurption at -17°C (i ee. at bedrock) to "t.1e 2 dB/100 metres, 
d t t , f t t of -23°C, an a n e sur ace empera ure 1.4 a.B/100 metres. 
We should therefore expect the slope of the graph 0f echo 
strength vs. depth to be g iven by: 
dP/dh = ( 4 (1 .4 )+2)/5 c= 1.52 d.B/100 metres. 
The observed regression line suggests strongly, there-
fo re, that the absorption in Devon Island is greater than would 
be predicted by Westphal's graph4 This may indicate our use of 
an incorrect temperature profilr::,, nut may a lso simply indicate 
I I 
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a difference between the ice in Devon Island and the Greenland_ 
ice sample :from which Westphal's r esults were derived. 
Returning to the question of the total absorption in 
the ice column, and the reflection at the base of the ice , we 
extrapol ate the regression to zero depth as follows: 
The gradient of the regress ion at any depth may be 
of a combination of the absorpt:i.on c,J,3ffic i ent at the surface 
and at "bedrock. Between 300 and 800 metres the combination 
was taken as having a we i ght ing of' 1:4 in favour of the surface 
iceo However, at less t:ian 300 met res' total depth the temper-
ature .·.1,pproaches a linear function of deiith, md we take a 
simple average of the surface and. h edrcck temperatures in 
arriving at the absorption in a 300 metre::; column . We assume 
that the discrepcillcy between 011r a:bsorptioi, and the figure 
predicted by Westphal i s due to~ n on-temperature-dependent 
impurity effect, and deduce the abs orption coefficient, at 
n the mean colurnvi. temperature of -21 -'c: from "" version of 
Westphal's curve shifted vertically by 0 . 7 dB/100 m. Once 
again, we arrive at a figure of 2. 2 nB/100 metres. (The figure 
is similar to the previous value since, though the absorption 
weighting is di fferen ~, the exagge:ra~ion of the absorption 
close to the b edrock is reduced, which cancels the effect of 
the weighting). We therefore retain the figure of - 1 O. 5 dB 
for the reflection coefficient at the ice-rock interface. 
We have so far mentioned only seven of the ten points 
shown in Fig. 5.1s. These seven repres ent the r:,ets of obser--
vations (A ,B,C 1D,E,F,) made around the summit of the i ce capr 
Q f• 
o J 
which lies towards the Easter n end of the island. The other 
thr ee points were obtained during the traverse to the West 
of the base camp, at a somewhat lower altitude and nearer the 
Western edge of the ice cap (T1 1 T2, T3). 
These points lie outside the range of t he . regression 
for the firs t eight points. They exhibit st r engths respectively 
2, 14 and 13 ,.ill below the values to be exp ect ed from the 
trend of these points, which is a difference of about fi ve 
times the standard error of estimate, for se t Tl. 
We explain the discrepancy as a cor,~oinat ion of two 
effect s: 
A) Differentia l dielectric absorpti on d1 le to 
hiGher g:neral temperatures in the ice . 
B) A discrepancy in the power reflection co-
~fficiPnt at che bedrock surface. 
Dealing with (A) first, a rise i n the surface temper ature 
of the ice , and a corresponding rise throughout its volume 
resul t:::, from -'.,he l ower surface elevat ion as ths Western edge 
of the ice cap i s approa ched . The elevation i n t he region 
of the summit is about 1900 metres, falling to about 1400 
metres where the Western sets of measurei;;.ents were made 
Caltitu.des measured by aneroid a lt imeter ). Set T1 wa.s made 
at an a ltitude of 1600 metres. I ce su rface temperature 
measurements are not avai l ab l e in this area. Loewe (1970) 
indicates that where the surface of an ice sheet is suffic i ent ly 
cold t hat t h ere is little h eat trans port by melting and r e-
fr eez ing in the upper l ayer s, the fi rn i f, gener a lly i n thermal 
equilibr ium with the mean armual air temperature. 'J'hough some 
s u ch mel tin g does occu r in Devon I sland, we sh2tl l assume. that 
I ! 
the variation of surfa ce ternper·ature parallels that of the 
ai.r, and calculate the probable value from a standard. 'lapse 
rat et (the meteorologicaJ. term for variation of air temperature 
with altitude). The lapse rate shov.ld lie between 7.5° and 
10°c per 1000 metre!:', depending on the degree of saturation of 
the air and the temperature. (Barry and Chorley, 1968 ). For 
t emp':)ra.-tures as low as - ·20°c, howev.e~; :. the.r::a .:i .s : littl_e .dif_f'3::.- ence 
between the values for saturated and f'or dry airf and we take 
the :t'L.ure of 10°c pror 1000 metres as the upper limit, though 
0 9 C P'=r km. might be a closer approximation. We would there-
fore pr edict, for a difference in elevation of 500 metres, a 
0 temperature charige of about 5 C. The icB sur::ace temperature 
iri the area of the Western sets of observat ions should the:cefo:ce 
be not higher tha..11 ·-18°c, and for a.vi ice c:1, lumn of 500 metres 
depth 1 the mecn aosorption t emr<oratm"o shou~d be approxima.tely 
1_oc - ) / d t -20°C f th = c t as oppose ,o ·or e J!.;as·uern se s. Though vrn 
beli eve the a°\)solu-,;e absorptio11 in Devon Island to be higher 
than that predicted by Westphal , we a.:sw11;: "'.;11.at the variation 
with temperature is similar to hi s fiYlding, in which case we 
may expect an additional 0.5 dB/100 metres of ice path, or 
1 dB per 100 metres of additional range (remembering the two-
way trans it of ".:he wavf.,s ), 
For T2, then, up to 5.5 dB of the deficit in power 
may result from the higher temperature of the ice in this 
region, and for T3 up to 6.5 dB. There remain, therefore, 
8.5 dB and 6.5 dJ3 which cannot be accounted for in this way. 
For Ti i the differ ence in elevation of 300 metres, a deficit 
of 3. S dB may ·be expected, bringing this point in line with 
the seven eastern sets. 
[ I 
The simplest explanation :for the extra reduction in 
strength lies in a reduction of the reflection coefficient 
at the bedrock surface. W6 have est imated a value for the 
reflection coefficient for the Eastern sets of - 10.5 dB. 
It i s not easy to estimate the uncertainty in thi s fi 6'11re, 
since our calculation of the l ikely temperature profile rests 
almost entirely on theoretical cons i u_erat ions, wi tt E\Xperi-
mental confirmation only u.nder ideal conditions (that is, very 
close t o the centre cf outfl ow of t::,9 i ce ) ., However, this 
va lue is at tl1e upper end of the predi ctabl e r an ge of reflestion 
coefficient s, and it is at least plausible that any change in 
the bedrock material would r esult i n a reduction. The value 
of -10 dB would indicate a rock permittivity of approximately 
10, which at radio frequencies may easily be attained. It 
i s more probable in the case of i gneous rocks I and less likti~y 
in the case of dry (or frozen ) sedimentary rocks. 
A value of between - ·i 9 dI< and -17 dB is i mpl i ed for the 
Western reflection coefficient, corresponding to a rock 
permittivity of about 5. This is less like l y for igneous 
rooks, but may Wfj:;_ 1 correspond to dry sandstone (Keller, 1966) . 
'I'hese values of the roGk permittivity woul d agree with maps 
of the Canadian Geological Survey, which indicate t~e QOminance 
of very old igneous rocks (granitic gneiss etc.) t owards the 
Eastern end of the island, which are overlain towards the West 
by much younger sedimentary r ocks of t h e Cambrian and 
Ordovician periods. Though we cann ot expect to define exactly 
the geological type of the bedrock in this way, we may at least 
suggest a correspondence between the apparent change in reflection 
coefficient and the knol"m change in the subglacial roclc. 
\ 
\ 
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Having s hown the change of the apparent refl ect ion 
coeff icient on travelling from Ea,st to West over the :D evon Ice 
Cap 7 and suggest ecl_ its correspondense with a geological 
boundary which is ::mown to pass beneath the ice in this area, 
we may attempt to locate the change by measuring the mean 
str'eng{.l:i of echoes recorded at 50-me+:--r•e · int~fVa Ts-aioi\/Cthe 
entire traverse. 
Fig. 5.17 shows the strengths obtained in the course 
of sounding. Each point consist s of' a..n a-;;erage of ten 
measurements, giving the average s t:r ength over each 500 met res 
of path, This may be compared with Fig. :5.18, which shows the 
ic e depth on a suit abl e scale. W£l s,ee l;hat, allowing for some 
scatter which is pr:.Jbably due to t he large-scale curvature 
and focusing effect of the surface , t!1e str:mgth at first 
corresponds closely with the ice depth . 
having risen as expected from cairns ' C1 
However, the strengt h 
I I ]) ' to G , an a1::rupt 
fall is observed which is maintained "..!Ver 3~00 metres 1 with 
no commensurate i1icrease in the ice d_Gpt h . The strength then 
rises to near its previously expectec. value, between cairns 
I ' ancl_ K', before falling away again. After cairn M' the 
points are mor e errati.c than previously. (The 'cairns' represent 
posit ions_ along the traverse where snow cairns were built to 
mark the p ath of the outward journey and to assist in main-
taining a straight West erly direc t ion). 
The close-spaced sets of measurements whi ch we have 
mentioned were made near cairns E', N', and 0 1 , respectively. 
T1 lies in the section before any anomal ous 1°eduction of the 
received power: T2 and '113 lie in the later section, where the 
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500-met:ce means are somewha t err-atie: but still considerably 
reduced. 
The forr1 of the graph in Fig~5.17 indicates that the 
strength reduct ions obs-erved -~owa.:cds the West are not due to a 
gradual increase ir. ice ter.1perat1..l1.'-:, 1 ~,Jith an at t c.=,,_1dant increase 
in dielectric absorption, "but t o loca,Li.. s ed changes in the 
bedrock reflection co effici ent . Comr,a.ring the variation of 
strength with the bedrock topography ( sho(,rn ii~. Fig.5.!S )r the 
l ater increc1,ses i n ,rt.rength correspe,nd in moct car::es vJi th 
slight prominences in a surface of generalls loN r·elief 
(points a,b 1 cyd ) which cont :casts with that of the ~astern 
part of the traverse. We conclude, remembering the ar6u.ments 
of the previous sect ion, that the grani tic bedrock of the 
Eastern part of the island gives way, scme 32 km, West of the 
base camp, to a superimposed layer of sediu,ent with some 
protrusions of t he older rock (p oss i bly exposed. as a r esul t 
of ic e erosion ) . 
These conclusions are supp orted by a statist i cal 
analysis of the o"bserved strength , expressed in decilJels 
referred to the t:".'ansmi tted power as a funct i on of depth . 
We plot the echo power vs. ice dept h i n F:i.g.5.10. Points 
derived after G' arc solid circles. We initi,:1,lly se9ar2..te the 
points on either side of J', and rnaJ.ce the null hypothesis that 
they belong to the same normally-distributed population. 
The correlation coeffici ent for the whole population is found 
to be 0.6 which, in view of t he l arge number of point s, is 
highly sig11ificant . The standard error of estimate fo r a 
single va lue of the ordinate is + 5 dB. 'I'he standard e:rror 
for the mean of n values would lJe 5/ ,Jnr so that for the group 
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of 36 solid po int s; we would expect the mean ordinate to 
lie within 0 . 83 dB of the est imate f rom the whole popul at i ,;n. 
The relevant statistical parameters for the whol e 
population are as followE ·: 
Mean ordina,te = - 112 . 5 dB (referred to Tx pulse power·) 
Mean depth = 627 .4 metres. 
The mean depLh for the number t;d gr·oup of points i s 
596 .4 metres, and we deduc e an est i CTate for the mean ordinate 
of the group of - 112 . 5 + 6 .2 (627 . 4- 596 .4 )/100, or - 110. 6 dB. 
The mean ordinate for the g-ro't,,.p i s in face -114. 7 dB, 
showing a divergence of 4 dB, or five standara errors away from 
the estimated va lue.. This is a h] ghly ~.ignificant devi ation, 
and we must conclude that the two sets are samples of differ ent 
populat ions, confirmi1ig the v i sL1al im}lressiun given by the 
comparison of depth and strength profiles. 
'1 
On the strength of the previous arguments we shall 
perform a furtl ier separation of point::;, plac i ng the bracketcod 
solid points in the first group, sine':! we beli eve that they 
represent a return to the Eastern type of bedrock. In d erivi ng 
regression coeffic ients for the two groups some distortion would 
otherwise be incroduced. 
Naming the revised groups 1 (Eastern) and 2 (Western -
type reflecting surfac e ), we find the following stat istics : 
Mean ordinate (1) = - 110.8 dB, mean depth (1) = 642 metres 
Mean ordinate (2) -1'16.0 dB, mean depth (2) 599 metr es 
Corr elation coefficient (1) = 0.93 
Regression coefficient (1) = 9.0 dB/100 metres 
Correlation co eff ici ent (2) = 0.39 
Pe -'"e·~·~~on ,·oof+>~~i·en+ (2) ·- i; 0 .:iB/1 no metres L C)J. - u,:::i.J... ..., ·· J.J..v 1..1 - ./o Ll. ,.._, 
'I , I , 
The c orrel at ion coeffici ent of Gr oup 1 is signi fic ant 
at well below the 1% l evel: that of Group 2 i s significant at 
about the 5% level ( t hat is, we could expect such a distribut ion 
of points to occur in . a sample from a completely uncorrelated 
bivariate populatio11 in a.bout 1 in 20 instances ). This rather 
p::>or correlation may probably be explained in terms of furth er 
i ntrusinns of the Eastern type of r0G:;:-=t1iroii.sh· t -he-·-vfestern- --· · ·· . 
sediment 1 causing groat er· scatter of "che observed power level so 
A further diE,crepancy may a l so be seen between the 
r eg:-ession coefficients of the two g.roups. We allow in each 
case for geometrical attPnuation of 1.5 dB/100 metres, 
corresponding to the inverse~square law a~ about 600 metres' 
depth. Dividing the remaining grn.dient by 2 7 we are left with 
apparent dielectric absorption of 3. 75 a,nii 1 . 75 dB/100 metres 
respectively. Ne::..ther of these figurds agrf-e with the gradient 
deduced from the mean power level s of the 
IS 
observations, lying respectively~ dB a-oove 
close-spaced 
OS 
andldB below. 
We are seeing here the effect of i rn~:eas ing temperature 
towards the West 7 combined with the t_1:ends of ice depth for the 
two groups. The trend for Group 1 is for increasing ice 
thickness towards the West I and. the tempera ture effect there-
fore tend_s to rcinfore,'° that of the i~1creased length. The 
opposite is true for Group 2, whose decreasing ice thickness 
is counteracted, in terms of the total absorption, by 
increasing temperature . 
The surface gr adient f or Group 1 is , on average, 
- 0 . 01 4 , and the av er age ic e thicknes s gradient is 0 . 00 75 . 
For an increas e of d epth of 100 metres, with a laps e rate 
(remembeT ing our ear] ier a.ssumptions conc:;erni11g the ic e su:cface 
temperature and temperatur e profile ) of 10°c/1 00 metres, we 
0 expect a surface temperature change of 1. 9 c, and. a...n. accompanying 
increas e in absorption over a 2-way path through 650 metres of 
ice of 2 . 6 dB. Subtrc1cting this figur e from t he regression 
gradient , along with the geometrical attenuation, we are left 
with a figure for dielectric absorpt i c~-:, corrected. to i:he 
temperatures at the summit of the ice-cap, of 2.45 dB, which 
is very close to that obt a ined for tht; close-spaced observations. 
Returnfr,g to Group 2, we have a surface grad.ient of 
-0~02 , and a thickness gradi ent of -0.004. For a change of 
0 depth of 100 metres, we expect a temp e;rature change of 5 C. 
The absorpt ion i ncrease over 2x 600 metres would be 6 dB, 
implying a cor r ected. absorption of 1.75+(6/2) = 4. 75 d.B/100 
met res. This i s unexpf;Ct edl y high, anci once agc1,in we at t ribu-c ,3 
it to unaccounted. int r usions of strongl y reflective rock 
towards the Western end of Group 2, where we would sxpect the 
temperatur e effect to dominate that of decrea~ing depth. The 
poor correlation of the Group 2 points and the projected 
geological situati~n a llow us to disregard the high corrected 
grad.ient as a:1 indicator of the true dielectric absorption. 
This chapter contains the central experimental results , 
and the main conclusion of this thesis; namely, that by 
observing the mean level of the maximum power in the received 
pulse, it i s possible to det c:ct changes in the bedrock of 
gl aciers by means of radio echo sounding. We have been abJe 
I 
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to locate a geologica.l boundary whose presence beneath the 
j_ce Wern suspected, but whose pos:i.tion was not known, and to 
outline the statistical characteristics of the roughness of 
the bedrock surface. 
n /j 
tJ ~l 
Having previously shown the possibility of detecting the 
occurence of basal melting in the Antarctic, we are now able 
to make cietailed analyses of the echoes, and to relate them 
intell i_gibly to the fo~m of the refl ect ~ng Sl:rfaceo From the 
point. of view of work in very deep i ce , it is i mportant that 
the 1·esul ts depend basically on the behavio'.lr of the maximum 
of the echo, rathsr than 011 the shap e cf its tail .. The latter 
was sufficiently difficult to analyse in the case of the very 
strong echoes observed in Tievon I sland , but comparing the 
A-scope photographR in Figs. 5.3 and 2e13 (taken in Tievon 
I s l and and the Antarcti0 respectively) the problem can be seen 
to increase with the ice depth. Modifi.cation of the sistem 
to provide sufficient echo power and an e1Cp:=mded view of the 
echo might ~etri~ve the situation. However, for the purposes 
of a larg~scale survc,y we would favour the continuous measure-
ment of the maximum echo power, given sufficiently long pulse 
to satisfy the conditions unde:>:> which our simple analysis is 
valid. 
,j i 
Ct.iayyter 6 . '~he dis tri :m tion of' the receive d Povver . 
Deviations of the power from its mean value arise 
for three physically separable causes. Though the three may 
all be taken into account by a comprehensive theory of the 
diffrac tion of waves by the surface, the phenomenon of 
fadirg may be m0re ea~ily understood by dealing with them 
separately. The oolution by diffraction theory (Braml ey 
and Young ( 1967)) necessarily involves large computj_n15 
resources 9 and it will be of value to build up an analytical 
view for our Newtonian surfaces. 
We separate the causes of fading as follows: 
(a) Puls~ spreading. This refers to the matter of 
C1.apter 4, in which we considered the shape of the received 
pulse as a function of the slopes in the reflecting surface, 
and of the shape of the transmitted pul se envelope. As the 
surface slo pes incrPase, the pulse is widened and its 
maximu1n level reduced below the power expected for 
continuous transmitted wave s. We deduced, however, that for 
the surfaces encounter~d and pulse lengths us ed in the 
Antarctic and in Devon Island, the reduction was rn~glgible. 
We shall use the observed maximum as representative of the 
power for continuous waves at the point of observation. 
(b) Focusing. The curved facets of the reflecting 
surface result in convergence or divergence of the reflected 
'rays', giving rise to variations in the energy flux at the 
receiver. 
• 
(c) Interference. When more than one reflection 
i s r e ceived simulta neouslYr interference occurs between 
the v;aves which const i t u te each ref l ec tj_on . The resultan t 
intensity varies as the changing posi tion of the observer 
affects the phase rela tio nsl1ips of the components of the 
received echo. Though the stren g th of each componen t ma y 
vary· only slowly wit~ the observer's position, this inter-
ference wi.11 gj. re r ise t o relativel ;y rapid fluctuations in 
the total intensity. 
Cal:ses (b) and (c) are to some extent mutually 
exclusive . We shall see that the maximum focusing effect 
is apparent when the observer's height above the surface 
is close to the inverse ,; of the r.m. s. curvature of the 
rough ness. In this situation, however, more than one 
reflection will be received for only a small fraction of 
observer positjons, and interfer ence will be a minor 
effect. 
We wish to desc r ibe the extent of variation of 
th~ received i~tensity in terms of the shape of t he power 
d istribution, ancl ·the 'normalised power vari_ance' , 
def'ined a-s 
v' p 
where the angular brackets denote a spatial mean . The 
mean rec e ived power is given, - ~ s in Chapter 4 9 by 
( P) = 
vvher e I i s th e n1.ean recej_ved :Lnten s it~r. 
0 
(0 
1!1 
I I 
I I 
• 
( 6 ~ \ J) . "' .,_ , a ,,,- ., . • . f 0 I ) l ..::, L, l J. U -~ ,, 10 n 0 L:1._ten:-:;i ty for R single re_fl ec t ion. 
We use the surfac e model referred to in Chapter l..;. ~ j ; 
where the vertica l displacement from a hor izontal plane was 
described by a random funct i on !(x>:!) , wi.th mean value 
z ero. The distr ibution of ':$ is given by 
, ~y) b('S) = ~ -v--{' (- /1o<.2 
I ~ 21r c<o 
and the autocorrelacion fuDction b y ; 
A small element ~><. ~_j of the ~3urface at (xij) 
reflects power to a positon (~ ;7) ·where 
The observer is at height h a~ove the au~face , 
The power reflr;cted to a receiver of R.rea J,..._
2 
is 
proportional to the area /J.x D,y from wh i~h specl:.lar 
--.J 
reflections may be received, and we have 
L = 7\i~l = ~p;t , 
,:, "· , ~·j· 1 I 
=1 1;~6-hYt)] 
.'.to ~h-
The 'one dimens ional mean square' valu e of 
is \ 0 and. is def int:d. in Appe:ncUx 3 
that 
11 
11, 
ICE SURFACE 
7BEDROCK 
I 
I 
_ ¥:.."""K--- X 
\ \ 
Fig.6.1. The geometry, in one dimension , of specular reflections 
from the rough bedrock surf~ce, wi th exagger ated vertical scal e 
of roughness. 
11 
Thus 
L= 
We expand yx and ~ by Taylor's theorem 
about the point (x0 1 j 0 ) where --····· _ __ _ .. 
• f •- - • • • 
-~ _.. - ~ • • r -·- ~ ., • - • < • . ,,..•.,· •. •••. • .- ~ ·- • - · ·• 
so that 
'J( b {' 6.,c l 
L: 1(, _ ~ cx.,'j, >-<x-x.) x(x,,~.)- (x ~y,:'<x.,j,>-·)1 
. 8 
Chang ing the var·iable, we have 
L ==\ ~,,_(, --H - ~:-. y,[ - ····· 
R~stricting ourselves to a single reflection, we look for 
a solution where Dx.( T. Under the condition that 
(1- yx.) >> T. r~ c which, since j/ j_s or the order 
of ){/T , is equivalent to Yx << I ) we have 
8 
Simi1arly 
I , 
I 
In this case the inter,sity at a poin t at ( ~
1
1) is 
a nd since r is small , 
For 
to, f' ind that , for a 
, we solve a qud.dr>atic in .6x 
crna11 Y'ecei ve1, where t,. L (;( <. 'fx1 
8 
(that is, the receiver is not SL large in extent that it 
receives reflections continuing from one 'facet' to another), 
I 
I-
For small values of 
8 
rx) ~ ' the dis tri bu tion 
of the received power reflects directly the distribution 
of curvatures, and is given approximately by 
8 
F9r higher values of Yc, , the e:Xpr·es sion b,;cc,,nc;3 
very much more complex, and the proba-oility densj_ty is 
ex tended in .the direction of higher values of intensity. 
It is important to note that in all cases the distribution 
is sharply cut off as I tends to zero. We .shall see th~t, 
for the relatively long wavelengths with which we deal in 
radJ.o echo sounding, the 'Newtonian' surface model breaks 
I 
I : , 
I 1 
11 
I , 
.1· 0 0 V -· 
down in calculating the distribution of intensity as 
approacheff unity, and a detailed examination on this basis 
would be out of place. 
For surfaces where there is a finite probability 
that ~ exceeds unity, this model predicts the occurence 
of singularities in the point intensity, and therefore;an 
infinite value for the power variance. That this is not 
observed in practice is due to two effects, one of which 
is included in the 'Newtonian' surface model: for a receiver , 
of finite area, the intensity is averaged over that area, 
and the singularities smoothed out. This · is important in 
geometrical optics, where the sensor is generally very 
large compared with the wavelength of the radiation. 
However, where the dimensions of the receiver are comparable 
with the wavelength (as in radio echo sounding techniques). 
the smoothing of singularities is the result of diffraction 
effects, rather than those of geometrical optics. 
The surface .gives rise to an array of 'caustics', 
which are the loci in three dimensions of the centres of 
curvature of lines in the surface dra~m in the plane of 
the local normal . (The 'loci of foci') . For vanishingly 
short wavelengths , the caustics are infinitely sharp , and 
therefore inf initely intense. However, for f i nite wavelengths 
the focusin g is subject to diffraction as in any optical 
sys t em i nvolving finite aperture s . For a r eflecting area 
of width ~ :X: , a diffraction pattern will be set up 
with a characteristic wi dth ~ W given by 
~w=h 
I 
I I 
In thi s situation the width of the r eflecting 
area may be estimated from that of the first Fresnel zone. 
For a region v/he re 
is defined in terms 
\.< = 1 and ~ = )( -- h ~ ~ , th is Ox ~x 
of the third derivati ve of the surface 
dispJacement: 
\ 
2 
I J__ 6 /\ 3 ',p "' j UX. ,.:)x ' 8 
The intensity of the caustic ic proportional to 
~ h '.2. 
and the::.·efore, from V ' to L_~x. . Thus 
kA 
I oe 
( 
- I ,)-13 h )<, \ 8 
'-f' 111 
It is shown in Appendix 3 that ~~(.. is of the 
order of o<y"T3 . For the maximum focusi.nis E:1:"'fc-::t, we 
' 
suggest a constant proporti:nalj_ty betwee:1 the observer's 
height and the r . m.s . curvature of th8 surface, so that 
I i. ~,,, 
\/ = canst ., and ri. oC -r . ~ ~::. , then, is of the order 
dO -J:i ,-sh 0(: 
of (X.
0 
. h , and we expect the mean vaJ.ue of the intensity 
and its mean square to be given by 
\\'hen focus j_ng g ives rise to in tense caustics, 
we expect the mean square value of the received power to 
be largely determined by their contribution. Thu s for 
the maximwn focusing var-iance, we expect, for 1arge o<.
0 
-I's 
I 
I , 
11 
1., 
t hat the power var i ance will be p1° opo r•tional t o ( Ol"/;,.)'3 . 
For· low va lue 3 of yo , the mean square i ntcns i ty 
is g i ven by 
and the mean in:ensi ty is equal to Ic, 
- '-
so that 
(Appendix 3) 
In situations where only one reflection is 
received at the majority of obGerver posltions, we expect 
the 21.ormalised variance of t he received power to increase 
as 8. function of yo 
' 
from zero when yo - 0 . 'rhe relat1on 
for small va lue s of Yo :Ls given by@ . For surface s v:hc re y~ approaches unity, the distribucion o.nd varj_ance &re 
not well described by thJs model . Ho11</ever 9 it enables us 
to have some ph;ysica1 insight into the reflection process, 
and ·we estimate that the variarice :fer 'yo·::. I will be 
proportional to the 2/3 po wer of (Cic,/"',\_) ,_ir p0 , 
As the height of the obse rver i n c~eases so that (o) \ , the intensity of causti c s fal l s off 9 and the 
probability of observing more tha n one r e fl e ction inc reases . 
The vari ance may therefore be expected to fall as the 
caus tics are smoo t he d out , and interlea ved with those 
from neighbour ing facet s. 
The average number of sepa r ate reflec tions received 
at any observer posit:i_on i s uniquely defined, f or 'Newtonj_e.n' 
surfaces by the paranw ter (o , Hnd is calculated in 
Appendix 2 . The result is .il lus tra ted in Fie;. 60 2. , and 
ha.s trii:; expected J.j_m_i ting forms: 
100 
30 
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Fig.6.2. The n1L~ber of separate reflections to be expec t ed 
from the r oue;h surface 1 as 3 , function of r 
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for @ 
and for Yo -->-..oo, n ) 
( 6. 2) Di stri bu tion of echo in tcmsi t;y- for I_J1any reflection~. 
We have seen that the variance of the received 
power reaches a maximum for '(c -= I , and that thereafter 
it falls off due to smoothing and inte rl eaving of caustics. 
However, when more than one reflection is received, the 
-mechanism of interference begins to contribute to the 
variation. The 'sepa::-'a t-::ncss I cf the re:.f l ec tions irnpl ies 
a discontiuity in phase between each pair, which is 
dependent on tne position of the o~serv~r. 
For a large number (that is, grerit;:;r than 4 or 5). 
of reflections, the received power maybe described. as the 
sum of a number of vec·L;orG of random phase and ampJitude. 
Beckmann and Spizzich ino (1963) show that the resultan.t 
amplitude of such c1 sum is c.istributed according to 
b(R) = ill W f -~ ~} r R! I l Ro 
We may transform this expression b~ means of the 
relation 
to obta in the distributj_on of' intensj_ty: 
.lj 1· l I , - / l 
-- C!Jv{\ -Jj. J-I ) . I 0 \, 0 f(I) = 
where, of course, I
0 
= R~. 
Under these conditions, then , the intensity has 
an exponential distribution, whose probability densj_ty 
reaehes a maximun1 for I = 0 • 'vVe contrast t his with the 
10 4 
distrib~tion at low levels of intensity I'or variatj_0ns due 
to focusing , where the density vva,s sharp1y cut off as 
I --? O • The power· distributj_on on each side of the 
variance maximum :r,~ar '(o = I may be expected to tend to 
that is, Gaus sian for Yo~o and exponential these shapes ; 
for Yo-;,> oo . We may therefore distinguish between 
different fading regimes by examining the intensity 
distribution at low levels. 
.,_, 
vne 
We note that, when the power is measured in 
decibels, referred t0 the mean power level, we derive the 
distribution 
where k is- Log 1 o, 
e 
(6.3) Existing computed solutions for V~. 
Bramley and Young (1967) have computed val ues 
of V' using a series solution arising from Kirchhoff p 
diffract i on theory, which is adapted by Harr i son( 197~. They 
give results for several different values of ~o , as a 
function of· a di:nensionl ess parameter Z = 1 Alo 
n-T7. 
In Bramley and Yaung' s model, plane waves were 
diffracted on transmission through a ~~eply-modula ted, 
random-phase screen'. The obse rver was at a distance z 0 
from the screen. In relating their so lut ions to the 
105 
;•adio echo sounding situation, where spherical waves are 
refl ected from the screen 9 we note that f0 is now 
def ined as 4-TrC"s, • wherea s in their modef:it ··0as· b '11"'~-A - ~ 
The change in geometry of ray paths lea~a us to replace 
z
0 
by h/2 , in wh ich case events which would have been 
apparent at z
0 
for the plane waie case, no w occur at 
height h 9 the he i gh t of our observer ebove the surface . 
It j_ s shown in App endix 3 tha t r the ! i-d I 
r . m. s. value of r is related to fY..o and 'J' by 
Y.1= 2 h2. 8 ! 2 c<o T~ 
It is evident that th e pa~ .... ameter z is closely 
related to yo • In f act , we have 
. 2 
'S; , i.2z' 8 r = 14-
and we transform the curves derived by Bramley and Young 
(shown in fig.6.3) so that :-.he abscissa Z ls replaced by 
• Since the curves ar·e drawn for constant values of 
, this involves a simple shift along 
axis, defined for each curve by the value 
the horizontal 
of ~ 0 • The 
result of this transformation is shown in Fig.6.4. 
It is immediately obvious that the maxima of 
the curves occur for coincident values of }lo , and that 
this value is unity. This is in full agreement with our 
11 
I 
,----------;r----------,,----------. 3 
1---------1---
1''ig.6.3. Curves clerived by Braniley and Young, showing the 
variation of V' with the dimensionless parameter Z for various l p 
values of 10 • 
.1 .'1 I 
·---t--------~ 2 
' ' . ' ' ' 'j 10 1---J ,,,J 100 
Fi g.6.4. The curves of Jig.6.3. shown as functions of the 11-d. 
r.m . s. curvature>. _fo ' . 
a n a l ysis of the r eflectJ an ge ome try. Th e form of the 
cur ve s is a s expected , with the varian~e for low values 
• 
of ~~ being proportional t o fo ' as in equati.on 
For large value G of yo and fo the var i ance tends 
to un i t y, a s predi cted b y the exponentia l distribution 
The c~rves of Fig.6.4 do not in themselves allow 
·us to deduce unique values for d,, and T • For any value 
of v;, there 1s a range of possible values of CX0 and y~ 
for V~ < I the whole rs.nge of CX0 anfl }~ give possible 
solutions; for V 1 the possible so lutions arise for IX">\ 
p +~ 
and t wo separate ranges of yo · whi ch may be c..is tinguished 
by examination of the intensity distribution. since they 
refer to the different causes of fading; for V' = 1 p 
information is available relating o/.0 a:ud ~ since 
variance tends to thi s same valu e for aJ 1 Vbl11es of 
no 
the 
O(o>-6.. lrTi 
and large 
curves of 
• 3owever, if V' J 1 p 
constant 
, we may draw sets of 
v;. since our trans-
formation of the variance curve s has placed them in an 
inte1ligj~le relation to eP.~!h other. (Fig, 6.5) 
We now remember that the values of CXc. and ~ are 
also related in terms of the r.m.s. sJ.ope of the surface, 
which may be determined either b y the methods of Chapter 4 , 
o r from the spatial rat e o f fading as wi l l be de s cribed in 
Chapter 7. On the same axes as the curve s of CXa vs Yo f o P 
constan t V' we draw sets of curve s of p ' <Xo VS ~ for 
r 
______ , 1 
I 
'-------- --------'----------1-~ 
0 1 2 3 
o<o 
Fig.6.5 • Curves of ~ vs. <Ko for various c:onst3.nt values c,f Vr 
and h fo: , for \'o) I 
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constant values of ()) -- 1 t · f r.J \I.'. /- 0 • J:Sy se ec ing curves o v. 0 vs. O o 
values off~ and v; y we define a for the determined 
single point of intersect ion which g ives us unique values 
f'or D<o and } , and hence for ~-· • Thus, wj_ thin the 
assumption o:f an isotropic Gaussian rough surface, a 
knowledge o:f the extent and rate of variation of the 
recE,ived power :-nay lead to estimates for the s.bsolute 
values of verti~al and horizontal scales cf the surface 
roughness. 
16 \ 
, • 5 1 Summar :v. 
We have shovm tha_t a. J.arge measure of unders tanding 
of the phenomenon of fading may be ga ined, for the case 
of radio echo s:)Unding, by considering a 'Newtonian' model 
01· the surface. Though this model is not quantitativeJ.y 
reliable for cal culat ion of the power distribution in 
general, it has encibled u s to interpret the results 
computed from a general diffraction theory in a way which 
considerably ~nproves their usefulness . and allows us to 
make reasonabl e extrapolations of the computed curves . 
It therefore doe s not substitute for the diffraction 
theory, but is necessary for a physical understanding 
where diffraction processes merge with geometrical optics . 
1G3 
Chu.pter 7. Spatial frequency of intel!sity variations. 
In Chapter 6, we examined -; he extent of variation of 
the power received in ·the course o f radio echo sounding, 
without reference to the s9atial rate of fading of the echo. 
This subject has been dealt with by the me thods of Kirchhoff 
diffractic)n theory, by :Sraml~y and YoUJ:lg __ (196: ), Harrison 
(1972), Be rry (1967), amo:.1g others. Much o f the early work 
arose frnm t!-1e s t udy 0£ fading of si gna. ls received in 
investigati ons of the i onosphere, where the phase of rad io 
waves is modulated as they penetrate the medium o f the 
ionosphere. In our cas P. , of course, the ph::...se modulation 
arises frrJm the roughness of the reflecting surface, but the 
problems are essentia.lly similar. It is nat11ral in the case 
of reflections frc~ a rough surface to ~onsider the effect 
of curved facets in the surface in determining t he behaviour 
of the echoes. This viewpoint hn ·3 conside r ab J.y helped our 
physical interpretation of results in Cha:,?bo r 6, and we shall 
cont i nue tr, consult this mode l in the present Chapter. 
We :::;tated in Cbapt e r 6 that the v ariation of echo 
intensity arises from three sources. One of these arises from 
the finite length of the tr::1nsmitt2d pulse. Since, however, 
we have concluded that for a sufficiently long pulse the 
ma.ximwn echo power at any position i s close to that which we 
would expect for continuous waves, we shall neglect this effect, 
and cons ider only the fading to be expected for continuous 
waves. The fad.ing of the echo tail has been shown by Berry to 
be largely a unique function of the echo delay time at which it 
is mea.sured. Its importance relates only to the degree of 
horizontal anisotropy of the surface, which we shall discuss 
later in this chapter • 
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'l'here are various ways cf characterising the spatial 
:r:ate of the fading. Most authors have c1.ttempted a description 1_n :I I 
terms of a single number. Bramley and Young used a universal 
criterion, taking the spacing of observations for which the 
autocorrelation coefficient of the calculated echo intensity 
fell below the value 1/e. Harrison uses a similar criterion . 
Berry, however, uses the more direct m~thod of calculat.Lng the 
probable number of times that the e cho intensity cresses a 
g i ven datum level. 
This approach is acceptable when, as is often the case, 
the fading is essentially the result of a single physical 
mechanism , which gives r.ise to an aut:1correlation fur.et. i on 
which decreases monotonical l y with the spacing of measurements. 
However, we have indicated that more than one mechcnism is 
available. I n the situation where the fading is due L) the 
interference of a large number of randomly-phEt.sed reflections, 
the- usefulness of this classification is net in doubt, since 
the since the autocorrelation function is \-;ell-defined, iUld 
may be expected to decrease moriotonicall_y. On the other hand, 
when we are dealing with a combination of interference and 
focus ing effects, or with a surface which gives rise to 
reflections with a deg~ee of correlation of ph~se over long 
dis tences, it may be inadequate . 
(7 . 1) Fading rate for 'distant observer'. 
The simplest case for the study of fading rates is that 
where the observer is at a large distance from the surface as 
compared with the r.rn.s. radius of curv&tm:-e of the surface. 
(in tl,e. notation of Ch2.ptcr c, th'"t is, when Yo is ~1n,ater 
\) 
than 4 or 5, and a ' l a r ge nurr~er' of reflections are 
received simultaneously. In this case the fading is almost entirely 
the result of interference between these refl ections. The 
intensi ty should have the exponential distribution deduced in 
Chapter 6, with the p:cobabi.lity density reaching a maximum 
as I (the received intensity) tends to zero. 
r 
Ber::y' s calculation of the fading rate, which was 
re f err~d to &bove, concerns this case specifically, since 
his argument makes use of the condition that there should be 
a la:;:-ge number of r eflecti ng facets within the reflecting 
zone at any one time. He c8nsiders the m.unber of times that 
the e cho ca1;1plit1.:.de passes through a given :Ieve1 within unit 
horizontal distance. He calculates i::.hat t:1e maximum c:cossing 
rate occurs when the datum is se t at 1/.{2 of the r.m. s. 
amplitude. (When we conf"ider the intensity of the echo, this 
.will refer to 1/2 of the mean Vc.~.uc.,). Fer a' completely incohe rent 
echo', that is, one where the components of the total echo 
are uncorrelated in phase, he finds that the maximum crossing 
rate is given in terms of a 'modified delay time', [ , by 
N~ 
where 
) C 
L ~ 
Berry calculates that, for a Gaussian transmitted 
pulse, and a surface such that the tail of the echo is very 
G 
long compared with the transmitted pulse length, the crossing 
rate is uniquely dtermined by the delay time for which it is 
measured. He concludes that the f a ding rate is not useful 
as a sou:cce of information on ·the form of the rough surface. 
However , we note that t his conclusion is dependent on 
the use of a Gaussi an form for the transmitted puls2 envelope. 
The relevant chara cteristic of the Gaussi an form is that the 
leading and trailing ed~es of the pulse are defined in terms of 
the total pulse length : they cannot be short as compared with 
the total length. The c:.:;:iproximatlon ,·1h-i. ch :Jerry makes in 
order to calculate t requires ~hysically that the echo 
extension should be long comr-·ared wi th the trailing edge of 
the transmitted pulse, which in the case of a Gaussi 'i...'1 pulse 
is equivalent to the condition that it s hould be long as 
compared with the total pulse length., 
Using a rectangular pulse, we are not ,:::ilijPct to the sarr . .::: 
restriction, and we may use the san1e approximation, provided 
that the echo tail is long compare6 with th.e trailinc; edge of 
the transmitted pulse. (We remember that in Chapter 4 we found 
that the simple measurement of the distribution of sJ.opes in 
the rough surface 6tpended on the san1e condition). 
· We calculate the 'modified delay time' fur a r e ...:.tar,gula.r 
pulse where 
for ( t- t)z o 
for o {_ ( t- t'){ Pie G 
and LJ (t- - t') ~ D for PI c. z_ ( (- - e) 
0 0.2 0.4 
t, (r,s) 
Fig.7 . 1 . The function 1, expressed in terms of the 
'relative delay time•, t 1 • 
11 I 
0.2 
0.6 
We find that for (r_ c')/o \ V-1,._, ~ J' t :::: o. 
For 0~ (l- -e) {ff c , which coxresponds with 'case (I)' 
in Chapter 4, we have 
t= 
and for 
1-· " ~ , J .. /,fl 
I 
t - G I 
I is illustrated i n Fig. 7 . 1. 
These ex-11ressions are equa l when C 1 -::: P /c . Though we 
found that, for a rough surfe_ce with normally--distribu ted vertical 
displac ements (and th"'refore Rayleigh-distributed normal slops), the 
echo maximum JD[tJ occur a short t i me after this delay, we shall assume 
that the surface slopes are sufficiently low for this not to occur. 
It is obvious from 8 and 8 that the crossing rate 
is denendent on the form of the surface for the case of a r ectangula r 
pulse: in parti~ui ar, it is dependent on t he r.m .s . s lope of the 
surface. 'rhe range of r.m.s. slopes for which this depend2nce is 
useful is a function of the length of the rectangQlar nulse and the 
altitude of the observer. This range of values of ·¥0 i s r;losely 
:related to that for which ( P > - PO • In Fig. 7 . 2., we have 
as fun::; tions of f O fo1' a Gaussian st,i..'face, 
and this correspondence is clear. 
In using t his method of calculating the va l ue of ~o 
we measure, of course, the cros s ing-rnte for the echo intensity 9 
rather than for the echo amplitude. 'r11is should riot, ho·.vever, af fer::t 
•• ' ., I •,•, , - •' " • •op •< •• •o , 1- 1-•-••-.•• ••••~·-••• I , o > ••• •• o , ' • ••- ---•' •• '• ''''' ,,.---•-••---•••'' '' ' l7r,'1"1"' r. -
I I 
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FiG.7.2. Tha 'crossing rate ' , N, and mean receivcJ Jower level, plotted 
as functions of the 'one-dimensional r.m.s. slope' f 0 • The pulse 
length is 46 !Tl•St..L'eS • 
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the crossing rate 1 since v,e are not dealing with the complex 
amplitude, but merely wi th its moduli..,s . 
An alternative approach to the fading in this situation 
where is l arge: is that adopted by Bramley and Young, and 
later by Harrison, in consi dering the autocorrelation function 
(sfrictl :, the I n ormalised aUtOCOrratlOn -IUDCf.iOI1 ,·-6f the - . --· 
received echo power) .In the present ca:::: ·2 they find that t he 
form of 1:.his function may be calculated analyti c a lly, and give 
the result, initially deduced by Mercier (1 ? 62); 
where 
P. ( (5 '(_-) := 
) I ~ l 
fu,{, CJ-~ 7-& (a) 1-) )-· I 
er.4 ( 2q>0') - I 
fi {c,t) is the autocorr elation fu-tion of the surface 
roughness . For large value s of ~ 0 , this i s essentially a 
functi on only of tne r , 'i1. s. s1.:.rf :::ce slr-pe, i1: the case where 
the surface has a Gaussian autocorrelation function. and we 
h ave 
G 
G 
as found ty Harris01:.. 
'l'hus when the c1.i.s t:-cihntion or echo intensity is found 
to have an exponsntial form, we may us .... either of these techniques 
to estimate the value of the r.m.s. slope in the rough reflecting 
surface. For the purpose of obtaining unique values of 
and T, we face the dilemma that in this limit, the vari ance 
of the echo power tends rapidly to unity as be comes 
large, and the curves derived in Chapter 6 be come inapplicab l e. 
In the case where t he distribut.ion has the correct f orm, but 
the variance is still appreciably greater than unity , we may 
,,11 11., •,•,•,• .... , , •· ··· ... · , •• ............ r.,. •· ., -:-r-·--·• • -··-.. • •,,, ·• ·••, ,, , • ·-·-··-- • ,, ,,,,- ·· - ·••••• .... ,, __ 
'i 1 Pi Ji. ,!1. ·...: 
still make an estimate of the slopes from these methods, 
th0ugh the rigour of the calculation will be doubtful . 
(7.2) Fading for the observer c l ose to the roGgh surface . 
We ,iow consider the case where the obse :!'.'ver i s so c l ose 
to the su£fac e t hat n o caustics a r e encountered , and t he fo cusing 
effect may be regarded as a l inear function of the curvature 
o f the surface. ( J"<- + /j 
In thi s cas ~ the echo intecsity at any position ( X ,4 
...J 
i s given by 
and the autocorre lation of the intensity i s equal tn t hat of 
the curv2.ture .f r(a,T)) • It is shovm in Appendi x tha t this 
is equal 
G 
for a surface with a Gauss i an autocorrelation fur,,'";tion, 
and we therefore have the same res uJ.t as Bra...mley and Young 
for thi s situation. 
We have seen that in this situation the dis tributi on of 
intensity tends sharply to zero as I r tends to zero, so that 
when this is the case the va1,.1e of •.r -may be deduced directly 
from the autocorrelation function of the intensity , with 
the assumption of a Gaussian surface. ·-· 
In this case the extensior, of the obseved echo due to 
the reception of reflectj_on3 from a large range of angles will 
be abser,t., lec1vin9 no means of estirnating the r.m .s. sJ.or"' of 
• •• '" • '•,•,• • ' • •• • ' .. ,.,, ' -- r ·-· ... ' ''' ''" .-;-~........-;-•·•·• -• •·•·••• .............. ' ,--· ••• ' • • .... •• ... 
\ 
\ 
this type of surface directly. 
However, in this limit the ?Ower variance t encis to a 
unique function of the r .m. s. curvature (see Chapter 6, equation 
@) .We may therefore calculate directly the value of yo 
so that, having found T from the autocorre l ation function, ()(0 
may be de:..:i ved from the equa1:ion: 
.2.1 ~ 
i 1CX 0 f\ 
---T4-
(7 . 3) Fading rates for intermediate observ~~__J2£sitions. 
We have so far covered the si :-.uatic:-is where the observer 
\,;,: is atsuch a height ab'.)ve the surface that CV is e i ther less 
than. about o. 5, or greater than c>-1.Jout 4. In l.:1e intermediate 
range of ~ no analytical solution is available or accessible, 
and we must turn to c:01c,puted solutions. The series solution for 
the Kirchhoff di -Ffraction theory for rc'..1gh su.::faces, used by 
Bramley and Young , .. ;as mentioned in Chapter6. They obtained 
autocorrelation functions for various ~'.1rfaces, with the 
restriction that the roughness was isotropic in the horizontal 
plane~ and norma]ly distributed in the vertical , with a Gaussian 
autocorrelation function . 
Bramley and Young concluded that the 'autocorrelation 
l ength'of the rece i ved intensity was not a s ingl e -valued function 
of that of the rough surface, even for a simp le Gaussian surface. 
In the region of 'yo = 1 , the'rela tive fading leng t h' 
~/T 
at first falls as the caustics intersect more frequently with 
''" ••• "I.,•:•.·.·: .. ••• ••. -, .. ••• •. • ••• •• ....... . •••• ,-...,..,.~--·--··········· .. •·• ••• :-:;. .• . •, ........ _..., •. -:-.:":-:-·- ............... -,. 
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the sounding path, then r i ses as th8y decrease in intensity. 
Fina lly, as in~erferen ce begins to occur , it t ends to the value 
define d in secti on (7 . 1) for the c ase o f ~ )) \ • Fiq. 7. 3 shows 
the information in Bramley and Young's graph of Lp/T versus 
their parameter Z= A~ , transformed to read in t8rms of 
1T'T2 
• As i n the trans formation fr01,1 Fig. 6. 3 to 6. 4 , this 
consists s i mp ly of a shift of e a ch curve along the absci ss a 
a xis , ano once again we observed t he coi ncidence of maxi ma and 
minima of the curves after the transformation. 
In this situ a tion the best approach is simp ly to matd1 
observed autc:::orrelation functions with calcul ated forms, using 
the variance and d istribution of the intensi'c.y as gui des to 
. the correct fa ding regime. A range of cnrves, dra.wn from 
Bramley and Young's original calculations, are shown in 
1. 
Figs7 . 4a,b,etc . The values of 10 are restricted to below 6, 
ancl the us efulness of the curves would be greatly enhanced 
if the series could be extended to higher values . However, this 
would require the allocation of large computing resources, since 
the numbe r of terms in the series summation mus t b e increased 
rapidly as increases. 
(7 .4 ) Summary. 
In the c a se of the 'distant observer', we are able to 
deri ve the r .m. s . surface slope d i rectly from two methods 
arising from the spatial frequency of tlle fading . These are 
to be used in preference to the method using the shape of the 
received pu ls e enve lope, since they a:re less dependent on the 
shape of the transmitted pulser and on the characteri s tics anc~ 
situation o f t he s ounde r . (They do not requi re a v e ry strong 
rece i ved pulse, since it is only necess a ry to measure the 
maxi mum l e vel of the echo a t any position: nor is it necessary 
t o measur e a ccura t e ly the s h ape of the r e ceived puls e ove r .. _i 
very s hort time intervals . ) They do not, however, include the 
potential for de ducing the complete form of the distribution 
of sl.ope:i~ as does the'envelope' tecfin".J_que; -fols ·is. _t1i.e onl:/ 
direct ,,iethod of ched:inq the Vdlidity of the assumption of a 
Gaussian random surface. 
For the case where the obs erver is close to the rough 
surface, we h8ve been able to cal culate in a simple way the 
autocorrelati on function of the recei ved inten s i ty, i n relati on 
t o that of the surfac~. We note t he s t ati stical point that for 
an isotro9ic sc:rLi.ce the one- dimensional gradients a.r2 
anisotropically djstributed, the autocorrelation function being 
trunc'it~d in the directi on in wr:ich the gradj_ent is defined. 
\t~ Where the observer's height is Sc,.Ch thac r lies be ·cween 
0.5 and about 4, nuro.erical s o lutions rn-c.st be usec. to prov ide 
model autocorrelation function s with which obse r ve d funcU.ons 
may be compared. 
It was mentioned in section (7.1) that the fading of the 
tail of the echo might be used to investigate the degree of 
a nisotropy of the rough s urface . It is clear from the geometry 
o f the situat ion that the fading- res ulting fr9m reflections 
fore-and-aft of the observer along the sound ing path will g i ve 
r ise to more rapi d fadi n9 of the ech o than t hose to e ither side, 
in the case where interference is the dominant mechanism in 
1/· s ti .! .. c. 
producing the fading. We suggest that, by using a very s hort 
transmitted pulse, the f a ding rate for reflections at different 
vertical angles may be separat2d. The fading rate would then 
be a function o f the vertical angle, and a lso of the dis':ribution 
i n the horizontal p lane of reflectors observed at that angle. 
In view of the forms of g-lacially eroded, exposed terrain, the 
assumption of anisotropy of the surfacE::, though conveni Eint, is 
perhaps not reaJ is tic. I's -- would be c:E g;~ea t interest to check 
the extent of validity of this assumption before proceeding with 
e xtens ive modelling of echo statistics. 
11 1 
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( 8. 1 ) 
and conclusions. 
Observed dLtribut ions of th':) received echo power. 
'I'he distributions of the echo power received for the ten 
sets of closely-spaced measurements in Devon Island (Chapter 5)are 
-··- - .. . , .. ·-·· •. ··· · · ·-- .·- -
shom1 in J<'igci . 8. i a, b, c. The po ;,;er i s express 2d in dB, and in each case 
the his toe-ram mav be compm·ed with the e}:pec ',ed form for the 
distribution for fad i ng caused entirely by· interference. This 
curve is characterised by coincidence of the mode with the value in 
dB of the mean real power 1 by an abrupt cut-off in the direction of 
increasing p0wer, and a more gentle fa l l-off as P tends to ze1·0. 
In only one of the ten cases is the o-oserved distribution 
very close to this theoretical shape. The value of the parameter 
which describes the 'goodness of fit' of the histogram, is found to 
be 5 for th8 case of set T3;.:T.his., fo.c a histogram with seventeen 
degrees of freedom, implies a i1.'very good fit in -l-"3rms of a 'null 
hypothesis'. 
For the other sets, the value of vari es between 20 
and 93. For sets F and G, we find values of 29 and 20 respectivt:d.y, 
which implies tha i, deviations from the curve are. less s ignifj_can t than 
the '550 level'. In these cases, we conclude that, though some focusing 
is taking place, the fading is dominated by the effec t of interference. 
For sets B,C and~. the modes of the histograms occur for 
power l eve ls lower than the mean value. This is a feature of the 
focusing regime, where the intensity is automatically negatively 
correlated with the frequency, in terms of observer positions, at 
which it may be observed. 
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(8.2) 
Sets A and D exhibit very s imilar distributions, which 
are fairly sym:netrical 9 and are flattened in comparison with the 
predicted curve. In both cases the distribution is apparently 
double-peaked, and we suspect that this may be caused either by 
a separation into regions where different processes domi::ate the 
fading, or by the existence of b8drock with different reflection 
coefficients . 
Observed autocorre ~-a tion fnnctions of rer;eiv,~d power. 
The autocorrelation func t ions calculated for the sets of 
close spaced observations are shc..~rn in Figs.8.2a,b,c. It is not, 
of course, simple to fit these curves to the smooth shc.:i;es 
described in Chapter 7 . Quantita h ve ly, litLle can be said , other 
than to give the spacing at which the correlation coeff:_cient fall;; 
below 1/e. This can be seen to lie between 4 metr-es (T2) and 
22 metres (B) . Fo r those sets where the autocorrelation has a for'lll 
indica ting the dominance of inter ference in the fadint: ( for a 
Gaussian surface, the autocorrelation would approach a Gaussian form), 
we may interpret the 'faciing length' in terms of the r.r:1.s. slope. 
Where a focusing regim~ is indicated, the antocorrelaticn length of 
the surface ragt;:ess may be infcrn,:d directly. 
We suggest tentatvely that for sets F and 0:, the r.m.s. 
slope is given, according to equation (7.6), as 0.03 and 0 .02 
respectively. These values are lower than i:!ose suggested by 
measurements of the received pulse envelope. The discrepancy may lie 
either in our allowance for the shape of the transmitted pulse, 
or in our interpretation of the autocorrelation function. 
'rhe dilemma imposed by the ambigui t.y of the autocorrelation 
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(8 .3) 
121 
functio n is emphasised "by thG case of set T3 . In the last section it 
appeared that this set gave the closes t approach to fading due 
entirely to i nterference. However, for a surface with a Gauss i an auto-
correl at ion functj_on, we should not expect the autocorrelation of the 
received power to fall below ze:".'o for any separation. Thus we are 
driven to question the form of the surface autocorrelation fm1ction, -
upon which most specific ca1.culations of thr _  e.~ho J::;:haviour have 
been based. 
The torm of the autocorrelation !!'.\mction.'. exhibited by, in 
particular, set D, finds no parallel ei tte:v_: i r. t11e limiting forms 
for focusing or interference regimesfor a Ga'-.!ssian surface. 
These observations indicate that, the mechanisms of echo f ading 
having been studied in some detail, experiments st0uld be perforrried 
in order to dctermirie the nature of subgl.?._:-::ial surfaces beyond the 
convenient asswnption of the Gaussian form. 
Suga-ested developments. 
In connection with the comments of the last section, two 
technj_ques arc suggested by means of which the form of the subglacial 
surface may be investigatP<l. 
The first mak<?.s s imple use of the ma-cter of Chapter 4, where 
it was shown that, with an exact knowledge of the shape of the trans-
mitted pulse envelope, and with a sufficiently broad receiver banduidth, 
-the distribution of slopes in the reflecting surface might be 
determined from measurements of the trailing edge of the received 
pulse enve lope. A surface whose vertical displacements from a mean 
horizont a l plane &re normalJy distribu.ted, wi th a Gaussian autoco ,·relation 
func tion~ should give rise to normal Rlo_rc-?s with a 'Rayl eigh' distl'ib1~ioL 
0 ther dis tribub.ons, repres ent ing, for irn:;tance, spi.ky 
i b~ n 
1, {,; ~ 
surfaces, s t epped surfaces, or dimpled surfaces, could be distinguished 
(Berry,(1973)). An i mportant part of the technique would be to uee 
a long, r ectangul a r transmit te.d pulse, whose leading and. trailing 
edges were as sharp as poss ible, so that reflections f:r,om f()..cers 
of low slope would not be masked by the t raihilg edge of a refl ection 
from ve:rticc:1.JJ:.y~bel-:w the observer. 
fad i ng was caused by interference, rather than focusing of the 
reflecterl waves. This i s possibl e for any gi ven surface by :.:.incnasing 
t he altitude of the observer unt i l i s much greater than unity. 
It is thought that , since fading in Devon I s land appears to have been 
caused by an inconvenient mi xture of f ocusing and i nter fer.:mce, thi s 
may not be a probl em in airborne work over the very deep i co of the 
Antarc t ic ice cap. In this case the autocorrelation funct1on of t he 
receiveJ power wil l reflect that of the ref l ecti~g surface 1 its scal e 
being de ter mined by t he slopes, rather than the hori zontal or vert i cal 
scales of roughness of the surface. In deep ice, this me-i;hod is perhaps 
to be prefer·J:ed, from pure ly practical considerations, since it is 
necessary only to observe the rna2:imum level of the echo. 
- UndE.'::: these conditions, it would not be possible -i;o deduce 
unique val ues for the vertica l and horizontal scales of the rou.ghness. 
In fact, without the assumption that the surface may reasonably be 
described as 'Gaussian', the validity of using singl e figures for 
these 'scales of roughness' is questionable. We b~lieve that the 
distribution of slopes offers :,i. mors fI0xible v,~1y of describing the 
surface, without being tied to any particular model. It is experimentally 
more accessible than the 'scales of roughnes'.:o' , and seems better 
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adapted for studies of the processes of strain , sliding and erosion 
at the bases of gl aciers. 
We return now to the subject of the mean intensity of the 
received echoes. 'I'he most important implication of this wor~c 
concerns the length of the transmitted pulse. This shoul d be suffic ient 
for the r eceived power t o be equivalent to tl1e level to be e :x pected v;ere 
the transmi t ter to rad i ate contina,)us waves. This i nvolve3 an 
assumption ( or a prelimina:-y sur\Tey) to pr('7ide. a ·..ra l ue for the 
r.m.s. slope of the surface. On the bas :::.s of exper:i.ence in Devon 
Island, we suggest that the transmitted pulse length should bP not 
less than 
p ~ O.J.h 
where (neglecting the effect of refraction a t the ice-a ir inte:::--face ), 
his the a ltitude of the observer above the reflecting plane, and 
p is the pulse length ( both figures in r.0 2tres ) • 
We believe tha t the us e of such a puls8 has enabled u.,s to 
loca te a subglacial geological boun.dary in Devon Island , and that 
similar results should be obtainable els ewhere. The use of c lose-
spaced observat ions i s i..'llportant for accurat e de i:ermina tions of the 
mean echo intensity. P:nfi ling of the intens ity a t longer intervals 
has proved to be of value in locat ing accura tely the boundaries 
between surfaces with diff ereht refl ecting powers. 
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Apoendix 1_. Relation of the angular distribution of the rec e ived. 
echo powe r to that of the facets of the rough surface. 
We consider a rough surface such that the seattering of 
radio waves may be treated by the geometry of spec u.lar optical 
ref] ection. \'le assume that t he surface is horizontally isotropic , 
and that the r.m.s. slope i s sufficiently loi,, that the effec 1;s of 
shadowing and multiple r eflection are negiigi.ble. 
Consider elements of the surface inclined at between e and 
8 -i- ~ 9 to the vertical, and with random a zimuthal orientation. 
Such f ace ts reflect power, incident vertically, into a solid e.:1gle 
For power incident close to the vertical, the so:~id &ngle 
occupied by reflections will be close to this value. 
These reflections can only be received a t the point of tran:.:,-
mission if they originate within an annuius on the r ough surface 
defined by the vert ical polar angles 
incident on this annulus is 
8 and 8-f ~e. The pcwer 
of which a fraction is distributed·.over an area 
which includes the observer. 
'I'hus the power received by the observer at the angle G 
and for surfaces includini:i' only low slopes, we may ap:Jroximate: 
I) 2'\ 1 /-:, q /, 
.. d 
, ?. I 2 
b4-Tr I'.. 
is 
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!J?pendix 2. 'rhe aver;::;.crt~ nillnber of separate r eceived reflections, 
When radiation from a point source is reflected from a 
perfectly plane surface, a single reflecti.on can be seen by an o b3erver 
at t:1e point of transmission . Eac h element of the surface, of area 
b)c ~ j , reflectes power over an area 4-S)C0J at the height of 
the source/observer. For a rough surface, the area int o ·which an 
element refl ec ts p01rnr i s given by: 
y)l h. 11 t I ii '2~ ~ (>(,~) where := and yj ::: h . Wilt':;T'e 
6.X'l- '<if " 
is t he vertica l displacement of the surf ace from its mean pJ.a;.:,,e. 
On replacing the smooth by the rougli surface, many reflections 
may be received by the observer, from different fnc2ts of the rough 
surface, and t he aver age number of such reflectiors "·· g i ven by the 
ratio of the integral of the above reflect ion a.r2a over the surface, 
· to the integral for the pl ane surface. Thi:3 j_s equal to the mean al'P9. 
(at the height of the obse r ver) over which an element of area 0.25 
units reflects its incider1t power. 
'I'hus if n is the average number of received. r erlections, 
we have 
n ~ jf-y~I /1 -yjl ;S {yoc )f<tj) J (x Jb 
-t>O' 
The second derivatives of the surface displacement are 
normally distributed,as a.re the first derivatives ( we assume a 
'Gaussian' surf ace ) f and we have 
2 
h ( 6) = __ I_-; '(_-· ri 3/ 
r \{irr to 
where 'yo is the r.m.s. value of the one-dimensional curvature. 
We now split the above integral, so that 
I 
I 
I 
t 1: y,. j 7 YJ ( ~, - 1) (J:1 -1) )AJ{ ) J<~) 
I 
I . 
+ J J r,); 6J <, - r~ Y Y:r I Y;0 (rJ ;0/1) 
-- ob I Tr;rf~y) {},-iJ! - 'fJ) f(y~JJ(YJ) 
....,, -oO 
in which WB have two basic integrals: 
01) 
and I2 - J ( I - r ) f ( y) ) V 
These may be so lved simpl y to give 
Combining t erms from these results we have, from 
This expression has the correct limiting forms such that 
V: ----- 0 0 0 ,/ ) 
'<l.ncl for /o - -3> C>G , {J ./ 
h -::::, I 
r } 
'-
').. \ /6 
~'\ ----',:) - Vo 
1T 
... . .. " ... ;. ._: ..... :::: .: _- .... ~ 
LI 
',I 
II 
11 
II 
.,1 -
. .... , ... 
.A.lli?s:ndix '3. Autocorrelµtion functions, and variances for 
d erivatives of the rough surface. 
Once aga:Ln, we 0onsider the Gaussian rough surfa,~e 
whose vertica.l displacements ·are norma lly distributed with r.rn.s. 
value cl...ei , and whose horizontal autocorrelation. function is 
given by; 
)_ "2. 
-CY-1-1: f-s ( ~c:) = t T' 
Beckmann and Spizzichino ( 1963) state t he r:Pault that, for 
a one-dimens ional ru::,,nnal process, the derivative is also normally 
distributed, with mean value zero and r ~m.s. value g iven by 
A profile of our isotropic Gaussian surface in one direction 
yields such a normal process (as a function of dilctance), and we 
define gradients along the x-· and y-axes: 
The autocorrelation function of the gradients may be calcule.ted 
as follows : we define 
Now, 
and 
< {>;L(~,j) flx ()L-t cY, J f -c-)) 
<f:) T: <px C>r/j) fx (x*o,:j+d) 
'.2.0(o 
~ ( ~ (x +~)( I 3) -~ (:x I j)) 
S:, )t -.) 0 i.)( 
(~(x+O-t ~Xij +l')-~(:t tO>~i-L )) 
S:x. 
l 
and we have 
As ~X--)O, 
and reduc: :;s t o 
Web.ave, therefore, the result that the autocorrelation 
function of gradie::::ts along a given axis is azimuthaJ.ly anisotropic. 
By &n identical method we may calculate the autocorrelation 
function of the one-dimensiona] curva tm·e, deri,_ri.ng ·i;he res-.....1 t 
The r.m.s. value of the one-dimensional curvature, r 
is given, by analogy with , by 
and has the vnluP. 
= Sb"_& 
T 
As a result of t he anisotropy of the autoco:.cre iation 
function of the gradi ents, the parameter cannot be used as 
;:,, true r. m. s. va lue over ths surface. In order to determine the 
mean square curvature, w& use an autocorrelation function in t e rms 
of }V... ~ where 
"2.. /U. 
2 2. 
-= 0 + 1::-
I 
,< 
and we avera:::e the v1:-,lue of CJ for constant ,~ over a l l d i rections 
"l.. 
of , oMaining ( r:/-) == Iii . F'rom this autocor:relat i on 
,if-~· : function we obt ain the va lue of v for the nean squa::'8 curvature 
1-2 
in one dimension, g iv-ing for the mean s quar e two--dii ,:ensional curvature: 
4-
3 
I n t he same way as for the gradients a nd. cunratures 9 we 
deduce that 1: 11e thi:'.'.d derivative of the roughnesr:: fu11ct ion 
is described by 
2 
CXo 
- 6 T 
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